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Ambiguity in the Song of Songs

Grace Elise Rostig

This thesis will explore the ambiguous nature of the Song of Songs, as it manifests itself in
the narrative, the structure, the imagery, and the language of the Song. It will also propose

the new interpretative possibilites that this ambiguity leads to, when it is approached
asking the question "What does this poem do?" as opposed to "What does it say or mean?'

The Song of Songs, whether through the eyes and minds of ancient or modern

commentators, has been seen as portraying a mutual and exclusive love relationship,
whether it was a relationship between God and his people, fsrael, or Jesus and his Church,
as \vas çenerally believed to be the case up until the middle of this century, or a

relationship between two people, as has most often been the case since. Thus, any
questions about the Song have principally centered on who the two main characters in the
Song represent, or whether they represent anyone other than themselves. Unasked has been
the initial question to be explored in this thesis: is the relationship depicted in the Song

reaIly mutual and exclusive or does it contain certain aspects that make it more ambiguous
than that? This initial question will lead to an even less traditional one: is the relationship
between what has been thought to be one couple in the Song, really multiple relationships
between different people? Through the examination of these main questions, on the
di fferent levels of the Song, new insight wiIl be gained intû û k spiriî~af.natürc cf ûk
Song.
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''1 was sleeping but my kart was awake." (Song of Songs, 5 2 )

C'est là sans appui

Je ne suis pas bien du tout assis sur cette cbaise
Et mon pire malheur est un fauteuil où l'on reste
Immanquablement je m'endors et j'y meurs.

Mais laissez-moi traverser le torrent sur les roches
Par bonds quitter cette chose pour celle-là
Je trouve l'équilibre impondérable entre les deux
C'est là sans appui que je me repose.
Saint-Denys Garneau

-

1998, by the group Villeruy, which
Taken From the CD
is made up of Éric S e w t é p h a n e Tremblay. Garneau (lune 3, i912Oetober 24,
1943) was a Québecois poet and painter.

Comment

Oh, life is a glorious cycle of son&
A medly of extemporanea;
And love is a thing that can never go wrong;
And 1 am Marie of Roumania
Dorotby Parker

Taken from: B
B Eh.Lillian Hellman and editon of the Viking
Press. London: Penguin Books, 198 1

1. Introduction

The literary critic, Stanley Fish, asks the question: Why do Iiterary cnticism? He claims he
cannot soy why but that he can show why and poceeds to do so using a line fiom Milton's
Paradise Lost, "And Devils to adore for Deities." He points out that whiIe the sense of the
line makes Devils very different fiom Deities, the:
sound-pattern of the line.As blurring the difference and making it hard to tell
them apart.. What then is the line finally saying: that there is a huge difference
between devils and deities or that there is practically...no difference between
them. The answer...is that the line is saying both: the difference is huge; the
difference is very smdl and there is w paradox because the largeness and the
smallness exist on different levels. The difference is small if we think to discem it
with the physical eye or ear. Devils can make themselves up to look or sound like
deities any time...True discernent requires an inner eye capable of penetrating to
essences, an eye tfiat does not rest on surfaces, but quite literally sees through hem,
the eye, in short, of faith, famousty defined in Hebrews U as the 'evidence of things
not seen. ' The inner eye has only God as its object; and the difference between God
and anything else looms iarge and immediately; if the gaze wanders, if the eye is
distracted by some dittering simulacru, the difference is biurred and becornes
dificult to 'tell. ' Those who mistake devils for deities do not experience an
empirical failure; t k y experience the failure that is empiricism, the failure to
distinguish between things that are made and the maker, who is, of course,
invisible. (Professional 108-9)

For the purposes of this thesis, what is relevant about Fish's statement is that it draws
attention both to the paradoXical meanings that can exist on different levels in a text, and
to the effect that the discovery and interpretation of those different meanings have on the
reader. There is nothing like the sensation that, with each reading of the text, deeper and
different layers of meaning, whose relationships to each other wait eagerly to be

uncovered, are k i n g revealedldiscemed! Such was, and continues to be, this reader's
experience with the Song of Songs.

It is Fish7sidea that Milton intentiodly crpatcd paradoXical layers in his poems. Why?
Because:
rather than pointing the reader to something beyond itself, Milton's
language...cails atteottion to itself, to the relaîioaship between its
components,..The intention is to make the verse of the poem into a set of
exercises in which the reader is forced to confiont the dificulty of interpretive
choices that nonetheless must be made. In relation to this intention the last
thing Milton wants us to do is feel through his words to something else; rather
he wants to amest our attention, to slow down the readuig experience to the
extent that ils problems become its content...If 'passages have to be read through
several times befote one can see how they go' ,it is because the cognitive acts such
readings and rereadings involve are the acts Milton wants us to perform. ( 1 1 1 12)

-

While this reader cannot, with Fish's confidence. say that the author of the Song of Songs
had the sarne intention, there is no question that the outcome is the same: if one is

possessed of the "imer eye" Fish refers to, the poem confiants the reader with so many
paradoxes and arnbiguities that it is impossible not to question what the author's intention
was in presenting the readenhip of the poem with such an intriguingly beautifull and
difficult to understand text Equally intriguing is the fact thpl despite what was almost

immediately apparent to this reader as a prevailing arnbiguity, on many levels of the text.
the meaning of the Song was, for most of the poem's interpretative history, seen as c ~ ~ s t a l

clear, the male lover k i n g seen as an allegorical representation of God for the Jews and of
Christ for the Christians, and the woman representing either the people of Israel, the
Church or individual Christians.

More recently, while scholars have explored the literal sense of the poem for its own sake,
when the question of the Song's theological meaning has &sen, they have rnost often

turned outside of the poem, "pointing the reader to something beyond itself," as Fish says,

'The beauty of the s'images w i U w< tic the principai fmis ofthk thsis, but tbh rcader cm only
enwurage her readers to +y
that %y-pmductw ofthis thcsk, as she did

in the case of the Song,to abstract ideas about how the human love relationship in the

Song calls up in the mind of the reader the love of God. This conclusion was also come to
by this reader. It is UndeCstandabIe for two reasons. First, the Song is, after d l , a book in

the Bible and must be saying something about God, or so the interpreter carmot help but
think. But since the one possible mention of GodZ in the Song provides little, though rich,

food for a theological statement, the reader in search of a message "discovers" one in it
that both "makes sense" in the context of the rest of the poem and whose validity it is

dificuit to deny. The second reason that the "hurnan love reflects God's love" conclusion
is both understandable and its validity obvious is: there is an indisputable feeling of the
presence of God in the poem, which is as difficult to define as it is undeniably manifest. As
this reader worked with the Song over time, it k a m e clear to her that this feeling did not
come solely fiom any connection, made in her mind, between the hurnan love in the Song
and the love of Gd.While this reader cannot daim to have found the definitive source of
the ineffable sense of God's presence in the Song, when shd has touched upon this source,

however briefiy and perhaps only with a pwt of her conscience comparable in size to her
little toe, it has been through a Iiterary experiencing of the essentially ambiguous nature of
the text itself, as well as its content Thus, it is this aspect of tbe multi-dimensional

adventure of the interpretation of the Song of Songs that will be explored in this thesis.

This ambiguity was first discemeci in the relationship(s) between the lovers in tfie F m ,at
the narrative level of the poem, where events sometimes seemed to contradict each other,

rendering the idea of one interpretaîion of them unthinkable. It was then discovered at the
structural level, where the abrupt and seemingly random changes fiom section to section,

'8 :6: "S trong as d m h is love; Intense as Shed is ardor. 11s shafts are s M n of tire. flmes of Yah"
3 ~ h pronoun
e
"she" has been useà throughout this t a t . even when tYs d e r is not the person king r e f d
to, except of course when that person is a maa. This dioia will prevait woodai Wshc c o a s t n ~ ~ o ~and
l s ,d l
aiso give the readers of this thesis a break 60m the more traditional usage of the masculine to designate al1
hurnan beings.

in speaker or Iocaîion, leave the regder not knowing at al1 w k r e she stands, while the
repetitions that occur between these sections make it obvious that both their content and
their location in the text have been very ~arefullyselecteû Lastly, and most profouadly,
through many rereadings of the poem, as the reader moved deeper and deeper into the
valley of the text, ambiguity was perceived in two ways at îhe level of the language in the
Song: first, the images, like the narrative events, tell an ambiguous story of love. Second,

many of the images are 'fiom" 0 t h books in the ~ i b l ewhich
~ , has the effkct of creating a
constant question about how those images are to be interpreted.,in the "sacred" sense in
which they appear in earlier biblid text., in the "secular" sense in which they appear in
the Song, or both, as Fish suggests about the paradoxes in the Milton text. On al1 of these
levels-less on the narrative level, and most of al1 at the level of the images and
language-this reader experienced the feeling of the presence of God. How? Whiie there
are surely multiple answers to this question, the one that is important for this thesis is the

one created by the presence of arnbiguity at different levels of the Song, that is the
phenornenon, described by Fish, of how "language.. .caiIs attention to itself , to the
relationship between its components." This quality in the Song, which is present to lesser
or greater degrees on different levels of the Song, inexorably draws, leads, submerges,
forces the reader into a heightened sense of king totaily in the present moment, which is

accompanied by an awareness of her physical body. These two sensations together are
what humbly constitute, for this reader, a feeling of wholeness or the presence of God.

This thesis will begin with a bnef discussion of methodological considerations, which will
be followed by an overview of the history of the interpretation of the Song, including a

more indepth look at a very recerit mmmentary. The "Statement of the Question" will

4 ~ h a is
t to say that somdmes the images, events or words used in the Song are clearly being used with those
same images, events or words fiom other biblical texts in mind.

then lead into the mah chapter of this thesis, in which the different elements o f ambiguity
witl be examine4 p r e w * n gthe reader for the modest conclusion.

2.1 A Philosophical Issue

Roland Murphy writes: "Moreover, the course of this history (of the interpretation of the

Song) underscores an important lesson: the effect of theological assumptions on the work
of every interpreter, even a contemporary one who may take pride in a strictly literal and

historical-critical approach." (4 1)

Pauf Ricoeur writes that it is possible for contemporary critics t o give the Song an erotic

reading because "We do not find it difficult today to celebrate sexual pleasure for its own
sake, without any reference to the matrimonial setting...This was exactly the situation as

regards the lovers in the Song of Songs. No allusion is made there to marriage or to
fecundity." (294)

Throughout the writing of this thesis, especially when it involved any discussion of the
work of previous commentaton, the question fiequently amse of interpreters' conscious or
unconscious biases (Lonergan). It is these persona1 biases that explain how Brevard Childs,

and others, sees the Song as depicting the love story of a rnarried couple when there is no
evidence in the text to support that idea, how André LaCocque sees the Song's

intertextuality as intentionally ironic and subversive, while this reader attributes a feeling
of sacredness to the same phenomenon .

It is not a question of "How can I rid myself of these biases?" or that "My biases are better
than yours!" since these biases are, of course, part of who each interpreter is, part of why

we are aîtracted to the Song, part of bow and why of we unâerstand the poem in ways that
differ fiom each others. More important is an awareness of one's biases, which enabled
this reader to both hear the voices in the text fouder than the voices of her own biases, and
each time she returned to the text, prepared ber to be surprised, to hear something new, to

see an oft-seen image in a different light. It is also an awareness of these biases that leads
to humbling awareness that it is impossible for any interpreter to daim that her

interpretation is THE interpretatïon-

This awareness of one's biases prepares the reader to partake, with as much of her
consciousness as possible, in the work of biblical exegesis, which Sean McEvenue writes
of in the following way:

The tedious labour of exegetes aims finally at this sort of understanding of the
biblicaf text-certainly not a paraphrase of the text, but at a preconcephial
insight into the elemental meaning of a work of art. There may be some doctrinal
statements in the bible, but they are the very rare exception. Most of the bible is
stories, songs, poems, rhetoric- One bas to work to understand it, and when one
succeeds, it is an opening of the eyes so that they see, and the ears so that finally
they hear. It is not a message in the sense of an easily articulated ûuth or
exhortation. One can attempt to conceive it, and explain it, but one's words sound
hollow, and they would follow logic on the wrong plane of expience..-Elemental
mming is pointed at, not articulated; it is not quite communicable and yet is
contagious. ( 10- 1 1)

'One of this d e r ' s bihas importance for this lhais si- i t hasi mani tht her range of"acccptabk''
sexual activity is wider than most othcr cot~llllcntators'bave been Thrwgh monthiy fidi moon tituais that she
created and perfonned with sex-trade workers ovcr a pesiod of two yerrs (1996-8). this reader has been lead
to the reaiization that this profession, so ofien seen, at worst, as inunorid, and at best, as '%adfor the girts," is
one t h t , w i t b u t denying the enonnous difficuities e x p i e n d by its pnctitioners, many ofwhich are due to
its present illegal starus in this cowitry, is better paid and more convenient than many others. Thus, for this
reader, the idea that among the love relationshipsdepicted in the Song, some might be those of prostitutes is
not particularly shocking and not necessarily impossibfe in the context of the Bible. However. this id- likely
impossible to prove, has not baen greatty scQendeû upoa in this thesis.

With this thesis, another v o i e has been added to the plurality of those that have, over t h e ,
sung the interpretations of the Song that the society in which they lived, and the sensibility

in their hearts, dictated These voices, Iike those in the Song, sometirnes contradict each
other, or at least seem to be astonishingiy different, yet in the Song,they find a common
theme and a common love, and together they continue îo make not o d y tbe boây of work
written about the Song, but the Song itself. an ever-growing, and an e v e r - e ~ c h e dt e a

2.2 Proctical Issues

2.2.1 Questions of Translation
2.2.1.1 Use of the Eaglisb Translation

1 have had to rely on the English translation of the poem because I do not know anywhere

near enough Hebrew to explore the poem in its original language. 1have, however, been
lucky to have been able to question Dr. Sean McEvenue concerning different words in the

Song and their reoccurrence elsewhere in the Bible. It was not feasible to research al1 the
Hebrew words under discussion in this thesis, especially in the third section of the main

chapter. While this unfortunate fact has doubtlessly occasioned certain emrs of
interpretation on my part, I believe that most of the examples I've cited would stand up

under scrutiny, at ieast partly because 1 have not been arguing inaicate linguistic questions
to do with word plays or puns, but have been exarnining individual words, for the most
part.

I have chosen to work with Roland Murphy's translation, both since it is among the most

recenc and also because the extensive and wmprehensive research Murphy has done in the
preparation of his translation takes into account other recent and important translations.

2.2.2 Methodoiogy U d in the Amlysis of the Song

Essentially, my methodology consisted of simply going through the text over and over
again, hearing it, seeing it, feeling it, getting an idea of what was happening on the
different levels of the text, getting to know the text through noticing where the breaks
were, when the subject matter or the speaker of the location shifkd, what the units within
the poem were, which images were k i n g use4 what the Song seemed to be saying and
what it seemed to be meaning6 During this pmcess, I noticed that there were many
recuning words and using the Quick Verse Library CD-ROM to help me expedite my

research, 1 fint explored which words recurred within the text, and subsequently tumed to
words in the text that seemed to present problems of interpretation. I then looked up the

recmences of both of these types of words in the Old Testarnent It was with this latter
step that 1 began to become aware of the way in which words that are used in sacred
contexts, and thus have a sacred sense, in other OT te-

are used in a secular sense in the

Song.

While it had to corne to an end for the purposes of this thesis, this method of biblical
research is without an end, for it is its nature to continually yield new ideas, new insights,

6~was tau@ this ~ i c h.nd <baough mdhod ofbiùlical shdy by San McEve~~e;
his tacto3ig was
supplemented by readings in the W - R e s p o n s e school oflittheory-

to cause new questions to be posed, to ceaselessly bring about the transformation of

interpretations.

2.23 Definition o f rmbiguity as a titenry term

The following definition of ambiguity, taken fiom

Terms: A D-

.

has been

used for the purposes of this thesis:

In Seven Types of Ambiguity ( 1938; rev. ed., 1947), William Epsom uses this
word to refer not to carelessness that produces two or more rneanings where a
single one is intended but to the nchness of poetic speech which can be brought
about by 'any verbal nuance, however slight, which gives room for alternative
reactions to the same piece of language. (1 1 )

3. History of tbe Qoestion

The following overview of the history of the interpretation of the Song of Songs is, for the

most part, based on Roland Murphy's comprehensive Thewhc
iwhc
ib was

chosen both because it is m e n t and because of the depth and breadth of its atialysis and

research

A few additions fkom other authors have been included, the most notable one k i n g the

discussion of André Lacocque's book, Romance W-

at the end of the section on

the twentieth century.

As Roland Murphy points out at the very beginning of his section "Kistory of

lnterpretationn,' while the poem bPs, through the centuries, been the object of much
interpretation8, the history of that interpretation, at least up until the present century, has

k e n largely one dimensional. The vast majority of exegetes have seen the Song as
ailegorically depicting 'Wie bond of mutual love between God and the people of G o d
(Murphy, 1 1) whether that bond was between G d and brael, or Jesus and his Church

Throughout t h e , there have always been scholars whose interpretations of the Song have
departed from this idea, yet even today, popular opinion9 and certain well-hown

s c h ~ l a r continue
s~~
to eamestly attempt to fit the round c w e s of the Song into the square

7 ~ this
n chapter h e proposes to oEer the reader. not "a detailed avvey of this history of intcrpretation,'*m y
of which already exist. but rather a "tepresentative sounding in major periods of the Song's exegetical history,
in order to help the reader to grasp the broad shape of this history as well as to becorne acquainted with some
of the most outstandhg ùncrpreters." (1 1)
8~specialiyduring the Ima wstic @od and the rest of ihe Middk Ag- w k n , Murphy points out,
"Christian interpreters wrote more works on the Song of Song than on any other individual book of the OId
Testament." (21)
9informal discussions with both a féw ClasSmdes anâ uim msnbm of the Truaty United Chrodi hae in
Montréal supported the idea that the allegorical school continues to hold mrlty in the mincis and hearts of those
who do not have the plegsure and hanour of having access to the scholady iiterature written on the Song.
'O~ot~
h u r p h and
y Lacoque cite ~nymond
sacques ~oumay,adr ri ~aiilkc
anci ~ n d ~ro~b aas
t ~IE
leading exponents, at the present tirne*of the allegorical school. Ricoeur points out an important difference

holes of their allegorical idea about what the Song is about. And modern scholars do this
despite the fact that they, unlike the Song's interpretea up until the Reformation, are not
quasi-forced into the "entrenched hernieneutid position-that the Old Testament must
have a specifically Christian meaning and that the scriptural word of God should deal
directly with the religious aspirations of the individual betiever and the community of

faith-(which) made the spiritual interpretation of the Song in pûistic and medieval
Christian exposition virtual ly inevitable." (Murphy, 12)

The clearly untenable nature of the allegorical interpretation-which sometimes involved

even changing the speaker to wbom certain words were attri'buted, not to mention the
words themselves-has led most modem day scholars to dismiss, out of hana the work of
the allegorical school of o!d as a method devised by mystics who were embarrassed by the

sexual themes and imagery of the Song,and to depict their work as denying the "plain
sense" meaning of the songl l .

3.1 Antiquity to the End of the Nineteenth Century

It has most often been assumed, awrding to Murphy, that the allegorical or spiritualizing

interpretation of the Song was prevalent among the earliest Jewish exegetes, and that the
early Christian church simply took over this idea He shows this assurnption to be largely

false, and concludes his discussion on this topic in the following way: "In short, the
classicai Jewish interpretation of the Song came to be 'allegorical,' but we are unable to
trace the roots of this interpretation with any certainty or even to be sure that it began in
between modem day and more ancient allegorists: for the latter the Song played "the role ofan interpretant in
regard to an imerpreted bdieving attinde (see as c.g.. tht of briptisn and role of Song in this caanony).
Instead it has becorne (for modern commentators)the object ofexplication, the allegorical meaning behg
taken to be the true meanhg i n t d e d by the prrsumed unhor, himsdfor herrdfuispiredby the Ho& Spirit."
(286)
As for the modem day allegorias, while thcir work is aared with r e r p R it is not given much credence.

''

pre-Christian times." (14) The earliest Christian exposition of the Song was written by
Hippolytus in the third century, and while the approach it uses is certainly allegorical, he

sees the Song as a "Solomonic pmphecy o f the end of the 'oId7 convenant and the
begiming of the 'new7: Israel is replaced by the càurch as the object of God's love."
(Muphy, 15)

It is in the work of 0rigen12, writing a few decades afler Hippolyhis, that the allegorical

rnethod of interpreîation of the Song first sees the woman in the Song as representing the

Church and her lover G d M y the first three volumes (and a few homilies) of what was
originally a ten-volume wrnmentary on the Song survived, in Latin translation, the
destruction of al1 ofOrigen7swrîtings; they include Origen's riveting Prologue and his
consecutive exposition of 1:1-2: 15. In these documents is contained the beginnings of his
both logical and inspired development of the Song's hwnan love songs into a drarna

the nuptial relationship between Christ and the church: here the femaie figure is
only rarely iâentified as the individual human soul espoused to Christ The
cornmentary gives much closer scrutiny to details of the biblical text and presents
Origen's compiex sotenological analysis at length, expouding both the ecclesial
and the psychic (individual soul) interpreîations of 'the Bride.' (Murphy, 17)

Origen's interpretation, and his henneneutical method, remain the most influential in the
Song's history, as Murphy point out In response t o modem commentaton who depict

Origen as ignoring the hurnan love story in the Song in favour o f a love story between God
and his people, he writes: "On the contrary7 the ostensible character o f the text on a

mundane literary level was the foundation for Origen's analysis." ( 18) Later, on the same

12~rigen's
work is, in this rader's opinion, lar& underestïmated, men by Murphy, who giva it a more für
hearing than most commentators. Due to considerations of space, it has not been possiMe in this thesis to
devote to Origen's work the consideration it desmes.

page, he continues: "Throughoutthe extant sections of the cornmentaq, he gives constant
attention to supposed aspects of drarnatic structure and plot, ofien venîuring to suggest

script" On the next page, he explains
specific scenarios only implied at best in the b~%lical
how Origen then goes on to give the events in the Song a spiritual meaning:

Appropriately understood as a part of scripture, the Song should address the
spiritual needs of its audience. His chef concem is for theological relevance.
Nevertheless, the allegorical method which enables him to pursue this goal is
not arbitrarily adopted but rather proceeds fiom a conscientious assessrnent of
the literary chamcter of the text. ( 19)

The intellectual and spiritual force of Origen's work is attested to by the fact that,
throughout the centuries of the Middle Ages, most Christian interpretations consisted of
"variations on Origenist themes." (Murphy, 2 1) Among those who "played'" these
variations were Gregory the Great (540604), who used the first eight verses of the Song in
two homilies, the Venerable Bede (4-735)who based his exposition of the whole Song on

the work of Gregory the Great and "produced a thorough and coherent commentary, albeit
one that broke little new ground." (Murphy, 24) Rupert Deutz (d. 1 129) identified the
woman in the Song with the Vugin Mary,following an idea already established in the
writings of Ambrose. As time went on, the idea that the woman in the Song represented the
individual Christian,as opposed to the Church, became less and less curent. Murphy
writes:

The Song thus came to serve increasingly as scriptural warrant for viewing the
chwch as the actualization of a sort of platonic ideal, the pristine bride of Christ
garbed in spintual splendoM...(and) it was al1 to easy for Christians to become
enraptured by the vision which the Song was supposed to project (24)

Resistance to the allegorical method of interpreting the Song did, of course, exist, as in the
work of Thedore, bishop of Mospsuestia in Cilicia fiom 392-428, who âenied both that

the Song was a work of Solomonic propbecy and that it depicted the love between God and

his people. Instead, he believed that it was simply a love poem, written by Solomon "in
response to popular criticism of his marrïage to the da&-skinned daughter of pharaok"

(Murphy, 22) in the later Middle Ages, William of Auvergne deploreci the ecclesial
situation that was partly due to an idealized vision of the Church, inspired by the
allegorical interpretation of the Song.

By the late Middle Ages, there is a clear difference b e e n the uacademicapproach
known as sacra pagina, which understood scnpture to be the inspired repository of

doctrinal and ethical wisdom..."and the "monastic dewotion to fecrio divina, in which the
Song is much less a source of revealed knowledge about the relationship between Christ
and the church than an instrument for spiritual illumination." (Murphy, 25) Bernard de
86 Sermones in Cc~nticurn,based mostly on verses and themes from the first
~1airvawt~~'s
two chapters of the Song are a superb example both of the latter approach to the Song as

well as its allegorical interpretation. In these homilies, while his knowledge of the Old and
New Testaments is fkquently evident, he is clearly not concerneci with semantic issues,
unlike On'gen and certain other predecessors. in one of the homilies he even says,

somewhat apoIogetidly, that "'it is not so much my desire to explain words as it is to
influence hearts. "'(quoted in Murphy, 26) He uses the Song,not to explain theological
questions, but to try and bring about a conversion to God's love; in order to do so, he of'ten
calls upon his audience to ver@ what he is saying in their own experience.

or

me,Clairvaux ir somcihïng of an "âme soeur." W l e neither our vision of the relationrhip depiaed in
the Song-he sees it as ideal, 1 see it as portraying a vast range of -ences,
none of thern particularly
ideal-nor our method of ïmerpretation-his is allegori* mine is Iiterary-have much in comrnon, our
emotional and spiritual experience of the Song is sinnlar. We may have ûadlcd by two d i î l b m t mutes, but
we arrive at the sarne destination: apart fiom the love we both obvioudy have for the Song as a work of
spintual titerantre and art, it awakens, in botb our héarts and souls. the same kind of epiphany lbout the
constant presence of Goci in our Iives.

He sees the words the loven speak to each other in the Song as bath reflecting and givïng
expression to the "imer-most emotions and desires of the human soul" (27); and because,

for Clairvaux, it depicts the love relatioaship between God and the individuai souf in the
beautifid terms of human love it puts the reader consîantly in contact with the divine

origin of al1 hurnan love as she experiences it inside herseif, and at the same time, with the
hurnan, lived, dimension of the love of G d . He writes:
'Certaidy honor and glory are due to God, and to Him alone; but neither of
these wili he receive, if they be no& as it were seasoned with the honey of love.
Love is alone sufficient by itselc it pleases by itself, and for its own sake. It is
itself a ment, and itself its own recompense. It seeks neither cause, nor
consequences, beyond itself It is its own f i t , its own object and usefulness. I
love, because 1 love; 1 love, that 1 may love. Love, then, is a great reality, and
very precious, provided that it recurs to the principle on which it rests, îhat it is
kept in continual relation with Him who is its origin, and draws fiom tbat pure
source waters that flow continuaily in greater abundance..-WhenGod loves us,
He desires nothing iess than to be love4 because He loves us that He may be
loved by us knowing that those who love Hirn become blessed by their love
itself.' (quoted in Murphy, 29)

The history of Jewish interpretation of the Song in the Middle Ages begins with the
"diverse comments and short sermons" (Murphy, 29) believed to be spoken by amoraic

sages during the ttiird and fourui centunes. AIthough no direct influence can be established
in either direction, these comments apparently bear a close resemblance to those of the
patristic fathers, in that they interpret the Song figuratively. Yet Murphy points out wbat is,
at least, an interesting coincidence: one of the most oflen cited amoraic authorities on the

Song, Rabbi Yohanan of Tiberias, was a contemporacy of On'gen. The earliest extant
midrash on the Song, dated at the beginning of the seventh century, is the Canticfes
Rabbah, in which comment. by Yohanan and other amoraim are cited. Murphy says of the

hemeneutical approach14 extensively described in its introduction:

l 4 ~ h iapproach
s
bean a few striking resemb1ances to the one used by AMLré LaCoque h his 1998 book

Romance W r w to be discussed below.

Solomon's literary creations attest that he was a diligent stwlent of scripture and a
preeminently sagacious tacher whose proverbs and parables '...penetrated to the
finest nuances of the Torah.' Prior to Solomon '...no one was able to understand
properly the words of tbe Torah, but as soon as Solomon arose al1 began to
comprehend the Torah.' In short, the three canonical books attributed to Solomon
(the Song,Proverbs and Qohelet) are to be understood as comprised of revealed
and artful commentary on the central tnrths of Mosaic scripture. (29)

In this, the Canricles Rabbah differ in approach fiom the writings of Ongen and the
Christian allegorists who:
sought to see beyond the mundane meaning of the Song, supposing its concrete
irnagery and dramatic structure to provide a cornprehensiveguide to spiritual
mysteries, (whereas) ctassical Jewish exposition suggests that the Solomonic
text in its literal sense is a sort of poetic prism. intentionally designed to rehct
the light of Torah already revealed and enabling its spectnim of hues to be more
clearly perceiveci and appreciated by di1igent interpreters. (29)

The Curzticles Rabbah again resernble the work of Lacocque and differ fiom that of the
Christian allegorists in that tbey did not attempt to provide a wnsecutive exposition of the
Song, but instead are made up the comrnents and ideas of various rabbis who "explored
comections between the language of the Song d other scriptural texts." l (29) Yet,the
Cunricles Rcrbbah, like the only extant Ararnaic Targum to the Song, dating to the late

seventh or early eighth century, do resemble the work of the Jlegorists in one key aspect:
they allegorize. The Canficles most ofien see the male protagonist in the Song as

representing God, and the female as representing God's people. The Targuni sees in the
Song an elaborate historia1 allegory depicting Israel's exodus fiom Egypt, and this
interpretation continued to be the one most wmmonly held through the twelfth century, by

such notable Jewish commentators as Sa'adya (d. 942), Solomon ben Issac or "Rashi" (d.
about 1 150) and his grandson, Samuel ben Meir or "Rashbarn" (d about 1 155). There

were, however, significant individual differences between the interpretations concerning
which events in Israel's history were king referred to in verses in the Song.

Just as Bernard de Clairvaux was among the first k w w n Christian exponents of a mystical
interpretation of the Song,so the illustrious Maimonides (1 135-1204), was the tint h o w n
Jewish scholar to suggest that the Song portrayed the individual human sou1 yeaniing to
reunite with God; he was followed in this spiritual line of interpretation by many scholars

in subsequent generations. Don issac Abrabanel (1437-1508) dso departed fiom the

rnainstrearn of allegorical thinking with his idea that the Bide represented Wisdom and
the bridegroom Solomon.

The beginnings of the movement toward the type of "critical," "text-based interpretations
of the Song we see today began during the Refomation and the European Renaissance.
Yet, while fiom this time on Jewish and Christian scholars began to pay more attention
both to the "literal" sense of the poem and to Hebrew text itself, it was still generally

believed that the meaning of the Song was king conveyed in figurative language that
needed interpretation by biblical scholars. Despite his intention, following Erasmus, to "
'...getat the simplest sense and the real character of this book,"' (quoted in Murphy, 34)-

Luther's consecutive exposition is an example of this tendency: it "gives attention to the

literal development and mood of the text, but his explanation of the thematic content is
consistently allegorical. Thus the Song's male protagonist is a figure of God or the divine
Work, whose chosen spouse is the populace of the Solomonic kingdom." p. 34. With the
exceptionof Calvin's young wociate, S e M a n Castellionl6, the Genevan wing of the
Refonnation and John Calvin, foliowed by Théodore de Bèze,did not heed Luther's cal1
for a new appmach to the Song, continuing instead with the conventional medieval view
16~astellion.who was disrniseci by the Geneva churcb at least in part over t h question, saw the Song as a
"profine and lascivious work, ofdubious canonical value." (Muphy, 35)

and expanding upon it, "in baroque fashion7': expositions were produced " that supposeâ
the Song to offer rninutely detailed aIlegory of the church's history t h t culminated in the
triumph of evangelical htestantism over papal Christianity." p. 36

During the sixteenth century and beyond, while Protestantism remained closed to ail ideas
that might see the "bride" in the Song as representative of the Virgin Mary, this

interpretation became more and more popular in Roman Catholic circles, through the
writings of such scholars as Clarius, Bishop of Foligno and Gilbert Genebriud, who also

paid close attention to the Hebrew text and made extensive reference to the work of
medieval Jewish commentators. "in defense of coherent Catholic orthoâoxy," (Murphy,
37) a synthesis of this work, with that of later sixteenthcentury mystics such as the

Spanish Carmelites, Teresa of Avila and St. John of the Cross (who saw the Song as
representing the "'spiritual marriage' of the individual sou1 with Christ," (Murphy, 37),
and the other current and traditional Catholic interpretaîîons of the Song, was attempted in

Cornelius à Lapide's commentary, which was circulated widely.

In the seventeenth century, the idea that the Song, whatever its figurative meaning, was, on
a literal level, a Iove poem "celebrating the mmeageof Solomon to an Egyptian princess"

(Murphy, 37)- became widespread quickly. Hugo Grotius, a Dutch layman, writing in the

early part of the cenhiry, saw the Song as a collection of profane Iove poems, and wrote
about the parallels berneen them and the Greek love poetry; his work would be echoed, in

the early part of the nineteenth century by the commentary of the German philosopher,

Herder, whose "analysis of the biblical work as a collection of pleasingly erotic
love-poeûy sounded the keynote that a host of commentators were to elaborate throughout

the nineteenth century, shaping what has becorne the prevailing viewpoint among
contem porary critics." (39). Bishop Bossuet's influential commentary, Maen at the end of
the eighteenth century and concentrating on the Song's literary consmiction and its literal

sense, discems a men-part structure in the poetic text, which he saw as depicting a Jewisti
wedding liturgy.

This 4'transition-..thatoccmed in the history of the Song's interpretation during the
eighteenth century," (Murphy, 37) was exemplifid by the midcenhiry work of Robert
Lowth, which "focused attention on the Song's literary genre, stylistic charmer, and

bucolic themes, ail in light of Greek and Roman sources." (Murphy, 38), while at the same
time it revived the Origenian idea that the Song was loosely written in dramatic form,
portraying the mutual love between Christ and the Church Therefore, Murphy writes:
"Although Lowth presented a cogent critique of allegorical and prophetical-historical
extravagance, he nonetheless wntinued to a f i m that the Song bad parabolic significance
as a portrait of the mutual love between Christ and the church." (38)

Lowth's idea of the Song as a drama remained popular with commentators until the end of
the nineteenth century. Among the first of his "followers" was J o h n Friedrich Jacobi, in

whose 'tersion" of the play the hand of the maiden is king competed for by two lovers,
one a king, the other a shepherd. Each of the cornmentators divided the Song into sections

and assigned dialogue to characters according to their interpretation ofthe Song. The lack

of a plot in the text, the lack of consensus, among commentators, as to the nurnber and
identities of the characters in the Song, as well as the fact that no evidence exists that

drama as a literary fonn existed before the Gseeks were al1 factors that contributed to this
tooeasily manipulated method of interpretation losing most of its adherents by the end of
the nineteenth century. The sarne time saw the reappearance of an idea also originally

propounded by Ongen, and later reformulated by Bossuet and Lowth: that of the Song as
" acollection of lyrical poeûy related to ancient Hebrew mam-agerites" (39) Based largely

on J.G. Wetzstein's study of modern Syrïan wedding customs, this idea found favour with
well-known biblical scholars such as Franz Delitzsch and Karl Budde, who developed it.

The Twentieth Century

The beginning of the twentieth century, with the retrieval and study of ancient Near

Eastern lore, saw the Song lead commentators to the myths and rites of ancient Near

Eastern texts in their search for the sources of the Song. Following in the footsteps of

Grotius,b w t h and Herder, these twentieth century commentators saw the portraya1 of the
woman in the Song as king based on examples tiom either Egyptian (Adolf Ennann,

Nfkd Hermann, and more recently Michael Fox) or Mesopotamian (Samuel Noah Kramer
and Theophile Meek) sacred love poeby. In this poetry, the woman is seen as a goddess,

the man as a god, and the poem as a whole as âescribing a sacred mamiage between them;
this "formula" was graAed ont0 the Song. While none of these interpretations were well

*,

enough grounded in the text, nor in Jewish tradition17,to gain long-term credibilityl "the
study of the Song's language, structure and themes in light of non-canonical literary

sources is the single most important factor in dixeming the ascension of modem critical
views." (Murphy, 4 1), a fact that is attested to by the thorough and interesting account
Murphy gives of these views, the study of which have recently lead, he points out, to a
consensus among contemporary critical scholars as to the literal sense of the Song.

These "literal" interpeters explain the presence of the "secular" love poetry of the Song in
the Bible by arguing that the theological meaning is extrapolated from the text-the beauty

of the human love in the Song somehow "leads" the reader to also reflect on the beauty of
the love between God and huma.beingd9. ) This type of interpretation understands

'' 8'~here
are no other existing exinples of love po*ry of this sort in
~ c c o r d i n g Murphy. LaCoque disagrees:
my opinion, the Egyptian influence on the
Hcbrew.

Song ir definitely
establisW. There are too many traits common to both Ineratures to k ignored. 1 am thus w i n g to ôûieve
that the country on the Nile, with its more h
i conception of wonmi in generai. served as a mode1 for the
Song's pet-although we M d not diminish the importance ofthe âifkmas." (242 Thinking)
191 do not deny that this 'subIationn m y be an aspect of the thedacal impat ofthe Song. Yet, like &rmrd
de CIairvaux, I also see that there is a theological significance to be garnered in the "simple" experiencing of
the poem, especially when it is studied over a pcriod ofbme, &ch h i e it may not preccde or supplant any
to

"In

scripture in basicaily the same way as did the proponents (mention4 above) of the

medievat "academic approach known as sacra pagina, which understood scripture to be
the inspired repository of doctrinal and ethical wisdom". As Elliott puts it :

The poet of the Canticle respects and affirms the beauty and order placed by
God within ail creaîion He savors the naîurai beauty of ail creatures-plants,
animals, and particularly human beings- There is a total lack of any dichotorny
between the 'religious' and 'profane' spheres of human life. God, his wisdom,
order, and presence can be found in al1 things. A relationship of passionate,
committed love, in façt, easily opens to knowing 'the very flarne of Yah!'(8,7)
(264)
Murphy writes: "in the final analysis, then, what links the literal sense of the Song to the

expsitory visions of synagogue and church is an exquisite insight: the love that forrns
hurnan partnership and community, and that sustains the whole of creation, is a gifl of
G d ' s own self" (105)

With the work of Friedrich Horst, early in this century, began the discussion, still going on

today, about the different literary genres of the poetxy in the Song: are they wedding songs,

'"songs' of yearning, self-descriptions, tease, admiration, description of experience,

description of the beloved's physical channs, boasting and the like" (Murphy, a)?
According to Horst, the Song contains rnany of these genres and Murphy, following Horst,

divides the Song into different sections, identifjing and describing each section accordhg

process of interpretation, at least accompanics. and certaùrly enriches and rnakes more pleasurable, that
process. 1 put the word "simple" m quotation marks baauw, while the orpericncing o f the poem is, in and of
itself, simple, al1 that n d s to be leamed about bibticai writing and literary criticism in order to do that
experiencing, is not. Like André LaCoque, it is also cicar to me t h the very langucige of the Song is fiiied
with sacred references Erom elsewhere in the Bible, so that any reader of the Song, who dso knows the Bible,
cannot help but fed an inhercm sacredness. Both o f thest points will be expuided upon in the next chapter.
201 have not quoted any of Murphy's b c h a t h g 'sketch" because the amount of text 1 w d d have had to
quote in order for the reader to get a good idea of how Murphy has written and stnictured it wwld not have
been reasonable in a thesis ofthis laigth.

The structural integrity of the Song is a m e r question that has preoccupied cornmentators
in this century. While the breaks in the text, the absence of a narrative plot, and indications

that the different sections of the poem may have been written at diEerent times by
different p e t s al1 point to the idea that the Song is not a unit, the diaiogue between the
two main "characters," the unique thematic content of the Song, certain grammatical
features2'an& especially significant to this reader' the multiple literary and stylistic
similarities disceniable in different parts of the poem, as well as the literary and thematic
movement and "discussion" between the parts of the poem on these levels, suggest
convincingly that the poem is very much a unit. Both ideas continue to have supporters,
though the rnost recent consensus seerns to be coming down on the side of the Song's
unity. Commentators, such as Gunter Krinetzki and Marcia Falk, who have seen the Song

as a Ioose collection of love poems have divided it up into twenty-five or more units, while
those who understand the Song as a unit usually divide it into a limited and varieci nurnber
of scenes, if they see it as a drama, or, Iike Cheryl Exurn and Timothea Elliott, into

between six and eight larger poetic units making up a whole. Elliott's minute Iiterary
analysis of the Song leaves little doubt as to the unity of the Song as a poem,and

commentators of renom, such as Murphy and Lacocque, writing recently, concur.

Lastly, the dating and the authorship of the Song rernain points of contention, both k i n g

complicated by the question of the unity of the poem. Murphy summarizes the question in
the following way: "This apparent critical impasse (concerning the dating) exists because
of conflicting and uncertain positions taken on three fundamental issues: the wmection of
the work with Solomon or his period; the import of certain geographical references within
the Song; and the assessrnent of the Song's linguistic profile." (3) It is no longer believed,

as Origen expounded, that Solomon m e the Song as a part of a Wisdom

'

D i r u d by Murphy pp. 74-76

"trilogy" consisting of Qohelet. Proverbs and the Song. It has been argried that the spirit
and sîyle in which the Song is written, its amorous theme and its similarities to Egyptian

love lyrics (Israel was under Egyptian cultural influence at the time) place it very neatly in

the era of Solomonic humanism. Yet there is no decisive evidence to support this view,
and other dates, based on times when Israel was under the influence of other cultures,
could just as easily be suggested.

As for dating the Song according to the geographical sites mentioned in it, this strategy t m

proves fauity since the mere mention of a town or area, without it also king given some

political significance-and this is never the case in the Song-makes it just as plausible to
assume that the name of the site has been used, for example, "because of its sound and
semantic connotation." (Murphy, 4) It is equally impossible to date the Song based on
"lexical, grammatical and literary parallels" (Murphy, 4) between the Song and other

ianguages: there are, undeniably some paraflels beîween the Song and Ugaritic texts,
which would place the dating of the Song in the preexilic period; at the same time, the
presence of certain alleged Ararnaisms and late foreign loan words would indicate that the
Song's author wrote in postexilic times. It seems safest, and it is probably rnost accurate,

to say that parts of the Song are aimost certainiy quite 014 but that others are Iikely

postexilic, which would, in turn, of course, mean that the person who was the final editor

also lived during this latter period

It is only in the pst few decades that the question of the gender of the author of the Song

has corne into question. Throughout the history of the interpretation of the Song, that
person was assumed to be male, but with the revolution in biblical exegesis occasioned by
the feminist movement, assumptions of many different kinds have been questioned.

Writing in 1985, Athalya Brenner, feels obliged to admit:

...we are still in no position to determine witb confidence which portions of the
Song of Songs express typical femaie attitudes with such fidelity tha! they can

be regardai as original compositions by wornen. My personal guess is that
passages such as l.2-6,3.1-4,5.1-7 and 5.10- 16 are so essentially feminine that a
male could bardly imitate k i r tone and texture successfidly. After d l , there is no
reason to maintain that women were not recognized as great poets in ancient Israel(Isrealite, 50)
Writing in 1998, in

. -

. -

André Lacocque gives a brief, but thorough,

history, which he begins in 1963 with the work of AS Herbert, of the idea that the author
of the Song might be a woman He surnmarizes by saying, with confidence:

Thus, it is f i e r al1 not too surwsing that the author of the song be a woman. It
is a woman's Song fiom beginning to end and it puts the heroine center-stage.
'A11 events are narrated fiom her point of view, though not always in her voice,
whereas from the boy's angle of vision we know little besides how he sees her,'
says Michael Fox- (
p. 309). He adds that the apparent absence
of the author is deceptive, for she stands everywbere 'behind the scenes,
comrnunicating to us attitudes about the pecsonae...and setting many of the noms
by which we are to understand and evaluate the characters.' (243-44)

In writing about the Song, both Roland Murphy and Timothea EIliott continue to take the
Song's male authorship for granted22,using the male pronoun when refemng to the Song's

author.

This section will outliw André LaCocque's argument23in Romance W W & ~and this

reader's various reservations with it. This book bas been singled out for a much more

22~houghMurphy writes: "So arongly rnarked is the Song's pnpective in cornpuison with vMw anestuf
elsewhere in the scripture that one is pressed to ask if the author may have been a woman; and surely she was,
at lest in part." (70) White this thesis relies more heaviiy on theu work than it does on the work of any other
commeiïtator, this reader wüi part company with them on this qutsbon and will foUow instead Brenner,
LaCoque and her own intuition.
231 am afraid 1 do not have the rmm to begh to r d y do justice to the many nuances of Lacocque's
argument. Nor do 1 have the hrxury of d n g attention to the aspects of his argumem where 1 met him as a

lengthy treatment than any of the other commntanes on the Song for two reasom- First, as
the most recent tteatment of the Song this reader is aware of, it has made use of the very
Iatest in the scholarship about the Song; in the depth of its historical anaiysis, tbough not

the breadth, it is comparable to Murphy's book Second, the hermeneutical method
Lacocque proposes in it represents a new way of lodong at the &ngfs, one that dso

coincides with this reader's approach to the Song.

In the Preface to his book, LaCocque asks the question: "If the Canticle is a love-song
between a wornan and a man; if it is a poem devoid of any reference to God, to Israel, to

the Heilsgeschichte, to the cult; if, as someone said, Canticle is the 'most unbiblical book
in the Bible,' can there still be a bridge of sorts between the modem 'naturalist'

understanding and the traditional spiritualking interpretabon?' (xi) He answers this

question in his challenging and engagingly written introductory chapter, "Methodical

kindred sod. Among these is his "active readei' idea. He wrïtes: "The composer-writer is thus herseif a
reader; we as readers of the Cantjcle read the work of a rc9dcr: 'The writa's interioartor, then, is the writa
himself, but a s reader of another text. The one who writes is the same as the one who reads, Since his
interiocutor is a text, he himseifis no more than a tart rereadurg itseifas it rewrites itsdf Tbe dialogical
structure, therefore, appears oniy in ligh of the text elaborating itseifas ambivalent in relation to another t a . '
(quote fiom Jdia Kristeva, DeIRre in h n g q g e , pp. 8&87) T k dialogical qusüty of the work is eminent.
True, the readers are nwer overtly addressed by the Canticle as 'yoy' but the address is never covert either:
the 'you' is implied in the third person of the narrator. Furuiermore, the poet has d p l i e d the dialogid
devices: the lover speaks to the belove.; the beioved to the lover. they both speak to 'wmpanions,' to
'daughters of Jerusalem.' This way, the reader is not pcrmitted to stay out as an onlooka (a Peeping Tom?).
The reader is among the male f n d s , among the female chorus, and is exhoned not to precipitate the action
('do not stir love...'), not to hide the lover fiom the b d o v d , but to participate in their mutual quest. The
reader is eminently active." (Romance, 56-6). 1 hope to write a M-blown critique of his book in which 1 d l
be able to disçuss it in the systcmatic and indepth W o n his work warrams.
24This book.,r-minend& to m by a COUinto my woik on this thesis at cuftly t k n&
moment. From my work with the English translation, I had had an intuition about the fact ihat while there is
no direct use of the ianguage of the s a c d in the Song, much of the language used in the Song is langage
that is, efsewhere in the OT,used in "sacred contexts. Ilhis is LaCoque's thesis too, though, as wiU be
explaincd bdow, I strongîy dhgree with certain of LaCoque's conclusions about the ends t o which the
author of the Song uses these sacreci terms. However, both the fact that a scholar of his stature should have
had the same idea as 1 did (one that 1 would have hd a lot of t d l e invdgathg, la dong provïng, given
my present lack of knowledge of Hebrew), and his extensive biblical research, which gives example afler
example of "sacred" language in the Song, have pro- to be an invaiuable support in the miting of this
thesis.
2 5 ~least
t
in modem h e s . It w u poiuted out above t h t Lacocque's method bas some resernblances to
those used by the writers of the Canticles Rabbah

~ u ~ ~ s i t i owben
n s ~he~writes
~ ~ ,that %le

squarely endorsing the aaawlistic approach,"

to the Song, he sees his intertextual method as a "bridge to the traditional Midrashic and

allegorical interpretation," (6) It is this rnethod tbat leads him to describe the Song as
"fundarnentalty a critique of the mores of conformist societies and of the dualism between
the body and sou1 prevalent in sopbisticated as well as in popular mentalities." (7), and as

"a defiant, irreverent, subversive discourse, which at h e s c o n s t i ~ eas satirical pastiche
of prophetic metaphors and similes." (12) Ms argument is that the author of the Song has
taken texts, images and metaphors fiom various bibiical literature, but most mcularly

fiom the Prophets, and has "purposely disfigured"(27) them; "they are reused defiantly.
They are demoraiized, desacralized, decanonized. Here, irony is on the verge of banter. For
the purpose of praising Eros, the poet dares adopt a tanguage that prophets and priests had
traditionally used to describe metaphorically the intimate relations ktween God and his
people." (27).Yet to daim that this is the Song's final word on love would be to commit
an error of the same order as those of the "naturalist" school, whose interpretation, he
points out, "flippantly bypasses levels of rn-ng

that Judaism and Chnstianity have

acknowledged as legitimate."(6).

Instead, it is LaCoque's idea that:
The very use of prophetic metaphors for the singing of the loves between a man
and a woman rdects back upon the propheUc sources, shedding new light on
them. Prophets insisted upon the relationship between God and Israel as
metaphorically nuptial. No sooner has that metaphor traveled back down to
characterize the relationship between a man and the woman in the Song than it
ricochets again and human Eros is endowed with a vertical dimension that
ennobles it and makes it the prime translation in life of the imogo Dei. When
2 6 ~ i sfimchapta in Lacocque's book is 68 pages 10% his and* ofthe sang comsonly double th.i
number of pages: 123, fiom p. 69- 191 ! The subjccts he deais wah in this chaptcr are: "A Humeneutical
Problem," "Thesis," "Excursus:On'gen's Reading ofthe Song of Songs," "Plain Sense, AUegory and
Midrashn ^Ems and Society," "Metapborand Intertextualny," "Song of Songs snd Rophetic Literaiure,"
"The ENgma of Sexuality Seen by a Female Author," uIrreverence and Defiance" and "Summary and

Conciusion."

this is realized, it becornes clear why propbets chose that metaphor in the first
place.. .It is this back-and-forth movement between two generically wiretated
semantic fields, God and love, that succeeds in traoscending their mutual
othemess and tallies hem so closely as to change them from a trope to an
equation, 'Gd is love.' (66)

With the many examples given by Lacocque in his essay on the Song, a few of which will

be given in the next chapter, ttie intertextuality of the Song with otber bibtical texts
becomes nothing short of an obvious fact. What remains as a question is: Why did the
author of the Song use this &ce?

LaCoque's answer is briefly orrtlined above. Does it

stand up under scmtiny?

Lacocque argues that there are two steps to be made in the reading of the Song:

To wit, the 'trajectory' of the Canticle, its Wirkzuzgsgeschichre,might be reûaceà
as fol lows: first, the author of the Song defigurativizes, one might say, the language
the propheîs accredited for the description of the vertical relationship benkreen
Israel and God. Thus, in a fashion, the Song restores the language to its first,
original, noafigurative meaning and makes that language once again available for
the horizontal description of the love between a man and a woman ...A second step
takes the author even M e r . In her poem, she magnifies luxury, nature, courtship,
eroticism, al1 things that prophets and sages found objectionable...In surnmary,
language has corne full circle, fiom the horizontal to the vertical through
metaphorization and to horizontal again through poetic defigurativation and
refigurativation." (56)

In Lacocque's first step, the reader sees that the Song uses sacred texts fiom elsewhere in
the Bible as images in its seemingly secular love poern, thus "emptying" them of îheir
"sacred'' content, as a parody and subversion of the views on love held by the soçiety in
which it was written. A few examples illustrating this step include:

1 ) "Just as 'Solomon' is used ironically in the book as if the author was pumng out her

tongue at the 'establishment,' so do the formulas of conjuration parody the religious

language and make fM of it..What the poet is doing here is shedding her societal chahs;
she is shouting her -dom

from gender stereotypes. She is daringly mocking consecrated

definitions and formulas-" (64);

2) "Israel's theologians had considered this miraculous encouriter of the divine as the
worthiest cause for singing the praise of YHWH. Paradoxically and scandalously, the
Canticle adopts a similar wording to celebrate the coming together of the male and the
femate. . . ~ l e a r lthis
~ ~constant
~,
paralle!ism between vastly different objects emphasim

the point that they are indeed comparable-not the characters themselves, however, but the
types of relationship they initiate, What is similar beîween the relation of God with Israel

(according to the Psalms and the Prophets) and the relation of male with female (according
to the Canticle) is love." (90-9 1)

3)'The exclusivity of the relationship between God and bis people, so strongly emphasized
by the Law and Prophets, is now transformeci into the delightfid enwunter of man and

woman." ( 1 13)

4)" The conclusion to the analysis of this discrete section (6: 13b: "'Why do you gaze upon
the Shularnmite as upon the dance of the two camps?"') is also valid for the whole of the
poem. We are again in fid1 irreverence. By using a language that is 'sacred' within a

Yahwistic context, the singer reverses the prophetic process of metaphorization." (147)

5 ) Concerning 8:2 in which the woman says she will give her lover "spiced wine to drink,

my pomegranate juice," L a c q u e writes that "once again the erotic supplants the

religious." ( 164)

"AS will be seen below, thir mader does mt see as clar at .U Lacocque's attempt to bring together the
"scandalous" and the "sacrd" in the Song.

6) 'There was present in Egyptian literature a ferninine aggressiveness the Iewess put to

better use by turning it into a sort of sar-c

canzivai of manners." (253)

7) And, in his conclusion: "We are in a setting of total imerencp." (262)

The second step involves then "recharging" these same images with their "sacred" content.
Some examplesZ8representing this aspect of his argument are:

1 ) When, in giving his explanation for what seems to be prorniscuous behaviour on the part

of the man, he writes: "The fact of the matter is that the Song of Songs sees the man as
epitomizing al1 the lovers; he is the lover. As to the woman, she also is al1 women, the
whole of womanhood; their mutual love summarùes and slirpasses ail other loves.
Therefore, all women around the woman praise her beauty, in which they recognize a
paradigm of their own;al1 the males participate in the lover's que* desire and wonder. He
has become al1 his cornpanions (cf. 5: 1b; 8:13); she, al1 her cohorts (cf 6%-9);their love

includes the totality of love in the whole world; and the poem of their encounter is the
Song of al1 songs." (1 28)

2) 'The Canticie is not an apocalyptic work. It finds a large part of its inspiration in

prophetic oracles, which it transforms to fit its own purposes, but without rejecting their
subversive sharpness. Like the prophets, the poet wants to subvert the world To do so, she
claims for love absolute rights, using prophetic discourse that ciaimed G d ' s absolute
ownership over the human. There is thereby a promiscuity of sorts established by the

Canticle between claims that might be constnied as conflicting. Evidently, one way open
before love's advocate was to dei@Love and thus oppose this swveet goddess to the stem
281f these examples are fmer and leu e v d y d i m i i e d throughan the t
discusses this "second stepn targely toward the end of his book.

a it

is -se

LaCoque

God of the prophets of doom. This is not, though, the path trodden by the author of the
Song of Songs. On the contrary, if the Song &es exception with prophetic oracles of

doom in particuIar,

in the name of a fundamental optimism based on faith in the

transfomative power of Eros, it does, howevet, follow suit to the dtimate valorization of
love among the prophets of Israel." (206)

3) "In the process, she (the p e t ) showed that there was an opposite face to prophetic

condemnation, namely, the lyric expression of love, for 'love is strong as death'! This is
why, in this l e s t 'biblical' book of the Bible, the message hidden behind the poetic

aesthetics is decidedly theological. Love, 'pure and simple,' love faithful and wholly
integrated, love that is eros as much as it is agape, is a reflection of the covenant between
the divine and the human." (208)

4) " For as we just saw (in LaCocque7sbook), the Canticle stands in a relation of

intertextuaMy with israel's narrative and prophecy; it sings the sarne power of love as
prociaimed and praised by prophets and psairnists, even if applied by the ones and the
other to objects diflerently understood than in the Canticle. Chana Bloch writes that 'the
prophets look forward to a peaceable kingdom at the End of Days. The Song of Songs
locates that kingdom in human love, in the habitable presenf and for the space of our
anention, allows us to enter it.'29 It is that love that the Song of Song magnifies in terms of
erotic love between a man and a woman, in substi~ionfor an agape-vertical relationship
sung by its traditional predecessors. It is that fondness and fidelity that the poet elevates to
the point that it becornes paradigrnatic for al1 authentic love, and more particularly, for the

love of God for his peoplGO.(209)

2 9 couldn't
~
agree more, especiaüy with the idea of% habiilc present," sine+ 1 beiieve tbu this is one of
the ways in which the Song talks about love. hurnan or godly: in terms o f k i n g prescrit in the moment.
301sn't love that is "paradiputic for ail authentic love, and more partidariy. for the love of God for his
people" dangerously close to an allegorical imcrpretation?

It is with the first "step" that this reader is in disajpernent-": it is tbe element of irony or
parody that is contestable, though this is not to say that irony is totally absent fiom the
LaCocqueYsvision is disputable on two groumis. First, this reader does m t believe

that LaCocque shows convincingly how the second step pruceeds fiom the first: how does
a text that he sees as ironic and politicdly subversive suddenly become "kidedly

theological"? It is not that these two are incompatible. One need only look at the lives of
Jesus, Ghandi, Martin Luther King or Domthy Day to see that the ~ x i s t e n c ein
, one

k i n g (or for the purposes of the discussion here, in one text), of the politically radical and
the spirituaily aware can make for a worlà-cbanging combination- Yet reading

Lacocque's book, one has the impression that he is talking about two Songs; it feels as
though the text has two penonalities: the reader meets the p o l i t i d Song most of the time,
but occasionally, mostly toward the end of the book, the theological Song peeks out fiom

behind the TRASH THE WORLD placard An4 if in the end, ''nothing precludes the
'mystic' reading of the Song." (209), as LaCocque says in the closing lines of his essay,

then what purpose did the irony in the text really serve? #y,

if the poet is ultimately

writing about the supremacy of love, wouId she go about it in such a roundabout way? At
the very least, LaCoque needs to have addressed the difficdt to understand (not to say,

perhaps ...ambiguous) relationship between what he perceives as the ironic style of the
poem and its theological wnclusions. Finally, not only are the irony, and the political

subversion it was supposed to serve, lefi dangling in LaCoque's argument. but the
theological message gives the impression of being "tacked on".

'

As for the second nep. this reader is in agrœmea with it: in the next chapter7ssection on images, examples
have been provided in which it is shown that the reader is king asked both to allow the sacrai meanhg fiom
the earlier text "speak" to the Song text and to allow the "seailar" meaning 6om the Song "speak"to the
d i e r text.
' * ~ u c h as it might be intcresting to explore this idca, thne and spaœ make it impouible m the contact of this
thesis.

It could be argueci that the way in which Lacocque has structured his book somewhat
mirrors the Song; that he, like the Song's pet, waits until the end of his text to "get" really
theological, giving only hints dong the way. In this reader's opinion, the poet of the Song
artfdly ieads her reader through what is her own lived andlor observed experience of love,

while Lacocque's conclusions about how the sacredness of human love is ultimately a
reflection of divine love in the Song, because they are based on arguments about irony and
political subversion, instead of on arguments that would sornehow lead the reader toward
God andlor love, human or divine, seem contrived: they Iack a grounding in Lacocque's

own text. This reader believes that the Song "demands" a theological interpretation, and
that it was this "demand," not only the discornfort with the sexual content of the poem,
that led the allegorists to their interpretations. LaCoque clearly felt this "demand" too, but
he makes something of the same error, though not to the same degree, as the allegorists he
criticizes: just as they undertook their exegesis of the Song with the idea in mind that the
Song was an allegory depicting the relationship between G d and Israel or God and the
Christian church, so LaCocque approaches the Song with the idea that it is an ironic and

subversive text. The allegorists' preconceived spiritual idea about the meaning of the Song
leaves the reader feeling embarrassed at how they have left out any discussion of the
human love story(ies) king told. Lacocque's political interpretation of the Song does not
make the error of precluding a spintual interpretation, but the reader feels something of the
same ernbarrassment: the spiritual aspect may be present, but it is not embodied in
LaCoque's text, just as the human is not e m b d e d in the allegorists' texts.

It is possible that some of the reservationsjust mentioned would take no more than a 15

minute discussion with LaCocque to iron out, if it weren't for a much more fundamentai
disagreement: this reader just does not or read or see (Üirough the images) or experience
the text as ironic. LaCoque's argument is not without its conMncing moments, as, for

example, in his discussion of the djuration refhin, in which the woman swears by the
igazelles and the hinds of the fieldflg3:

The defiance by our author reaches its surnrnit when sacrosanct formulas, oaths
for example, are ironically parded Alîhough here also asseverating phrases
appear using the phaseology of conjurations, these are shockingly 'secular,'
invoking wild animds of the field, a totally blasphemous utterance. The ancient
world took it for granted that an oath is swom in the narne of the gods. in this
respect, the homophony between the pet-selected terms, on the one hand, and
genuinely religious expressions of oaths, on the other, rnust be emphasized Cant
2.7 (repeated in 3.5; c.f 8.4; 5.8) says, ' 1 adjure yoy O daughters of Jerusalem,
by the gazelles or the hinds of the field ' The Hebrew has (tram. w0rds)3~
hiseba'ot 'O be'ayelot hassadeb Clearly, (trans. word) sega70tis the same word
as in the weil-hwn Yahwistic expression YHWH (trans. word) (seba'ot),
except that tbe term there designates the 'amies' in heaven (and on earth?). As
to the (trans. word) 'ayelot, it looks both morphoIogically and etymologically
like (trans. word) 'el, 'eloah, G d F d I y , (trans. word) sadeh is in assonance
with (trans. word) sadday; (trans. words) 'ayelot hassadeh evokes 'eI sadday,
'Gd Almighty '...
1 clairn that no one in the Isrealite audience of the poem could have rnissed such
transparent allusions. The formulation could not be constnied as a slip of the

tongue or as a mere poetic substitute for the customary religious content of an
oath; besides, the occasion is neither casual nor perfunctory. The shifi was too
substantial; it readily raised the issue of intent or, if you will, of tone. The answer
to which is provided by the general atmosphere of the poem. Just as 'Solomon' is
used ironically in the book as if the author was putting out her tongue at the
'establishment,' so do the formulas of conjuration parody the religious language
and make fùn of it. The same satin'c spirit applies to most everythmg handled by
the author..." (62-64)

33~oncerningthis r e m EUiott writes: The best exphution for this expression is t h tnm.words are
circumlocutions for the tities of W.
The first stands for (trans. word) (YHWH is amies) and the second
(trans. word) (El Shadday). Gazelles and hinds are menîioned primarüy because ofthe sound of the words, but
dso because they are beauriîbi and gracettl (Prov 5.19).
341n this preliminary version of the ihais it was not possible to adequately tnnsrrik either Hebrew words
using the Hebrew alphabet (Hebrew), nor tbe transcn'bed Hcbrew words (tram. word). Adequate
transcriptions of both. which will faithfùlly rctlect how the words are pronounced in English, wiil be present in
the final version ofthis thesis-

To Lacocque these words make the Song a parody; to this reader, they are making secred
the natura13? Lacocque bases his idea of the iatentionally subversive nature of the Song on
certain passages, and to this reader, though the p e t may intend to be ironie when she bas
the wornan swear by gazelles and hinds, and when she uses "Solomon," these instances of

are not numerous emugh to maice irony or inwerence the overall tone of the poern.
Moreover, there is something, both in the irnmediacy of the experiences described, and in
the very artisûy of the poem that, for this reader, preclude irony. No one who is going out

and getting beaten up by guards in the city as she searches firantically for her lover is going
to write ironically about love: her despair is too present. It is as if Lacocque forgets that
the Song is teIIing the love story(ies) of people who are in love, here and now. Also, if one

sees the pmm only as a text with a purpose, wkther political or theological, instead of
foremost (or at Ieast also) as a work of art, whose purpose, as it tells of different aspects of
the experience of love, is nothing more than its very existence, as a work of art, then it is

possible to impose many different interpretations. If, on the other hanQ the reader stays

with beauty of the images in the te* and with the "now" of the text, in the presence of the
lovers who are breathiessly living their love, irony, as the overriding tone, let alone theme,
ofthe poem, just doesnytmake any sens@.

On the narrative and metaphoric levels, the events and the imagery are so touching,
interesting and compelling, and the reader is so camied away into the very moment in
which the event king namted is achuilly happening, a11 of which leaves her so much w'th
a sense of breath-taken awe, that irony seems as out of place as it tuming on the weather

35~here
is also Ciordis's neutrai interpretstion, quoted in Pop: "The best suggestion has been made by Gordis
(28): that there is a deiiberate reiuctance to use the divine name. The speaker 'replaces such customary oaths
as (trans. words) k'lohei sebha'othor be'el saddai by a similoj. sounding phrase (trans. words) bisebha'oth
'O be'ayeloth hassadeh "by the gazelles or hinds of the field"' choosing animals, which symbolize love, for the
subsntutions." (quoted in Musphy, 133 )
is at Ieast @y due to the ha h t , in this r s d d s opinion, iraiy is not much of a hunonw:it
happe- too much in the head. In Ricoeur's view: "...daision and subversion seem to me to stem tiom the
genre of p l d i which, unlike irony, docs not fit weU with thot of fiet and joyous cekbration-" (275)

.

report would in the middle of making love. 1oigree that the "plain sense" level, as

LaCocque calls it, is certaidy not the only level at which or fiom which the poem can be,
must be studied, has been stwlied in this thesis. Nor is the poetic. However, as Lacocque

sets out to show that the words used in the Song are evidence of the ironic intent of the

author, he ignores both the events these words describe and the images they make up,
neither of which are ironic, at least not most of the tirne.

A question remains: if this wrîter has Ieft out the use of directly "sa&

words, and has

instead used indirectly "sacred* words in the sexual and amourous context, what has been
her purpose, if LaCocque7sanalysis has been shown reflect, at mat, a partial reality in the

Song? While any speculation about purpose or intent can never be proven, this reader

would tend to speculate on the side of ar?(which is the side she feels the poem itself has
called her to be on) and say that the poet did not consciously set out to write a secular Love
poem that used sacred language. Isn't it possible that, instead, she was surprised to
discover or, more likely, to have someone else point out to her, al1 the sacred language in
her "secular" love poem, just as poets, novelists, visual artists and musicians have always

been surprised by what the interpreters of their work have seen in them? Isn't it possible
that her expenence of love was so close to her experience of the sacred that it came
"naturally" to her to use the same words to describe it as she would have used to describe
her experience of Gd?And once she saw what she had done, that she would have chosen,
for the sake of the beauty and seamiessness of the poem's depiction of the two "realities"

made one, to risk leaving intact even those verses, such as the adjuration refrains, which
might have k e n seen as blasphemous?

4. Statemeut o f the Qucstioi

The various issues outlined in the "History of the Question" have preoccupied

commentators, yet the equally important question about the nature of relationship of the
two main characters in the Song remab to be explored. in fact, as will be demonstrated in
this thesis, the nanative events, the stnicture, the imagery and the language (particularly its
intertextuality with other biblical books) of the Song al1 demand that the ver-assumption
that the Song depicts one relationship between two people be cailed into question. Modem
interpreters who have seen the Song as a collection of love poems (as opposed to one

poem made up of different sections), such as Athalya Brenner, have, quite naturally,
proposed this idea, but commentators who have seen it as a unit have tended to speak of

the Song's different sections as depicting the story of one couple, despite the fact that,
othenvise, their interpretations may be as diverse as those of Origen and Brenner.

Up until very recently, it also went without saying that this perfèct relationshipand what

else could it be since it was always seen as king an allegory for the love between God or
Christ and his people-took place within the institution of marriage. Brevard Childs sees

the Song in this way: "'The Song is wisdom's reflection on the joyful and mysterious
nature of love between a man and a woman within the institution of marriage."' (quoteâ in
Murphy, 122) Elliott writes about 3:6-5: 11 that it "opens with a description of the wedding
cortege, includes a song praising the beauty of the bride, and concludes with references to
the consurnmation of conjugal union" when in fact the words, which describe Solomon's

caniage,
(tas)

nowhere referred to as a part of a wedding cortege, say merely that "its igterior

woven with love." (83) However, while most modem commentators no longer insist

on the untenable idea that the couple in the Song are married, they do continue to afirrn
that the relationship is mutual or reciprocal and exclusive.

Examples of commentators who see the relationstiip as being munial or r e c i p r d inctude:
Roland Murphy, who writes: "The Canticle considered in its totality, portrayïng fksh
young love against a new creatim (Springtime), a generous and f a i m love that was
completely reciprocal, lent itself welt to the early developrnents of ecclesiology. Prophetic
spousal imagery, on the other hand, is filled with accounts of infidelity, adultery,
"forgetting" the spouse of one's youth, where as the Canticle presents a thoroughly
positive image." (266);

Paul Ricoeur, who writes:
1s the love relationship between God and human beings that the rabbis and the
Greek fathen assumed to be metaphoricaily projected by tbe Song of Songs
real l y akin to the one celebrated by the Prophets: Hosea, Jeremiah, Isaiah, Ezekiel
and even the Deuteronomist? What is at issue here is the ftsional and totaIIy
reciprocal character of the love celebrated by the Song of Songs...The Prophets,
these exegetes have observe4 never risked speaking of a mutuai love, a rnutual
possession b m e e n God and human beings, in that the teverence for the god of the
Torah and the Covenant imposed a vertical distance at the very heart of the
covenantal bond. (29 1-92)

and:
If the prophetic reading of the Song of Songs-conjoined, it is true, with the
exegesis of Genesis 2-brings out the so-to-speak sacred innocence of the erotic
bond, the reinterpretation of the prophetic texts tends, in retum, to inflect the
Covenant relation in the direction of a mutual belonging of equal partners to
each other...Therefore it is important to allow each series of texts its own setting.
Here, the reverential love of the Yahwehist believer for his god; there, the mutual
sharing of lovers placed on a plane of equality by their rnutual exchange of desire
and pleasure. (302);

Timothea Elliott, who writes: "Lover and Beloved, totally engaged in mutual discovery,
continually name one another and delight in the loved one's name." (253) and "With these
repetitions of experiences there is a gradua1 development of the love relationship. The

searching becornes a mutual -ch;

the finding leads to a mutual possession, the songs of

contemplative praise reveal a minoring dynarnic indicative of gtowing union and
communion hetween the lovers." (262);

Carol Meyers who writes: "The mutuality of love in this book makes its representation of
gender relationships stand apart h m the impression of male dominance that permeatm

much of the Hebrew Bible" (176)

Examples describing the relationship as exclusive come t'rom the sarne cornmentators:
Murphy writes: "The point of 'garden enclosed' is that the woman belongs to the man
alone. One is moving in the sanie world of thought as Prov 5:15-19." (161);

André Lacocque writes: "We should say here of the Shulamite what must be said of these
heroines. What they al1 advocate is not the loosening of mords, still l e s d l e d fiee
Iove (yet Lacocque himself says earlier that "the entire Song stnuns on the chord of "fke

love," neither recognized, nor institutionaiized-" [238] and later: "It is an exaltation of
eros; it speakç of fiee love, untamed and even, to a certain de-,

clandestine [cf Song

8: 1-31, between a man and a woman. The language of the author is naturalistic and thus

exposed to censorship by 'men of the cloth,' and parodylike, as it irnitates in a mode of

mockery the jargon of the fiindamentalists." (2621.The Shulamite is, indeed, a free
woman, but her freedom consists in remaining wiswervingly true to the one she loves. She

is faithful to him outside maîrimonial bonds and social demands." (245) However, he then

goes on to say: "The Song is diarnetncally opposed to the bourgeois praises of ferninine
loyatty (cf Deuteronomy 22: 13-29) or of a woman as wife and mother (cf Proverbs 3 1),
for example." He also writes: "That the Song considers true love as an exclusive
relationship between a man and a woman opens a wide perspective." (246)

Phyllis Tribble writes: T h e seconâ couple (the one of the Song) a f h m their oneness
through eroticism." p. 207

Timothea Elliott writes: "The significance of these enclosed images is an absolute
unavailability to anyone except the Lover. The door, the sed, the bdernents do not
represent her will against his desire so much as a fidelity that opens and surrenders to hirn
alone." (252) and T h e unfolding paradigm of enclosed images signifies the exclusivity
proper to this spousal love." (262)

Roland Murphy tecognizes the ambiguity of certain events or images, yet this recognition
does not lead him to question the harrnony of the relationship; instead he affirms that what
seerns arnbiguous mut, in fact, have a positive connotation: "The reply of the girl in 9 3
might suggest that she is bothered by her lover's request. But the context shows that this is
not the case. Her remonstrations are to be interpreted as a tease, not as a refùsal. His
reactions in w 4-5 show this: he attempts to open the door and she rises to let hirn in. This
does not suggest a refùsal." (1 70) Yet farther d o m in the same paragaph, Murphy himself

points out that "The man's d e m e rneans, at the least, that he had interpreted the ''tease"

of v 3 as a refusal, and he leaves after putting his hand to the lock, apparently unsuccessfùl
in gaining entrante," though he can't help but add: "(1s his departure also to be taken as a

tease in response to her words in v 3?)" Writing about 7:5(4), he says: "The nose is
cornpared to something that is simply unknown, and unclear in itself: is it a tower built on
Lebanon, or a formation of the temin that resembles a towet? Either is possible. From
such an uncertain cornparison one c m hardly conclude anything about her nose, although it
is doubtless a compliment." (1 86) Why doubtless? For the simple reason that because

Murphy assumes it must be so, it has never crossed his mind that it might be othenivise.

Similarly, even when Murphy sees individual instances ofdispleasure or dissatisfaction on
the part of the lovers in the Song, he does not give these instances any weight in his
interpretation of the Song as a whole; he cites individual moments when al1 is not well
between the two lovers, yet, as was pointed out above, when he refers to the relationship, it
is always in positive ternis. Some examples of instances where he points out dificult
moments in the relationship include: "She has just ( 3: 1-5) descn'bed her own anguish over
the absence of the beloved, followed by her possession of him. Now she tells the

Daughters that love is not to be trifled with; its arousal drives one into unanticipated and
even unknown expenences." (147); "The ravishing of his heart is paradoxically the danger
which he wants to endure, just as when the woman calls out that she is love-sick, it is a

sickness that she cannot do without" (160); "The masculine fonn of (Hebrew)
(awe-inspiring) is used in Hab 1:7 of the fearsome Chaldeans (Neo-Babylonians); the noun
(Hebrew) is associated with war (Deut 32:25), and with theophany (Gen 15:12). This is
clearly a botd description of the woman, in Mew of the tendemess which is elsewhere

expressd The content (v 5) supprts the disquieting effect which the sigfit of the woman
produces." p. ( 175); re 64, he writes:
The lover feels the dangerous and threatening aspect of the woman. This is a
weli-known topos in love Iiterature. The imagery may have mythological
overtones, suggesting gocidesses who inspire terror. A prime candidate among
the latter is 'Anat, the Ugaritic goddess of love and war, with whom Inanna,
Ishtar, Isis and others are also to be associated It is reasonable to conclude that
such a mode1 has influenced the growth of the theme o f the dangerous woman.
This does not mean, however, that the poem in 6:4 refers to the godâess; it is
simply that the love language rnay have been influenced by this concept of deiîy. It
is perhaps difficult for the modem to hold togethet the traits of love and war in the
beloved but this was apparently no problem to the ancient. The description in v 4 is
meant as a compliment to the woman and as a testimony to the attractive but
Fnghtening mystery which the male finds in her. The poet obviously sees no
conflict between attraction and fear, they can coexist. Both 4: 1-2 and 64-5 are
alike in that they begin with a compliment çonceming the wornan's beauîy and end
with a remark about her hair. Within this envelope, her eyes are characterized as
doves (4: 1), and also seen as upsetîing. The mystery and danger of the wornan's
eyes remain, paradoxically, what the man wishes to experience. (1 77);

and re 6:5a: ' T h e theme of fear instilled

by the wornan is wntinued in v 5. The power of

her eyes over the man has already been expresseci in 4:9. Now he pleads that she avert her
gaze fiom him because of the tumult he feels. But no matter bow dishirbing be the e f f m
of her eyes upon him, he still yearns for her, to gaze upon her, as the entire Song makes
evident." ( 173) In his commentary on this verse, Murphy writes: 'In v 1 they (the
Daughten o f Jerusalem) imply that her description of the man bas caught their
fancy-hence their offer to help her find him." In his commentary on v 2, he writes: T h e
woman's response cuts oftàny hope the Daughters may have had conceming a possible
relationship with the man. The point of w 2-3 is that the lover was never really lost to her,
even though he was absent according to the story she related in 5:2-7." (173) Yet the fact
that Murphy even mentions the idea that the Daughters might have ho@ to have had a
relationship with the man is an indication that he has entertained the idea of the love
between the man and woman not being the perfect mutuai love he then goes on to affirm
once again it is in his commentary on v 3: "One can conclude that the function of the

Daughten has been to pmvide the woman with the opportunity

of describing her lover's

charrns and affirrning their mutual union."

Timothea Elliott, on several occasions, is aware of the ambiguity of the language used by
the p e t . Refemng to 3:6 and the fact that the question in the text is "Who is that coming
up fiom the desert?" but the answer responds to the question 'What is that coming up fiom

the desert?" says: "Yet, the t e a appears to be deliberately ambiguous." (84) About 8: 12:
"Then 1 have becorne in his eyes as one who fin& peace" she writes:
There can be no doubt that the p e t used the expression tram. word motsè et
shalom (in the final version o f the thesis, the Hebrew words will be transcni
correctly) for the very reason that it is open to more than one meaning. The
communion of the lovers was descn'bed by their mutual reflection in one
amther's eyes. The &loved*s saying that she founâ shalom in his eyes is another
way of saying that she found herself, hashshdarnit, reflected there, even as he
would find himself, shelomoh, reflected in h m . (203)

Yet she does not ask what this ambiguity might mean, either about the relationsbip
depicted in the Song or for the ovefa11 interpretation of the Song Her goal is to
demonstrate the unity of the Song, and she acamplishes it in a thesis that is also
beautifully written, yet she makes her point at the expense of ignoring the inconsistencies,
the arnbiguities in the Song, as if she believed that any sucb paradox would disprove the

overall validity of her thesis. She writes, for example: "There is absolute consistency in the
poet's presentation of the l3eloved as 'enclose& and 'enclosing'." (25 1) This is just not

tnie, as even a quick giance at the poem makes clear: how is "a mare o f Pharoah's
chariots" (1 :9) or "a flower of Sharon, a lily of the valleys" (2: 1) "enclosing7"or
"enc 1osed"?

This thesis will explore the idea that the Song portrays love relationship(s) that are more

ambiguous than the ideal relationship most cornmentators, wheîher ancient and modern,
usually describe in their discussions o f the poem. It is an idea that says, yes, there are
moments of mutual love, but there are also moments when mutual and exclusive love is
called into question. These moments have, in the p s t , been overlooked or explained away,
perhaps because commentators were reluctant to hear dissonant notes in the beautifid love

music of the poem. In this thesis, those dissonant notes will be heard, making the Song into
a still fùller symphony on love than even its most fervent fans have ever heard in their
ardent ears. Thus, the question that wiIl be asked is: "1s the Song o f Songs really a poem
about one, mutual and exclusive love relationship or is there evidence of ambiguity, about
the number and the natwe of the relationships, on different levels of the text?"

To answer this question, the next chapter will tirst look at how there is ambiguity in the

relationship(s) in the poem at the level of the narrative. Then, a brief look will be taken at
how that ambiguity is reflected in the structure of the poem, in that it has something of the
same form as a collage. Finally, the ambiguous nature of the relationship(s) in the Song, as

it is experienced at the level of the images, and the arnbiguous nature of the language in

the Song, as it is encountered through the intertextuality of the language with other biblical
books, and through the CCgender
consistencies" in the language, will be considerd

5. Ambiguity on the D i n c r e m t b e l s of the S i g

5.1 Na rrative ambiguity

The Song of Songs is not a nanative "story" with a beginning, middle and end, like Kings.
Nor is it an expository text, Iike Job, that moves, if not logically, then at least
understandably, frorn one aspect of the question of suffering to another, yet there are
aspects of both the narrative-a good many-and the expository-very few-in the Song. At
the same time, following Elliott and o t h e r ~it~is
~ equally
,
obvious that the Song is not

simply a collection of individuai poems, compiled in one book, such as the Psalms seem to

be: in her published doctoral thesis, n
i
eof oftbe Ca*

Elliott shows

clearly that the Song is a unit, that there is a Prologue to the pmm, in which the characters,
images and themes the reader will later corne upon are introduced, and an Epilogue in
which the prinicpal themes are recapitulated She does not see, in the test of the tex&a

story with a plot and says instead:

The Canticle is a lyric poem. II structure of six parts is not equivalent to six
acts in a drarna or even six stages in the unfolding of a story where characters
and plot develop with a certain logic. Instead, the Canticle sings about the mystery
of human love with the type of logic typical of love itself. Love's logic requires that
certain situations or motifs be wntinuously repeatd.. With these repetitions of
experiences there is a gradua1 development of the love relationship." (261-2)

However, since Elliott's principal conceni is with a minute analysis of the stylisîjc and
formal unity of the poem, she devotes little time to an elucidation of the nature of the
development of this love relaîionship. If she had, she might have been led to the
conclusion, as this reader was, that not only is it difficult to discern any such development,

no matter how promising certain parts of the narrative seem to be, but also that the idea
that the Song is only telling the story of one refationship just does not seem probable.

Using the opening verses of the Song as a spring board, this section will examine certain
37~oiandMurphy and Andrt Lacocque, to mention oniy two.

narrative events in the poem. Through this exploration, it will first become evident that the
love relationship portrayed is l e s mutual and exclusive than most commentators have
thougtit: there are ambiguous feelings and actions on the part of both the man and the
woman. Then, as the assumption that there is some kind of sustained development in the

relationship is shown to be faulty, the idea will be proposed that various love relationships,
happening between perhaps quite numerous individu al^^^, are being told about. The

section will finish with an examination of the important question: Does this vision of the
Song as k i n g made up of a series of love stories, as opposed to one love story that

develops from the beginning to the end, neçessarily mean that the Song is not a unit?

The Song opens with what can only be called a "sex scene." Yet it is less ciear who is

having sex with d m : what do the frequent changes in pronouns mean in 1:2439?

Murphy writes: "The pronominal shifi in v 2 with reference to the male lover, from third to
second person, does not require emendation in the interest of consistency; such shifts
(enallage) are well attested in Hebrew poetry."(125) He cites Ps 23: 1-3,446; and Song
2:4 as other examples of such s h i h . However, whea the pronoun changes in Ps 23, it is

also obvious that the person k i n g addressed changes. in w 1-3 and 6 of the Psalm, God is
k i n g talked about, perhaps to the faith cornrnunity; in w 4-5, God is king talked to. In
Song 2:4, the third petson masculine singular is used, as was the case in 2:3; in 25, the

woman speaks, instead, directly to someone, in the ÙnperativeN; in 2:6 the third person
masculine singdar is rehirned to and 2:7 is an adjuration refiain addressed to the

3 8 will
~ propose the idea and show why 1 propose it, but 1 have not yet tackicd the fomtidabk job of
discerning which relationships are king told in which sections or verses; everi i f 1 had 1 would not have had
room, in this thesis, to go througir al1 of the possi'bitities and the pro06 to back them up391n order to Mitate muïem o f ~ timis.
s
m
i aise becr~seI im using a bansjation not r r d ü y ivuia~cI
have decided to quote, in fwmotes, the verses of the Song 1 discuss. 1 :2-4: "Let h i . kiss me with the Iusses
of his m a t h ! T d y , more plcashg is your love thn wint. ïhc f
i of your pedbme is p l a s h g flowing
p h m e , yow m e ; thetefore the rnaidens love you. h w me &er you! Let us run! The king has brought me
to his chambers. Let us emih and rejoia in you! Lei us extol your love bey& wine! Rightiy do they love
you."
4 0 ~ h esays: 5trengthen me with nisin cakes, refmh me with rpplq for I am sick with love."

Daughters of J e d e m . That the 1 s t lines of this speech are addfessed to the Daughters
leads the reader to postdate that the whole speech be assigned to them, especially since
this is the case elsewhere in the

on$! ui 1 ~ 2 4however,
,
it is f a l e s clear that the

change in pronouns necessarily indicate a change in the addressee. What if the "hîm" in v

2 refers to Solomon, which would make sense, since he was just menîioned in the previous
verse as the author of the poem. And what if the line is spoken with defiance? Tiius, the
woman would be saying to her lover: "Let him (i.e., Solomon or the king) kiss me with the
kisses of his mouth..." Le.. Let him do what he will, but no rnatter what he does, "Tnrly,
more pleasing is your love ttian wine..." in other words: No matter wtiat the king does, I
prefer to make love with you42. This defiance would form an "inclusion" with the

woman's defiant amtude in 8: 12, w k r e she says43: "My own vineyard is at my
disposal-the thousand (pieces) for yoy Solomon, and two hundred for the keepers of its

fiuit."

In 1:4a, she exhorts her lover to take her away: "Draw me afler you! Let us run!" Who are

they running from? 1s it the king? She says in v 4b: "The king has brought me to his
chambers." Does she mean that now is a good time to get away, since she has aiready been
to visit the king, Le., her duties, as the concubine or wife of the king, have been
perfomed? And when she says, "Let us exult and rejoice in you!" might she not be putting
the emphasis on the "us", with her intention being to distinguish between her relations

with the k i n p and those with her lover?

See, for example, 3:1-5, 5:2-8; both are speeches tk woman addresses to the Daughtas of lemsalem, in
which she narnes them only at the end of the speech.
4 2 ~ idea
e that there ia a sort of%xnpetition9" between the king and the rhepherd is not new. Murphy, for
example, cites the nioetccn!h caitury German interprerer Heimich Ewald as proposhg that, in the Song,
"there are three main characters who interact in something like an ancient soap-opera: King Solomon and a
humble shepherd vie for the hand o f the smipk Shulunmite girl; though initially ûeguiied by the myaJ
biandishments, she eventually rejects Solomon in favor of her m e love." (58)
4 3 ~ 1commentators do not apee that it is the woman speakhg.
"commentators, m o n * them EIiiot (46. 57.84, 170). have teaded to see these references to the king as the
woman referring to her lover as a king;yet nowhere in this text so ripe with metaphor. does shc say, for

Thus, nght fiom the beginning of the Song, it is not clear witb d

m the woman is in

relationship: with whom does she have sex, the king or her lover...or both? The king is
mentioned again in v 12 where the woman says: "While the king was in his enclosure my
nard gave forth its fiagrance." in the verses immediately following, w 13-14, she speaks of
her lover: ''A sachet of myrh is my lover to me; between my breasts he lies. A cluster of

henna is my lover to me, in the vineyards of Engedi." 1s she making some kind of
cornparison between the two men, one with whom her nard gives forth its fiagrance, the

other who is like a sachet of myrrh or a ciuster of henna? The word Murphy translates as
"'enclosure7'is often translateci as "couch4* Another word for "couch" occm in 1:16,
when the woman says to her lover: "Ourcouch is verdant" 1s this couch meant to be

compared to the couch in v 12, just as she might be comparing the two men in w 12-14?
There is anothet possibility for v 12: she might alço be saying that h i l e the king was "in
his enclosure" or "on his couch, that is, while he was away fiom her, she was with her
lover, and that is what set her nard to giving forth its fragrance...

An examination of the other instances of "the king" and "Solomon" may help to clarify

the situation. in alf, they are mentioned six other times in the Song: in 3:7,9, 1 1,7:5,8: 1 1,

12. The first three of these references are in one of the many sections (3:6-11) of the Song

that have p d e d wmmentators in it, what is thought to be a wedding procession is
describd, or at lest cornmentators who believe that the Song was used as liturgy for a
wedding cite this passage; neither the historical nor the literary evidence have conMncd
this reader. There is no agreement as to the speaker in this passage, and while sudden
changes in subject matter, speaker and scene is a stnictural device fiequently employed in
the poem, there are, of course, also occasions when there is, instead, continuity in any or

example, "my lover is my king," the way she says of herseifuI am a flower of Sharon,a iiiy ofthe vaileys"
$2: 1) or of him "Mylover is liLe a gazde or a young mg."( 2 9 )
5 ~ u r p h yacbiowledgcs tht it might have thk psis tm. (13 1)

a11 of these three areas. This seerns to be the case between 3:1-5 and 3 6 1 1, just as it is the

case between 2:3-7 and 2:8-1o

~ there
~ ;are also other sirnilarities between the two sections.

In both cases, the fint p a of
~ the wornan's speech (2:7 and 35) ends with the adjuration
refrain 47 spoken to the Daughters of Jerusalem; also in both cases, the woman has just
finished giving an account ofan encounter with her "ùeloved," "him d o m my sou1

loves". Again in both cases, the adjuration refrain is followed by the arriva1 of someone or
something'? in 28, she hears the voie of her beloved, and then sees him comiag, and in
3:6 it is the "litter of ~olornon"~~.
Again it is as if these two texts are asking the reader to

make a cornparison between the beloved who cornes %pringing over the mountains,
leaping over the hills" (2:8) and "the litter of Solornon," which is "like a colurnn of

smoke" (3:6), and while it may be "perfùmed with myrrh and frankincense, with al1 kinds
of exotic powders," (3:6) it also has around it "sixty warriors...al1 of then skilled with the
sword, trained for war, Each with his sword ready against the temrs of the aightsO"

(37-8).There certainly is no question that this procession is impressive, but depending on
one's taste in men, it could also be less appealing than the other lover who is said to be
"like a gazelle or a young stag" (2:9), who calls her to corne away with him, using such
Iovely words: "My dove, in the c l e h of the rock, in the recesses of the cliff, Let me see

your face and hear your voice, for your voice is pleasant and your face lovely." (2: 14). Isn't

461n this latter example. it -Id
even k argued rhst it is the w o m opslùng right thmugh to 2: 15. since
2: 10- 15 is a speech spoken to the woman by the man, but quotd by the woman.
47 .Y adjure you O Daughters o f J a u d e m . by the gazelles and h h d s of the fields: do not amuse. d o not a i r
up love, until it be ready." Exactiy the same refrain is qmkm in 3 5 and 8:4 (in this latter case she does aot
ad'ure by the gazelles and hinds); another adjuration is addressed to the Daughters of Jenisalem in 5%.
481Accordingto Murphy, the text literally r a d s "Who is this?" in 3%. but the identity o f t h e p e M n being
hailed is left open, unlike in 8 5 when the same question is asked, witb the f e n i n e participle, i n d i h g that
the woman is meant. (149)
J 9 ~ a i n gher translation on the use of the fanbine gender of the participie and the use of the interrogative
(trans.), as well as o n the fkct that the two other occasions (6: 10,8:5) o n which this question is asked it cleuj.
refers to the woman, EUiott advances the idea that t k wornan is in the Litter. (83)
5%at
are these utenors o f the ni@?" The only aber refermas t o night in the Song are in 3: 1 and 5:2: they
introduce the two scenes in which the w o m gas out loolang for her lover. In the f h t ùistance, which
precedes this show of finery and strength by Solomon, the watchrnen are kind to her, in the second, which
follows if they beat her up ami tcar off her made. Codd it be that, for the king the W m r s of the rtight" are
that his woman will leave hirn for another?

also almost possible to hear the ironic tone in the woman's voice as she, with the
Daughters of Jenisalem, in attendance, comments on this huge show put on by the king.

Murphy translates 6:13 in the following way: speaker undetemined: "Turn, turn O
Shulammite; tuni, turn,that we may gaze upon you!" woman: "Why do you gaze upon the
Shulammite as upon the dance of the two camps!" in Elliotî's translation no comparative
is used: to the first part of îhe verse, the woman replies: "What will you see in the

Shulammite?" and the Chorus replies: "Ofcourse, the dance of the two camps." Who

make up these two camps? Could it be that one is the "camp" of the king and the other the
"camp" of the wornan's other lover? And that when the woman says in 8:3 Then 1 have
become in his eyes as one who fin& peace," what she means is that she has made a choice

of one camp over the other, of one lover over the other: there is no more war, for a w i ~ e r

has k e n declared.

The next reference to the king is in another passage that translators have had trouble with.
It occurs at the end of a verse in which the man praises the beauty of the woman's hair

-'Onyou, your head is like Carmel, and the hair of your head, Iike purpie-a king is caught
in tresses." ( 7 5 ) . This whole passage (7:l-9) is a w a f l Sung by the man to the woman; he
e.xtols not only her beauty, but her majesty too: "Your head crowns you..." (v Sa). Could
this enigmatic verse, in which the woman is said to have a king caught in her tresses, not
be yet another boast that the lover makes about hk beloved, something along the lines of:

My beloved is so beautifid that even a king loves her? I f this is the case, the clandestine

nature of her relationship with her lover, described in 8: 1 and perhaps attested to
throughout the poem by the fact that the lovers so often meet outside, far away fiom the

'W d i s

a term b o m w d fian the Ambic; it means love m g or love poem.

center of the t o m , would also be explained, aithough, of course, ber "husûandn d not
be a king for her to have to hide extra-marital relationships.

Solomon is mentioned on two other occasions: in 8:1 1, which reads almost like a parable

or a riddle, and 8: 12S2.There is no clear indication of who the speaker is in 8:11, yet
because of the fact that the words, 'my own vineyarâ" in 8: 12 are the very same ones used

by the woman in 1:6, Ellioti takes it for granteci that it is the woman speala'ng is also

speaking in 8: 11. Yeî,as Murphy points out, it might also be the man, comparing his
beloved, his vineyard, to the vineyard of Solomon. in this case, the man would here be
echoing the woman's words fiom 1:6, just as he does when he says "As a lily arnong
brambles, so is rny love among rnaidens." (2:2)to her "1 am a rose of Sharon, a lily of the
valleys." (2: 1), or as he does when he ~peats,ia 4:6, the very words she used in 2: 17:
"Until the day breathes and the shadows flee." In 8: 12, the lover wouid be saying that the

fniit of Solomon's vineyard may be worth a lot of money,a thousand pieces of silver but
as long as he has his beloved, Solomon and the keepers of his vineyard can have al1 the

money in the world These words echo the idea expressed by the woman in 8:7: "... Were
one to give al1 his wealth for love, he would be thoroughly despised"

This analysis of the nanative events in which "the king" or "Solomon" play a role seems to

lead to the conclusion that at least the woman is having more than one relationship. What
of the man in the Song? Does he love only his beloved? What do the b e g i ~ i n gverses of
the Song reveal on this subject? What does "... therefore the rnaidens love you" in 1:3 and

"Rightly do they love you" in 1:4 mean?They love him because, as the verse says: "Tnily,

more pleasing is your love than wine. The fragrance of your perfumes is pleasing, flowing

-

52 8: 1 1 12: "Solomon had a vineyard in Baai-hamon. He gave the Wuy.rd to t h k m ; o n would pay for
its Enrit a thousand pieces of silver. My own vineyard is at my disposai-the thousaad (pieces) for you.

Solomon, and nvo hundred for the keepem of its fiuit."

perfûme, your name; therefore the maidens love you" Is it likely that the word

here has anything but a sexual connotation? There are many ambiguous verses in the Song,
but this does not seem to be one of hem: maidens loving a maa is nothing more or less
than maidens loving a man.

When the woman next addresses her lover, she too speaks of other members of the

opposite sex. She asks him: "Tell me, you whom my sou1 loves, where you p~sture,where
you rest at midday, lest I become as one who covers herseif near the herds of your

companions." (1:7)Murphy writes:
The Iiteral translation of (Hebrew) is 'one who covers one's self ...but the meaning
is not obvious in the context Commentators have interpreted the covering as a sign
of mouming (2Sam l5:3O) or as a sign of a harlot (Gen 38: 14-15). These references
are not helpfiil in explaining the context of v 7, and in neither of the instances is the
word (Hebrew) used. She seems rather to refer to some kind of covenng or disguise
she will be forced to use unless she knows where to find him. One can ider that the
disguise will enable her to avoid being identified by his 'companions,' but no
reason is given (perhaps she does not want them to know about the
rendez- VOUS)."^ (13 1)

How can it be determined which meaning is, at the very least, the most likely one? If the
context is the criterion on which the decision is base4 the notion of mouming would likely
be discarded, while that of "harlotry" might be considered more seriously. If the woman
does have more than one lover (which does not mean, of course,that she is a harlot), then

her words could even be interpreted ironically, as if she were saying, with an arched tone

in her voice, à la Mae West, "God forbid that ï, of al1 women, should be taken for a
someone who sleeps around!" However, by deciding for one or the other meaning, the

5 3 ~ nsection three of this chpter, this question wiii be asked again, and a diffèrent ~ mpopo
r sed...
54~llionis among those who interpret these words to mean that the woman " d a not wish to be mistaken for
one of the women who covered or veiled themsclves so as to be identined as prostitutes in places fiequmted
by shepherds." (52)

richness of the two different meanings of a "covereâ" wornan, w k n seen together, is
diminished. Are not her words to ber lover al1 the more interesting, both to hirn and to the

reader, because of the ambiguity of their rneaning?

Nowhere in the Song dues the man affirm anything like the slightly changing r e h i n of the
woman: 2: 16: "My beloved is mine and I am bis"; 6:3: "1 am my beloved's

and my beloved

is mine"; 7: 10: "1 am my beloved'ç and his desire is for me." While this refrain does not

necessarily mean that the woman has only this man as a lover, these r e h i n s do uidicate
how strongly she feels atiached to hirn and, that at ieast in the fmt two of the three
refrains, she believes him to be equally attacheci to her. This is in contrast to the man who,

while he oflen addresses the woman as "my love" and makes many comments on her
physicai beauty, and on the sweetness of ber love, tells us very Iittle about h o w he feels. In
4:9, he says: "You have ravished my heart, my sister, my bride!

You have ravished my

h a r t with one (glance) of your eyes." in 6 5 , it is again her eyes that elicit fiom hirn an
expression of how he feeIs: "Turn your eyes away from me for they disturb me." Thus, the
few feelings he does express about the woman are not necessarily positive. To him, her
beauîy is striking and her love sweet, but he is ovenvhelmed by her, and nowhere does he

speak of her k i n g the "one whom (his) sou1 loves," let alone of Ioving only her.

The obvious protest is: Perhaps he does not say he loves her, but maybe he shows it with
his actions. The opposite is true: if you loved one woman and only one wornan, would you
have her running around the streets of your city at night, searching for you? On two

occasions, 3: 1-4and 92-7, the woman tells the story of how she doeç not find her lover
where she expects to find him, in her bed in the first instance, at her door in the second.
When, in the latter case, he has corne calting, his "head wet with dew", she has hesitated to
open the door to him, thus demonstrating curious behaviour for someone who is as

besotted with love as the woman daims to bG5:
"1 bave taken off my clothes; am 1 then to

put them on? I have washed my feet; am 1 then to soi1 k m ? " (5:3) When she does finally
get up to open the door for hm, he is gone. He hasn't even taken the time to be insistent.
She rushes out into the city to look for him. This time (unlike in 3: 1 4 when she also goes
looking for him), not only does she not fmd him but the watchmen on the walls beat her
and tear off her mantle. She is ksi& herself, crying to the Daughters of Jenisalem: 7 f you
;

find my lover, what shall you say to Km? That I am sick with love." ( 5 3 )

The Daughters ofJ e d e m reply coquettishiy: "How does your lover differ fiom any

lover, O most beautifid of women? How does your lover differ fiom any lover, that you
adjure us S O ? " ~(~9 9 ) The woman's reply is a poem descnbing his physical beauty. The

answer seems to satis@the Daughters, who then ask, "Where has your lover gone, O most
beautifid of women? Where has your lover tumeci, that we may seek him with you?" (6:1)
Her reply is: "My lover has gone down to his garden, to the beds of spice; To browse in the
garden and to gather lilies. 1 am my lover's and he is mine; he browses among the lilies."
(6:2-3).Her reply is often seen as an affirmation of the mutuality of the love between the

woman and her lover, it has been taken to mean that she has never really wondered, for a
second, where he was, just as her question in 1 :7: "Tell me, you d o m my sou1 loves,

where you Pasture, where you rest at rnidday 2,has been seen as a rhetorical question. It
is true that anything is possible when it cornes to love, but it does really seem unlikely that

a woman wouid say her lover was gone if be was thete, that she would say she was "sick
with love" if he was with her, that she would ask the Daughters to give him a message in

''~nother example of ambigriais ôehaviour on the p# of the womui can be seen in the wordr of the
adjuration refrain: 1 :5 and 5:8 s k says that she is "sick with love." Now, while Ibis woman is not the fht, and
cenainly not the last, person in whom king in love and feeling sick oçcur comrrently, this very phenornerion
speaks of how lovers exptxience ambigu@ about their love, even at a physical levei. It is gohg a iittle fàr, it
seerns to me, to suggest, as Mutphy d m , that the woman "proclaims her love-sickness."(1 36) as if it were
something she is proud of.
5 6 ~ h eDau&ersT question, with ifs repetition, rads las like a dquestion than a 'set upn for this wa$

the case that they find him if she kaows where he is? Might not her amver be, instead, a

sad acknowledgement that he has goae to a garden other than herseif, to anotther's bed of
spice; that while she wishes theu love were mutual, the fact is that he is oflbrowsing
among other lilies?''

1s it a coincidence that in the next passage, which is a wmfspoken by the man to the

woman, while he begins by complimenting her beauty as usuai, he also says that she is

"awe-inspiring as visions" (6:4) in Murphy's translation, "temile as an anny with
banners" in the NRSV? He continues: " T m your eyes away fiom me, for they distwb

me." (65). 1s it possible that he has been conf?onted with an irate lover, with "a woman
scorned"? In the next verses, is he doing what lovers who have displeased their lovers
&en do, that is endeavour to appease them with tried and true formulas? Vv 5-7 are
exactly the ones he spoke in 4: 1-3. His attempt to appease her seems to have failed at first,

for in 6: 1 1, she is alone in the nut-garden, for the first time in the poem; but something
happens in w 12-13, two verses that have posed considerable difficulty for both translators
and interpeters. They are translated by Murphy as "Before 1 knew it, my heart made me

(the blessed one) of the prince's people. Turn, tum, O Shulammite; turn, îum, that we may

gaze upon you! Why do you gaze upon the Shulammite as upon the dance of the two
camps." and the NRSV as "Before I was aware, my fancy set me in a chariot beside my
prince. Return, return, O Shulammite! R e m return that we may look upon you. Why
should you look upon the Shulammite, as upon a dance before two armies?"

Bound by a lack of knowledge of Hebrew, it is impossible to comment on the accuracy of
one translation over the other: neither seems to "make much sense" when looked at by
itself. However, if one looks at what precedes them (as has been done above) and takes

5 7 ~ nthe third secrion of thir chaptcr. on ambiguity rt the levd of the irnagery of the Song this example will k
e m i n e d more closely.

place after them (as will now be done), then it may be possible to say something about at
l e s t the type of event that may have occurred in the enigmatic verses. They are followed
by another w a d on the part of the man, in wbich be describes her beauty and then says, for
the first time in the Song, what it inspires him to do:"1 will clirnb the palm tree (he has
just said that her Ustatureis Iike a palm tree" and her "breasts, clusters7'), I will take hold of

its branches; Let your breasts be like the clusters of the vine, and the hgrance of your
breath like apples; Your mouth like the best wine..." (w 8-9) and here Murphy's
transiation intempts the man in mid-sentence, and has the woman continue: "Flowing
smoothly for my lover, spreading over (my lips and teeth)."With these words, she then
enjoins her lover, for the first time since 1:4 when she said "Draw me after you! Let us
run!" Now she says: "Corne, rny lover, let us away to the field; let us spend the night in the

villages. Let us be offearly to the vineyards, let us see if the vines have budded, if the
blossoms have opened, if the pomegranates are in bloom. There 1 will give you my love."
(7:12- 13) This is the first time she achially speaks of giving her love. Does this mean that

finally she is "hooked", even to the extent that she w o d d make her love for him public,
wishing even that he were her brother-and she does not have an easy relationship with her

brothers-so that she could kiss him in public and noone would despise her (8: l)? Ln any
case, while it is not possible to actually say what the enigmatic lines (6: 13-7:1) mean, what

somehow seems to have happened in them is that the woman, alone in the nut garden
before them, is afier them, making love and declaring her love as never before in the Song.

If there have been any lingering doubts, with Chapter 7 the Song gives the reader another
push toward abandoning the idea that the relationship k i n g portrayed in the poem is a

monogamous one; also to be forsaken is the assumption, present in this discussion thus far,
that while the Song may not portray the stoty of a monogarnous relationship, still there is
only one main male character and only one main female character engaged in
relationship(s) with other(s), relationship(s) in which there might have been some kind of

development in 1:2 the woman has said: " T d y , more pleasing is your love than wine," an
affirmation whic h wodd seem to indicate that they have aiready made love; otherwise,
how would the woman know how pleasing her lover's love is? 1: 12 M e r supports this
view: "A sachet of myrrh is my lover to me; between my breasts he lies.":if they're not

making love as he lies between her bneasts, what are they doing? The following verses also
lend credence to the same Mew: 1: 16, when the man says to the woman: "Our couch is
green;" (italics mine); 2:4, spoken by the woman:"He has brought me to the wine house,
and his banner over me is love."; the adjuration refrain in 26-7, parts of which are
repeated in 33-5 and 8:34: "His lefi hand is under my head, and tus right hand embraces

me. 1 adjure you, O Daughters of Jenisalem, by the gazella and hinds of the fields: Do not
arouse, do not stir up love, until it be ready." in the case of 3:4, while the words are very
different from 2:6 and 8:3, the basic idea seems to be the sarne: "1 had hardly lefi them
when 1 found him whom my sou1 loves. I held on to hirn and would not let him go until I
brought him to the house of my mother, to the room of her who bore me."; 3: 1: "Upon my
bed at night 1 sought him whom my sou1 loves:" if she is looking for him in her bed, it
m u t be because she expects to find hirn there; 5: 16: when the woman tells the Daughters

of Jerusalem: "His mouth is sweetness; he is al1 delight"

Brfore Chapter 7, therefore, there seems to be no question that the two Iovers have been
sexually intimate. However, having spent 7:1-7 extolling the b e a w of the woman in very
intimate terms, the man then goes on to say in 7:8:"Let your breasts be like the clusters of
the vine and the fiagrance of your breath like apples;" as if he did not know what her
breasts and the fragrance of her breath were like. In 7: 1 1-12, the woman replies: "Corne,

rny lover, let us away to the field; let us spend the night in the villages. Let us be off early
to the vineyards, let us see if the vines have budded; if the blossoms have opened, if the

pomegranates are in blwm. There I will give you rny love." The "there" in this case rings

as if it means: "There I will give you my love, whereas elsewhere I haven't wanted to."

The woman goes on to say: "Would that you were my brother' nursed a! my mother's

breasts! Were 1 to find you in public, I would kiss you and no one would despise me. 1
would lead you, bring you, to my mother's houe (where) you would teach me." (8: 1-2)
Why is the woman speaking in the conditional here, when she bas already taken her lover

to her mother's house in 3:4? Suddenly, the reader feels as if she is being taken backwards
in time.

Then, in 85, either the man o r the w o r n a r ~says:
~ ~ "Under the apple tree 1 aroused you."
Whoever the arouser is, arousing has gone on, îÔr the Iast time in the Song. This verse is

foliowed by what is often seen as the climax of the Song, in which the woman says to the

man: "Place me as a seal on your heart, as a seal on your arm." (8:6) Sbe then speaks her
view of what love is: "Strong a s Deah is love; Intense as Sheol is ardor. Its shafts are

shafts of fire; flames of Yah. Deep waters cannot quench love, nor rivers sweep it away.
Were one to give al1 his wealth for love, he would be thoroughly despised" ( 8 6 7 )
What does the reader expect at this point of the poem? Some kind of denouement, perbaps
in the forrn of an answer to the woman's request to be placed as a seal on the man's heart

and arm, or a response to her passionate exclamation about love. instead, there is the
appearance of the brothers, who have not spoken throughout the poem (though wve are told
in 1:6: "The sons of my mother were angry with me; they assigned me as keeper of the

vineyards...."), and who now ask their riddle-like question about their sister: "We have a
little sister and she has no breasts" (they Say, to which the reader must protest something

along the Iines of: What do you mean? We've just heard her lover go on and on about the
beauty of her breasts!) They continue: "What shall we do for our sister, on the day she will
be spoken for?" Again the reader wants to protest: What do you mean? She is already
spoken for! Only two verses ago she was arousing or k i n g aroused! Go out to buy a copy

58~ccordingto Murphy (191). it rnight be either the man or the wornan spalàng: there ir grammatical and
textual aidence to support both options.

of the Song of Songs and read up on the sex life of your sister! They go on: "ff she is a
wall, we shall buiid upon her a silver tunet. ifshe is a door, we shall board her up with a

cedar ptank." Here the protest is the loudest of dl: Wiiat do you mean? A wall or a door?
The man in the Song has used so many cornplex and/or beautifid images to describe the

woman, from "a My among thorns" (1:2) to "a garden fountain, a wel l of b h water"
(4: 15) that the simple plaimess, if not the unattractiveness, of the metaphors the brothers

use is shocking.

More shocking even than that is the way in which they speak about her: throughout the
Song, the reader has become accustomed to the woman doing largely what she wants, or to
the man most oflen Iovtngly coaxing her to do what he wants, and now suddenly these

brothers appear with their auth~rita~an
talk and draconian measures?! The beginning and
the end of the poem seem to be invades: at the beginning of the Song, the woman already

speaks of herself as a sexual king, while at the end, suddenly there are her brothers not
only refemng to her as their "little sistef' who "has no breasts" but also talking as if they
have the right to decide her W e !

The shock does not subside when the woman responds to them on their own terms: "1 am a

wall, and my breasts like towers. Then I have become in his eyes as one who fin& peace."
(8: 10). Why doesn't she speak up and tell them to go to...? But the reader's curiosity is

peaked too, by the riddle: what happened to change her fiom a wall with towers to "one
who fin& peace?' And what is happening in the next two verses, 8:1 1- 12, which read like
a parable, in which there is an affirmation (by either the woman or the man) that he or she

in possession of his or her own vineyard, with in juxtaposition, a statement saying that
Solomon will get a thousand pieces and that his keepers will get two hundredS9?

59~none reading of these two vit stnick me that it sounded as if the man was buying the woman from
"Solomon",giving him a thaisand pieces of silver, as wefl as giving a tip of a couple of hundred "bucks" to

Finally, what of the 1st few lines of the poem wbere not only the brothers but also al1 the
eloquent words about love fiom 8:6-7 seem to be forgotten? The man calls: "You who
dwell in the garden, fnends are listening: let me hear your voice!" (8: 13) and the woman
replies: "Flee, my lover, be like a p e l l e or a young stag upon the mountains of spice."
(8: 14) It is as if the reader is again taken right back into the budy of the poem. But how can

that be? The poem is over.

The reader is lefi with a sense of contùsion: narrative "facts" fiom Chapters 7 and 8 seem

to conîradict al1 that has gone before, and MW, with the absence of a " r d * ending,
something that leaves the reader satisfied that a clear message has been clearly
communicateâ, suddenly makes the wliole poem seem inwmprehensible. At this point,
fiutration with the unwillingness of the pwm to act in the way that is expected of it forces
the reaâer to chose between two options: eithet the reader's need to have the Song tell ooe

love story about one couple is abandoned, along with the idea that the poem should be
taking some moral stance, since it is, alter all, part of the Bible, or the reader does violence
to the text by forcing it to tell the story of the ideal love relationship many of us wodd give
our eye teeth to Iive. If the reader chooses the former, the poem appears in a new light: it
dawns on the reader that it is possible that the chronological timeline she has %aturallym

imposed on the poem, along with the preconceived idea that the Song portrays the love
experiences of only one couple, is inappropriate. With this insight, the poem is freed fiom

the age-old shackles that have bound it: no longer is it a poem whose beautifullyvaried
experiences and images commentators try to force to tell one love story; instead it has

becorne a poem that is made up many different love stories, each of which tells a piece of
THE love story.

the men who have guarded the woman.
601 put naturaily in quotation marks because while d n g chronologically nuy be naturai, it is du>cauinly
the way we are taught to r d .

This is not to say that the poem is an anthology of love poems, as some interpreters have
ventured Timothea Elliott has dernonstrated that the poem is stylistically and fortnally a

unit. In the section T h e Search for UNty," she writes:
The two principal reasons given for denying the literary integrity of the Canticle
are that it lacks plot or logical: sequence, and that tôere is no ovedl structure.
These objections are based upon Aristde's discussion of unity in the
where he defines plot as the most essentiai ingredient of tragedy. ünity or
wholeness, is the resuit of a structure that has a beginning, middle, and end, and
in which events are related to one mther by uecessity or consequeme.

a Aristotle was
It is of paramount importance to remember thaî in the P
concerned prirnarily with tragedy and epic poetry. The Canîicle is essentially
lyric poetry, and as such, plot or linear progression in the Aristotelian sense does
not apply. While the standards for judging drama or epic do not pertain, an
analogous criterion that would apply to a "poetics of the lyric" can be found in
the model of "organic unity* In an organic unity each of the parts functions in
virtue of the whoie and, without each part, the whole la& either integral or
essential unity...
Using the organic model as the criterion for poetic unity, this dissertation attempts
a close literary reading of the Canticle, examining it as an artistic work (poiema
(bar over e ) ) in al1 its particularity. It seeks to illuminate fiom within the text itself
the dynarnic principles of organization which account for every detail in terms of a
comprehensive whole, and to demonstrate the way in which meaning results fiorn
poetic structure and content working together. (32-34)

She goes on to prove her thesis with a beautifid and methodical precision that leaves little
cioubt in the mind of the reader as to the Iiterary unity of the Song.

Yet, h i l e she disavows the presence of a plot in the Song, as was pointed out earlier, at
the same time, she imposes one on it by affirming throughout the major chapter of her

work, "The Poetic Structure of the Canticle," that there is a relationship developing
between the two 10vers.~~
Why does she assert this belief! The answer is fond at the

6 i ~ oexample,
r
of7:12-13shewrites: "However. thestnseconveyed by7:12-13 isbyond tht of2:lO-13.in
the earlier passage (2:10-13) the description of nature's spring-awakening forrns the backgrowd for love's

lwginning of her thesis, in the section entitled "State of the Question," in the "Critique of
the Lyrical Position" where her views concerning love relationships are revealed:

Arnong those who cecognize a literary wty, there is a general consensus that the
Canticle deals with a single couple in a relationship of mutual love and fidelity.
This relationship is partjcularly in harmony with the vision of man and woman
proposed in Gen 2,18-25, and cozntseied in Prov 5,I5-20.Considered against the
background of the whole of the Sacred Scripture, the Canticle presents a vision
of the goodness of al1 creation and the wonder of human love that leads to the
transcendent experience of Goâ who is Love (mt.8,6-7; 1 John 4,7-8) The
anthology approach, on the contmry, oflen encounters serious hermeneutical
problems...The songs (in the Song) becorne merely an expression of the various
emotions of love, and since there is no context of cornmitment through betrothal or
marriage, a framework of Israelite law and custom, they appear to condone
pre-marital sexual re!ationships." (32) (Italics mine; they are there to underline how
Elliott has a tendency to see biblical texts as prescriptive).

Therefore, because Ms.ElIiott does not approve of interpretations that might "condone
pre-marital sexuai relationships", she annot believe that a book in the Bible would
portray, let aione celebrate such relationships. Yet is it true that "Because neither a single

relationship nor a single author is envisioned, the ovedl meanhg of the Canticle tends to
become blurred (32) or that an affirmation of the literary uni@ of the Song goes hand in

hand with the idea that the poem portrays one relationship between one man and one
woman?

As was pointed out in the "History of the Question" of this thesis, it is dificult to date the

Song with any accuracy. It seems both rnost sensible and most accurate, at least until there
timid awakening. Ln the latter passage (7: 12-13) it is the budding and bloorning taking place in the field and
vineyard that have rnoved to the foregrad, dbccome the wry image of their own love which has ôeen
awakened. This shifi has occurred gradually through the various parts of the poem. First, by means of
d o g i e s , the Lover of the Beloved is likmed to an elanait in nature (e.g., ''Iiiyn or "appk uee",2; 1-2); then
various e!ernents of creation are discovered in the other (e-g. "your eyes are doves", 4:1, "his cheeks are beds
of spices", 5:13); and nnally, an aspect ofcreation bemmcs the means of cxprasing themsclvcs and theif love
(e-g., the field of 7:12-14) (180; and of 8: 13-14: "She is teUing him to go offquickly, but implies that his going
is a way of comuig a g , that absence is a way ofpnserice; that tbeir love is never static uid meam to Iingcr
long in one embrace, but dynarnic and continuwsly dtveloping." (2 1 1)

is new evidence, to agree on a compromise that says: in its final fom, the poem is likely
postexilic, though certain parts of it are probably ancient. The idea that one poeteditor

rnay have collected different poems together and then modified tùem so that the poem took
on a hornogeneous style, is not impossible, but whether it is tnie does not, in and of itself,
render the meanhg of the Song any less de@.

Tbere seems to be no solid evidence

either for or against the poet-editor idea, and thus it is a waste of tirne to even specuiate

since, either way, what the reader has to work with is the te* Does the text permit the
reader to see the Song as other than the portraya1 of a monogamous relationship without, at

the sarne time, throwing into question its literary unity? The proofs Elliott puts forth
conceming recurring vocabulary, imagery and stylistic devices, as well as her arguments
conceming how the unity of the Song is reflected in its saucture remain relevant even if
more than one love story is posited. In a sense, they take on an even greater significance,
since they show the connections beîween different love stories, whereas such connections
might be less expected there than they would be in a story toId about two lovers. An
exampte fiom the text will make this point clear

In 3: 1-5 and in 52-8, similar situations are described In the first case, the woman searches
for her lover in her bed and doesn't find him. She goes out to look for him on the streets, is

met by the sentinels who she questions about her lover's whereabouts; shortly thereafter
she fin& her lover and takes him to ber r n ~ t h e r ' shouse.
~ ~ She adjures the Daughten of

621f the meaning of the Song were so crystai-ciear, wouM it have r p . 4 and be continuhg to spawn so
many interpretations and translations over the centuries?
6 3 ~ h fiequent
e
use of the word "mother" in the Song is one of its many distinguishing fattues, especiaily
since there is no p d e l -on
of the fhher. The rnost basic of the many questions -*one.
by this
unusual situation is: Where is her father? ff she doesn't mention hun, it is likeiy she doesn't have one. 1s he
dead or did she never have one? The answa is impossible to kmw, yet the fàct that he is aband that evea
the house where the woman takes her lover is rderred to as her mother's house (if the father were dead,
would the house not stiU b:in his name?) might I d the r#der t o speailste thaî the mothcr is a single woman,
not a widow. In a poem where there might be refefences, as will be seen below, to "sacred prostitution," rnight
the fact that the womadone of the women does not have a fhhcr be a h t h c r indication both of ha p r o w o n
and that of her mother, ttiough, of course, 1am not sayhg that all single womeu, cith« in bibiical timcs or in
the present day, are prostitutes. If the idea that the stories of multiple rdatioaships are bcing told in the Song

Jerusalem not to awaken love until it is ready. In the second case, the lover is at her door,
which she hesitates to open for him. When she decides she will open it, she finds him gone

and goes out &er him. Again she is met by the sentinels, but tbey beat her up this time,
and she adjures the Daughters of Jerusalem to tell her lover that she is faint with love.
El1iott says about these hivo p

a ~ ~ a in
g ewhich
~
the sentinels appear

Exactly the sarne words introduce the guards in both places...But that is where
the similarities between the two encouuters end The Beloved intenogated the
guards in 3,3:...("Haveyou seen the one whom my soul loves?). Here (in the
latter incident) she is silent, The guards are approachable in the first case, invited to
@cipate in the searcb Here they appear hostile. The behaviour of the guards is
dificul t to comprehend and to place in context. ( 13 1-32)69
She goes on to explain that:

The role of the guards then, as guardians of the walls, seems to parallel that of
the wamiors in 3,7.Both of these SeQuencesare n o c t d . Just as the locked
house f o m s part of the paradigm of enclosed images which are syrnbolic of the
Beloved (vineyard, litter of Solomon, garden, house, etc.), so t m the (trans.
word) soerim belong to the parallel paradigm of protection: (trans. words) noterâ
( 1,6d) noterîm (8,ll b), gibborîm ( 3 3 ) somerîm (5,7)...The guards' precise
fùnction would then appear to be that of preventing the Beloved herself from
going out in search...Hence, she must turn to a third party, the Daughters of
Jerusalem, to continue her search ( 132-3)

Complex though this attempted explamtion may be, it fails to really explain anything at

ail: if the Beloved must now turn to the Daughters of Jenisalem to "continue her search,"
why now? What has happeneci to bring about this change? And why do the same Daughters

is accepted, it too might lead the reader to speculate about a side-profession of the author, or at least about
the people she "hmg out" with: who but a sex-trade worka might see so many love stories; who but a
sex-trade worker rnight be better placed to write about love?...I use so many "mightWs because 1 have yet to
wen begn to research this probabiy impossÏÏle-to-pmve i d e ! which it is, in any case,byond the scope ofthis
thesis to examine.
64~urphymakes M e attempt CO explain why the two passages diffkr. or to whn the hrrsb r a d o n of the
sentinels might be due. saying only that T h e usual hterpretaîion ofthis incident is that the guards presume
fiom her behaviour that she is a harlot and they treat her accordin&" (132)

of J e d e m then cal1 on the woman to join them in their search for k r lover in 6: I :
"Where has your lover gone, O most beautifid of women? Where bas your lover turned,
that we may seek him with you?" If, ou the other hand, we look at the two sequences as
belonging to two different stories, both of which are episodes in the great Love Story tbat
began and will end with the beginning and the ending of loving beings, then the

intellectual gymI1SIStics required to explain the cause of the differences between the two
passages are no longer needed h k a â , the differences between the two c m be exarnined,

as well as the similarities, without my pressure to make both passages fit into one
paradigm. if one approaches them with the idea in rnind that the second must somehow
logically or sequentially follow the first, or show some development in the relationship
between the man and the woman, then the range of possible meanings is lirnited by this

predetermined idea. There is no question that when one reads the second passage, one
recalis the first, and h i l e the ways in which the two passages "speak"to one another d
to be explore4 it would enrich any interpretation of the Song to do so with the idea in

mind that their sirnilarities might be there for reasons other than to show some

developrnent in a monogamous relationship. The reader, given the use of exactly the sarne
opening words in the second passage, is expecting exactly the same outcome as in the
earlier passage. The fact that the outcome is very different confiants the reader with her
own expectations, showing them to be short-sighted6*,and in doing so,

surprises her into

remembering that, in love, nothing can be taken for granted, since even situations that
seem the same may turn out differently at different times or for different people.

65~histype of device. whm a section begins in the same way and then suddedy changes, is u d too ofteu
and to too great effect in the Song to be unintentional. This is also true of how the Song takes words, images
and events fiom elsewbere in the Bbk and, by the way in which t h q are used in the Song, brings tbe meaning
of the other stories h o the Song, at the sarne tirne I d n g a new meaning to the older stories. Examples of
this latter device will be givai in tbe thitd section of this chapta.

There is a quality of imediacy in the Song, due to the way in which the events are
recounted in the poem, that also seems to this reader to also support the notion of multiple
love stoRes in the Song. As well, it may provide a key to understanding the feeling of
ambiguity that seems to prevail to the very last Iine of the Song. It is as if the events in the
Song are happening right now, at the moment they are k i n g toi4 as if the Song was
written by an author who made herself invisible or hid herself somewhere near the lovers,
was watching their stones wifold and telling thern to the reader, as they were happening

before her very eyes. With this device, the writer communicates perfectiy the confused,
arnbiguous, paradoxical, and even sornetimes contradictory nature of the powerfbi
experience of love, where the heady joy of k i n g with another person and the fear that

one's feeling for one's lover will too easily give her or him power over one, are two
paradoxical feelings (arnong a slew of others) that follow quickly one upon the other. Were
it not for the fact that not only the feelings, but also the places in which they occur, change
with a dieying rapidity, this idea might apply just as easily to the notion that there is only

one couple in the Song. As it stands, however, the immediacy of the emotions and events,
set in the context of the collage-like structure of the Song, which will be briefly exarnined

in the next section of this chapter, really give the impression that the author is flitting fiom

one couple to another. At the risk of induiging in undue speculation, it seems to this reader
that if the author had wanted to tell the story of only one couple66, she would have been

more likeiy to use a traditional narrative fom, since the story of one couple has happeneci
in chronological time, one event following another. It would then have been implausible to
tell each event in the present tense, and the reader would have been presented with a story

in which al1 the emotions and paradoxes of love might have been recounted compellingly,

661t is only very lste in the writing of thio thesis that it occurted to thir rePda that the question: Why would
the poet want to write about more than one refationship, as opposed to one rdationship? A good question to
be considered as a part of her doctoral thesis.

but she would no longer have been embroiled right in the middle of it, lurching fiom one
couple and feeling or event to another, as she is when she reads the Song-

Does this mean that, as Elliott was qwted as saying above: "The songs becorne merely an
expression of the various emotions of love7'?Perhaps, but to this reader there is nothing
"mere" about this expression, especially not when one takes into account the rich and
exciting way it is communicated in the Song. But what, then, does it "mean" that there are
a11 these relationships in the Song? 1s the reader king lead to some kind of relativismthat

says that one relationship equals another? The characters in the text are too passionately
alive for this reader to believe that the poet intetided her poem to lead to such a deaâ, not
to mention boring, conclusion Instead, perhaps the p e t has set out to share with the

reader the different faces of love she has experienced or seen, because, in ways that are not
explicable in rational terms, they have somehow, as she says in 8:6-7, led her to the felt
understanding that "Strong as Death is love; intense as Sheol is ardor. Its shaftç are shafls
of fire, a flame of Yah. Deep waters cannot quench love, nor rivers sweep it away. Were

one to give al1 his wealth for love, he would be thoroughly despised" There is a feeling of
awe, beyond explmation, that can only be given proper expression, as it is in the Song, in

some form of artistic expression through which its many paradoxical aspects are al1 given
voice. This feeling, called up in her by her experience and/or observation of love, is
comparable to the way in which there is an inkling of the existence of a king v e r than

omelves when we are positioned near the edge of the Grand Canyon and look out and
across, when we stand on an empty beach with the sun setting into the ocean, and,
sometimes, when we hold our babies in our arms or have an enlightening conversation
with a fiend, or even when we really see a tree or the pink shadow on a blanket of

newly-fallen snow .

Having looked at how the narrative events in the Song lead the reader to an awareness that
there are many experiences of love being told in the F m . this thesis will now briefly
explore how that ambiguity, which might also be seen as a mdti-vocality, rnanifests itself

on the structural level of the Song.To begin an examination of this question, it will be
miitfui to retum, once again, to the Prologue of the Song, which, as Elliott points out6',

holds the key to the Song as a whole, both thematically and on the level of the images.

Stnicturally too, the Prologue sets the scene for the rest of the poem. In it, there are lovers
in the king's chambers, there is a woman whose bmthen are angy with her becaw she

has not kept her own vineyard; a shepherd is the beloved of a shepherdess; a woman is

compared to a mare. The Song begins in this way, dragging the reader, without wamiag or
transition, fiom one location, event or image, and so it continues, shifting from luxurious
interior scenes scented with perfùme to &c

scenes where the lover leaps over the

mountains like a gazelle, Rom a fiantic woman racing aiter her lover on the streets of the
city to a woman k i n g surrounded by sixty queens, eighty concubines and maidens without

n~mber~~.

There are different scenes, most of which the reaâer participates in first hand, and the
reader is led corn one to the other, as if the text were a collage on the wall, and the artist is
saying to the viewer: Look, for example, at this image of a woman in a king's chambers,

-The poe<ic prologue to (trans. word) sir b i r i m resemôles an overtwe t o a mial
masterpiece in many ways. Major themes corne briefly to the ear, enter one's consciousness and pass. One
rneIody blends easily into another, nothing is devdopeû in de@. The mood is sct, and tbus the auditors are
repared to better hear ail that is to corne." (43)
88Paul Ricoeur writa: ''Thac rdiectiom...
l a d w to a series of wmmans conîaning the primacy ofthe
'movernents' of love over the indinduai identities of the lover and the bciovd. 1 bonow this expression,
'movements of love,' tkom Origen, one of the initiators of allegorical interpretation. This phrase Eom the most
important of the witnesses to the akgorism of the Fathas ofthe Church should d e us attcntin to what in
the Song of Songs has t o do with love as a kind of 'rnovement.'" (271)
6 7 ~ h e-tes:

then at this one of a mare among Pharaoh's chariots, then at this one of a bag of myrrh
lying between the breasts of a woman, etc. Kany doubts remain as to whether there is
more than one couple k i n g portrayed in the Song, the structure of the Song, which
sbucturally resembles a collage-which tells its "story" by juxtaposing different
images-more than it does a narrative film-which, tbrough the use of chronologically

arranged images and words, tells its story-eventually serves to dispel any such final
doubts. With al1 the locations and situations described in the Song, it seems alrnost
impossible that the same two people, in the one refationship, are k i n g described.

Yet at first, the many repetitions in the Song and the similarities between the different
sections of the poem refused to allow the reader to abandon the idea that the poem is about

one couple. While the reader is eventually forced to put aside this pre-conceived
assumption for the more plausible idea that there are, in fact, multiple relationships, the
tension between these two ways of çeeing the Song, between these two "forces,"

rernaina9, because of the very arnbiguity of the structure of the poem. What effect does
this have on the reader? What is the poet bying to tell the reader by keeping her between

first "they are lovers" and "they are not lovers", then between "they are only two of them,
a couple seen in different ways, from different angles, through different lenses" and %ere

are different couples: city folks, country folks, couples who are happy with each other,
othen who aren't7"@?Does this tension, at least partiy due to the collage-like structure of
the poern, contribute to the creation or understanding, in the reader's min& of one of the

69~hi(iwill be elear in the rest of this theois, where, upon reradng it 1 noticed that though 1 toe the "multiple
relationships" line in theory, in the heat of analysas it o h çounds Iike I'm taiking about one relationship. 1 do
not believe that this proves that either theory is nght or wrong, simply that the tension h m the Song has been
transferred to this thesis writtcn on the subject ofthe Song.
asking this question, 1 am following the mahod of Clemth Brooks and his mrk o n paradox in the
W e l l - w o ~ The
. same type of tension is pesait in the pafadoxical nature of Keats' Gtec;sn wbem
the nvo lovers are both hot and panting d e r each other in the moment and at the sarne time cold and unable
to move, within inches of each other, on a Grecian um, for the rcst of etcmity.

paradoxical main W ~ r n e S ' "in~the Song each individuai love stoy is imbued with
significance since it flows from the source of the great story of Love,which, in tum, would
becorne a stagnant pool, nothing bui theory about love, were it aot for the replenishing
energy of each new story flowing ïnto it?

What other effect do the tension and the rapidly changing image sequetices of the collage

produce? They require that the reader really be on her toes, totally attentive. Nor will the
Song, with its many sensual delights that make the reader very much aware of her body, let
her stay "in her head"72.And what 1s synonymous with king totally aîtentive to the task
one is perfonning in the moment, as well as k i n g present in and aware of one's body? 1s
this not king in the presence of Goci? This too is one of the principal "themes"of the
Song.

Another effect that the collage-like structure of the Song has on the reader, with the
feelings of arnbiguity it occasions, is to inspire in her the desire to try and understand what
this enigmatic text is reaily al1 about. The straightfowd narratives of the Bible, while

many are as rich in images as the Song and have inspired many questions and reflections in
the min& of certain readers, also permit a reader who doesn't want to question or reflect,
to "get away" with reading them "only for the story." The Song perrnits no such "laziness."

Either the reader puts the poem down with disgust because it offers neither a story nor a
clear message, or she reads and rereads and mreads it, at first with the hope that she will

'

1 put theme in quotatioa mulu b&uire I am not here referruig to a theme iha can be discemeci at any nha
fevel than one where the reader's mind puts together what is being said and what is happening narratively in
the poem with wtiat is happening stmcturally or at other "indirectwlevels. and cornes up with a feit
understanding that, while it is decp and me, has none of the cocky confidence of an understPnding come to
through intellectuai reasoning.
7 2 ~ tis as if the Song forces upon the rader the methods of fada-response criticim, since, by mJàag ha
aware o f her body, of what she is experiaiang, the questions, What docs cach ofthe images "don to you? And
what does the ensemble of these images *don to you? seem to come alrnost naturally, whereas other texts tend
to lead their readers more toward more intdlecni4Uy bascd questions of meaning.

figure it O*

but after a while rehaaing to it for the sensmi pleasute, the intellectua)

satisfaction, and the spiritual fùlfillment that she experiences when she reads i t Did
Origen have an inkling of the almost abdictive quality ofthe Song wben he waroed, about
it, that

...anyone not yet lrnowing how to hear love's language in pwity and with chaste
ears, will twist the whole maoner of his hearing of it away fkom the spiritual
man and on to the outward and c d ; and he will be tunied away fiom the
spirit to the flesh, and will foster carnal desires in himself, and it will seem to be
the Divine Scriptmes that are urging and egging hirn on to fleshy lm"(quoted

in Murphy, 20)

Was it because o f this quality that Rabbi Aqiba said: "Al1the world is not worth the day
that the Song of Songs was given to Israel. Al1 the (trans. word) ketûbîm are holy but the

Song of Songs is the holy of holies." (quoted in Etliott, 1)?

5 3 Ambiguity in the Iiaagery and hagiuge

Having Iooked at the narrative, at the "stor(ies)"told in the poern, as seen through its

events, at the structure of poem and at the "stor(ies)"tbat tells, a few of the images and
some of the language in the Song will now be focusseci upon, to see what "stor(ies)"are

k i n g told there.

If the reader decides to respond to the sensual caII of the Song,and to %ve" at the level of
the images in the text, that is, to heu, see, smell, taste a d feel the text only through its

images, at least for a tirne setting aside ail need to make logicai or rational sense of the
poem, a delighthilly varied semual experience awaits

To be set aside during this

tirne, are al1 questions about where an image should be taken literally and where it should

be taken f i g ~ r a t i v e lEach
~ ~ ~ .occuneuce ofeach of the images will be cited, and the

7 3 am
~ rot ayingthuthe poetconsciouslyiatadaithergaderto seethe poern in this way. Rathm, 1 am
looking below or beyond the levd of the pet's conscious dention to what is behg expressd on a "purely"
creative or "imagninativelevel. Following the idea that stnrcturaüy the Song resembtes a collage, in this
section 1 am Iooking at the poem almost as if it wcre a series of picturcs that t d the story ofone woman's
experience andlor series of observations of love. Also, in a smse, 1 am doing something that resembles whai
the medieval aiiegorists d i 4 in that 1am sathat there is the story beuig told at the literal I d of the tex&
and another story, to be discoverd, under or over or beyond or in conjunction the Literal lever, that is, at the
Ievel of the text's images, E. AM Matter d e s about tbc interprctcrs of the Song Ïn the Middle Ages: "To
medieval scholars, the Bible.. .was the map of divine nality and thedore the means through which that r d @
was reveaied to human consciousne~~.
That this mdation was more ctyptic thn stnightfonvard w d d not
be surprising to western medieval thinkers.. .ïhat wrim is foond hidden sub umbm erflgnra is an essential
concept of medieval hermaieuticsin gened...h this tndition the Word o f God, as an artifàct of ever-presmt
revelation preserved in time, needs claritication and elabmation. This is the ~ e m taskd of medieval
exegesis, a fonn of litenmue devdoped to interpret the BiMc...by making explicit the visions of e t c d truth
shirnmering behind the veil of the words of the text." (7)
7 4 ~ rnay
t
sometimes am as though I am arôitrariiy attritmting a figurative maning to whit CIseem to
be a iiteral use of an image. That is, in a scnsc, what 1am do& though I @
a to look at it as allowing the
figurative side of every occurrence of an image speak. I also do not deny that every figurative image may also
have a literal side; in this thesis. my goal is simply not to explore that side. Also, rny decision to say th& once
the figurative meaning of an image has been esbbliskd, it "pftscnesn that figurative meaning througtiout the
text, does not, however, seem any les srbitrary thn othcr commentators âccisions to a m i e a literal sensc
to one occurrence of the image, and a figumke sense to another. For ewmple, Elliott writes, of the
occurrences of 'tiaeyardn in 1 :6: "The tirsi use of (trans. wod) kcrun (vinyard) is litend, und the second
figurative. This play, of the literal and tbe figurative senses of 'timyardn, continues throughout the Canticle."
(49) This a r b i designdon is not acaimpanid by any sort of justification.

figurative meanings, as they h e been shown to
text,

tbrough my close work witb the

commented upon. Two images bave been chosen of which the depths will be

sounded, and while this brief examination could never pretend to be an exhaustive
discussion of the irnagery in the Song, it will, nonetheles, provide an ide8 of how, on the
level of its images, tao, the Song beautifully tellsT6 the story(ies) of love. The first, the

"vine-vineyard-wine7'complex,was chosen because it is unique in the Song as a set of
connected images, al1 of the components of which occur both fiequently and in different
parts of the poem. The second, "lily(ies)," was selected because of the very contrasting

contexts in which it appears in the poemn.

Since it proved impossible, at times, to even guess at the metaphoric meaning of certain
words in the text, this reader was lead to examine the wntexts in which these words were
used elsewhere in the Bible, in the hopes that she might discover there some kind of hint as

to what the meaning of the word might be in the Song. This p d c e lead to the very
interesting observation bat, with a surprising fiequency, words that were used in a

"secdar" context in the Song, were elsewhere, used only or most o k n in "sacred
contexts. This is André LaCocque's thesis too, and when he has commented on the sarne

'%he
mbiguws m u l t i - v d t y of the Song is received by the many ears and mmdr of its Nders; thus, no
one reader can ever pretend that her interpretation is "rightWespeciaüy since, of?en. the interpretation of one
person changes and grows with each reading of the Song. What 1 have tried most of al1 to do is to show how
submcrging o d f totally in the images of this poem ofien lead t o surprising, if not definitive. new
interpretations.
76~s
1 b a n to writeabout the images in the Song 1 wip confromed Ath the question o f what sort of
language 1 wanted to use to describe what the images in the text seemeû to be saying. In keeping with the
delicacy, playfùlness and beauty o f the tex&1 have chosm to use language that, while it leaves no doubt as to
what 1 am refening to, does not have the ptacisionof anatomicd terms, a decision 1 fdisjusti6ed by the fàa
that 1 am, after dl, writing about a poem not a surgical operation.
7 7 ~ the
e occurrences of the %neyard cornplex" of images are may more numemus than those of
"IilyCies)" my disaission of the latter is much more ùrilepththan thitt of the former. 1 have no e x p l d o n for
this. apart fiom the fàctthat it might be due to the incvitable phenornenon that the more you practice
something, the betta you get at it: 1 wrote about the %neyard cornpia" first-

verses under discussion here, his analysis of them wiii be quoted at bngth78.Oa the Song

as a whole, Lacocque writes:
The Canticle sets itself as an a n t i ~ e n e s i si.n~hindsight,
~
the poet judges the
early hurnan couple as too submissive, too diffident, too quickly convinced of
the sadness of sexuality... 'Let us go to the fields, my love7-let's go back to the
garden where our ancestors blundered so badiy, and let's start everything fiom
the begiming- 'There I wili give you my love.' (Romance, 159)

And:
As indeed 'his desire is for her' (7.10 [l Il), the whole of the Song can be seen

as an explication of Gen 3.16 (her desire is for her man), barring the theme of
male domination over the female. For she is rousing him under an apple tree. in
Genesis 2, God was the one who, implicitly, awakened Adam, as he was also the
one who caused him to sleep in the fim place. Once more, in the Canticle the
woman's role replaces God's. (Romance, 167)

While this reader agrees with LaCoque's analysis of the intertextuaMy of the images in
the Song, she d w s not agree with his vision of the poet's purpose in using this device. He
sees her aim as ironic and subversive. This reader sees it as imbuing the human love

relationships portrayed in the Song with a sacredness that does not rely on, nor is reflective
of, as many commentators have arguecl, their resemblance to the love between God and

humans, or vice versa, but is "built into" the very language used to describe them.

78~ince1 have outtineû hk argument above, anâ due to considerations of r p ~ o z1 have lefl out the parts
where he argues for the ironic or subversive intent of the Song, though 1 am not sure that this is entircly fair.
79~aroleMeyer, in her book
sees st least parts of the Song as s "revisitingn of G c m i s .
She makes a partjarlsr parallel between the reof mutual possession in the Song and Genesis 3: 16, which
she retranslates and reuiterprets. In &
p i o o f fpionecrst theologian Phyllis
Tnbble, writing before Meyer. c d s ber chapter on the Song r x l v e Lyrics Redemxdn-the love iyrics that are
being redeemed are those that were "damned" in Genesis. 1 have chosen to use the examples given in the work
of tacocque instead of tbose h m T n ï l e and Meyer simpiy becwse the subject of his book is specifically the
Song and its intertextuality with the rest ofthe Bible, which is exactiy what 1 am interested in showing,
whereas T n i l e and Meyer's subject is a more wi&mching rcimerprctation of the way women arc depictcd
in the OT, and it uses the Song as one example.

Wine and vine@) and vincyrirâ(s): These three images have been chosen to be looked at

together for the obvious reason that wine is produced fiom the grapes80 that grow on Wies,
which are cultivated in vineyards

1) "Do not stare at me because 1 am blackish, for the sun has bmed me. The sons of my

mother were angry with me; they assigned me as keeper of the vuieyards-my own
vineyard 1 have not kept." (1 :6) Woman speahng.

What is this vineyard? Concerning 1:6, Lacocque m-tes:
The black girl confesses, 'my own vineyard 1 have not kept" (v. 6). The
association of vineyard and Israel in Hebrew Scriptures does not need
demonstration (one thinks of lsaiah 5; Psalm 80)...Similarly, the verb (trans
word) atar, 'to keep,' say André Robert, Raymond Tournay and André Feuillet,
'is only used for speaking of God: He keeps his anger forever [sic]. '...
At this point, however, we must d
l attention to a 'source text' of great

importance for the Canticle, narnely Hosea 2. Here also vineyards are featured:
the wild animals devour Israel's vineyards as a result of king abandoned by her
husband, YHWH (v. 14). This motif need be remembered when we tum to Cant
2.1 5 (the 'little foxed8 ). Mer a while, however, the vineyards are restored by
G d ' s -ce; he again becornes Israel's husband (Hos 2.16-19). So it is clear that
the theme of vineyards is metaphoricaily refemng to loving relationships. Even
for that matter the poetic choice of setting the drarnatis personnae in a pastoral
environment and of depicting them as shepherd and vineyard keeper is not
foreign to the author's general purpose of imitating the traditional metaphoric
roIes of G d vis-à-vis his people Israel. (Romance, 73)

Murphy says of this verse:

in the song
*O7:12in <he NRSV mds: ''whahs the grape blossoms have opad." niis h the oniy
where the word "grapen ocavs. I have not inciuded it in rny discussion because Murphy's truislahon simply
reads "blossoms."
lL.a~oqued e s no refermce to the foxes fiam the Judgcs passage discussed eaulier. Tbac Samson uses
wild animals to destroy the vuieyards and stocks of the Philistines because the fither of his wife gave her to
another rnan, thougb he also says he did it because hc thought Samson had abandoned hcr.

The efkct of the sun upon the woman's body is an adequate explanation of her
statement that she had failed to watch over her own vineyard narnely her own
self...There seems to be a clear play on the word, which refers to the woman.
This is also suggested by the emphatic (tram. word) selli ("which is mine") in
1:6 and 8: 12. One can detect two levels of meaning here The woman bas not
protected herself fiom the sun, and neither has she kept her vineyard (herself)
fiom her lover. She ha3 given herself freely and respmibly to ber lover. (128)

Elliot says of this verse: "They (the brothers) made her a keeper of the vineyards...Her own

vineyard, i.e., herself, her own ferninine needs, she has neglected (49) Again, in a fmtnote
to this passage, she says: "Vineyard, like

garden, stands for the girl as a whole person."

(294)

What does the poem look like if we interpret the image in this way every time it is used? If
the one vineyard denotes a woman who is sexually active, then might not the other

vineyards, referred to in 1:6, of which the first woman is 'ithe keeper," denote other

sexual l y active womea? Thus, it would seem that one woman is placed among 0 t h
women as their keeper...perhaps as some kind of "madame"? The saying "The punishment
fits the crime" cornes to minci: the woman's bmthers, scandalinxi by the sexual M o m

the woman has permitted herself, are trying to teach her a lesson by forcing her to act as

the adminisîrator of a brothel!

2 ) "A cl uster of hema is my lover to me, in the vineyards of Engedi." ( 1:14) Woman

speaking.

What is hema doing in the vineyard?

Engedi is a place name meaning 'place of the young goat'82 The spings of
Engedi are Ml... &th blblical and e-x@a-biblical sources describe Engedi as a

82~ean
McEvenue pointed out to me that Engd d o means thc "piace of the eye" and the "

p h of the

source of fine dates, aromatic plants useci in perfbes, and medicinal plants.At
was a chief source of balsam. an important plant used for perfiunes...in the tribel
altotments, it was given to Judah and was in the district of Judah known as the
wilderness district (Josb 1S:61) 83

This metaphor likens the male lover to a plant growing in a fertile vineyard, the womaaWhat a beautifid and accurate depiction of what happens during the love act between a

man and a woman! Is this interpretation excessively sexual? It does not seem so, especially
considering that the verse just preceding this one reads: "A sachet of myrrh is my lover to
me; behveen my breasts he lies." (1: 13): the man is f k t Iikened to a sachet of mynh Iying
between a woman's breasts: he smells good there, but the mynh is no longer a living plant.

It isn't long, however, before that changes and the image becornes one of a live henna

plant growing in a vineyard.

3) "The fig tree yields its figs; the vines, in bloom, give forth fiagrance. Arise, my friend,

my beautifid one, and corne!" (2: 13) Man speaking.

I f the vineyard is the whole woman, then what rnight be a "vine in bloom"? The verses in
this passage (2: 10-13) use different images t o tell one story: the passing of winter and the

arriva1 of spring are heralded in images that evoke fertility. The blossoms have appeared

and it is time to prune hem; the song of the turtle dove, one of the most "afEectionaten
species on earth, is present; the fig trees are bearing !Mt. I f we were to carry this theme of
fertility fiom the natural world, which the man calls the woman to visit with him, to the
woman herself, w o d d it not be likely that a "vine in bloom" refers to the part of a

source."Lack oftime prcvents me ftom e x p l o ~ gthe f-ting

avenues presented by the various meanings

o f this word.

8 3 ~ a k e nfrom note on E@i QuKk Verse Libruy C D R O M uitemhgiy, this description of En@
eçhoes
two sets of verses fiom the Song: the wiidemes in 3:6 and 8 5 , and the young goats to which the woman's
hair is compared in 4: 1 and 6 5 ; it is not within the scope of this thcsis to explore the possibie connections
between these verses and 1:14.

woman's body that is fertile, Le., the part or parts of her she "loves" with. And if that is the
case, then would it not follow that just as wine is the "juice" produced by the fhit of the
vines, so the figumïve meaning of wine wodd be the ''juicesWor Iiquids tbat wet (whet)
our bodies when we are sexually aroused?

Now that some o f the wider metapboric implications of the %neyard cornplex" of images
have begun to find some solid (not to say fertile) ground, it is time to look at its first two

Without
'.
the
occurrences in the Song as well as m t h e r instance of the word %id
groundwork that has beeo laid, it might have seemed jarring, if not implausible, to suggest
that the wine k i n g refemng to in the following verses is a liquid produced by the
"squeezing" and other "handliag," not of grapes, but, on a figurative tevel, of the %ines in
blossom" of the lovers' sexual beings: " k t him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth!
Truly, more pleasing is your love than wine. Rightly do they love you."(l:S) Woman
speaking; "Draw me after you! Let us run! The king has brought me to his chambers. Let
us exult and rejoice in you! Let us extol your love beyond wine;" (1 :4)* Woman speaking;
"HOWbeautifid is your love, my sister, my bride! How much more pleasing is your love

than wine, and the fragrance of your p e r h e s than any spices." (4: 10) Man speaking.

If in fact the wine k i n g referred is meant to designate "love juioess5," then why, in each
of the instances cited here, is there a cornparison that says, in one way or another, that love

is better than wine, that is, that love is better than the "jw'ces"of love? What kind of love
could that be? 1s this something of an indication that, perhaps at Ieast in some cases, the

84~oncerning1:4, "Let us exult and rejoia in you! Let us extd your love b o n d wk!" André LaCoque
writes: "... 'exultation' and 'rejoicing' in the Bible designate aimost always ailtic responses to the
proclamation of salvation. A similar situation obtains with the mention of 'remernbrance*(NRSV:'extol'),
enerally in celebration of tbe octs of YWHH." (Romance, 70)
"These *lovejuicsn inciude the s a h a produccd in a i r maifhs whs, we b w the sweat w bodies shine
with as passion heats them up, and the various Equids that flow and shoot fiorn our genital organs as we
engage in the various acts ofmalQng love.

love k i n g spoken of in the Song is other than sexual, that d e n the wornan speaks of "he
whom her sou1 loves" (1 :7,3:1,2,3,4), the love she is alluding to is a spirihial oneg6?

To corne to this conclusion about what '%ne"

"means" in the Song through an extension

of the metaphoric meanings of ''vineyard" and "vine" is perhaps new, but the idea that

wine and love are partners in the Song,is, of course, not. In 2:4, the woman says: "He
brought me to the wine house, and his banner over me is love." What is this wine house? It
is not known what people norrnaily did tfiere. Did they "just" eat and drink or did it also
reguiarly serve as a %ysting place" (49) as Murphy puts it? Suffice it to say that whether
or not "house of wine" refers rneîaphorically here to a house where the W n e of love"
flows freely, this seems to be one of the instances where the love k i n g referred to in the

phrase "his banner over me is love'47 is sexual loves8. The man says, later in the poem: '3

said 'I will climb the palm tree, 1 will take hold of its branches; Let yow breasts be like the
clusters of the vine, and the fiagrance of your breath like apples; Your mouth like the best
wine...' and the woman replies: 'Flowing smoothly for my lover, spreaàing over (my lips

and my teeth). ' (7:g-9). in this verse it is clear that wine is a "liquid" produced by
lovernaking: it flows from the woman's rnouth. The same idea can be seen in the
parallelism between spiced wine and pomegranate juice in the next section of the poern,

where the woman says to her lover: "1 wodd Iead y o y bring you, to my mother's house

8 6 am,
~ of course. net saying that di the vaul acîivity in the Song is d i y dl about sprituai love. 1 am
saying that a close and aitical look at the images in the Song opens up the way to d l W of possi'b'ilies thet
are worthy, at least, of some consideration, no matter how k-fached they rnight secm.especially given the
weight ofthe centuries of almost soldy spiriaial intMpfetation under whicb the Song is stiil staggering. This
insight came to this readm late in the A t i n g of this thesis and there bas not been time to explore it.
8 7 ~ u r p h ywrites about ihis verre: "The c h o i e of aich trysting places is nisgested by the naturai and &ective
bolism of wine (dl 1:2; 4: 10; 7: 10)" (136)
llesst two o w examples oc 2:s w i m t h wosaYs "Swuin me wth raisin aices
r*di nic
with apples, for 1 am sick with love." and 9 8 when shc says something dong the sarne lines: "1 adjure y o y O
Daughters of Jenisalem: If you find my love, what s)irll you say to him?That 1 am sick with love."
%urphy writa: =(Hebm) in M b ambiguous. in contcxt, it caild ai- k rendacd '(the baue of my
mother) who taught me' (L. Khadii. 232)." ( 184) This would seem t o be more in keeping with the Song,

Kt

juice." (8:2) If, elsewhere, the woman's cheek behind her veil is wmpared to "a cut of
pomegranate" (4:3; 6:7),then is it really too far-fetched to extrapolate that the juice of
those pornegranates is the "juice" that is being produced in the mouths, behind the cheeks,

of two beings making love?

Conceming 8:2, Lacocque writes:
As a reward for his 'teaching,' she is ready to give him to drink 'spiced wine,
the juice of my pomegranatete7..-Besides,
the use of the first person possessive
pronoun in 'my pomegranate' leaves no doubt as to the semual drift of the text.
The pomegranate was a symbol of fecundity; it is used here as an aphrodisiac.
But this is not what "spiced wine* and "pomegranate" first evoke within Israel's
tradition. Both words are associated with the temple, its ornamentation, its
utensils, and its personnel." (Romance, l a )

3) "Catch us the foxes, the little foxes that damage the vineyards when our vineyards are in

bloom." (2: 15) Woman speaking.

Nothing in the Song gives any indication of what foxes might be a metaphor for, so the

reader turneci to the other books in the Bible to see how the word is used there. The only
other occurrence of " f o ~ e s in
' ~the OT is in Judges 1514-5 where Samson's men find 300

hundred foxes, line tbem up, place a torch between the tails of every second fox, light
those torches and send the foxes "into the standing grain of the Philistines, where they bum
up the shocks and the standing grain, as well as the vineyards and olive groves." Where
does Samson go to hide after he has commiîted this temble crime agajnst the Philistines?

where the woman(en) seem to be more in charge. But then again, if the Song is made up ofdiffercnt love
stories, it is at least bordering on the possible that the man in one of thcm could terch the woman abwt love.
%oxn,
in the singuiar a a i r s oncc in the OT,Neh 4:3: "TobLh the Ammonite WILS bcsidt h h , and he saiâ,
"That stone waU they are building-any fox going up on it would break it down!" He is referring to the wall

around lerusalem that NekmM and 0 t h Jews are rebuilâing. Though thcre may w d be some connection
between this passage and the Song of Songs passage, it is far h m immediately obvious, unlike the case of the
Judges passage, thus 1 have declined, at this time, to arpfortit.

"In the cleft of the rock of Etam." (ludg 5:8,11) In the Song,wkre does the man say he
wants to see the face and hear the voice of this beloved, just preceding the "foxes" verse?

"in the clefts of the rock." (2:14) And, it is "upon the mountains of Bethe?', as translated
by ~ u r p l,hor~"on
~ the cleft rno~ntains'~
as translate-in the NSRV, that the woman calls
to the man to "Tuni, my lover, be like a gazelle or young stag," in 2: 17, just following the
'-foxes"verse.

ft is dificult to imagine that, in reading of this enigmatic verse, the reader is not

meant to

hear an echo of the foxes story fiom Juâges: in both passages, foxes end up in vineyards

and peopte find themselves in the cleh of rocks, which is not true of any other situation in
the Bible.

What is the result if the Song passage is read in the light of the Judges passage? in the
Samson story, the foxes, acting as carriers for the torches destroy the food and drink
suppiies of the Philistines. Why does Samson do this? The very short answer is: Because
he has had his wife taken away fiom him. in the Song of Songs, if we accept "vineyard" as
a metaphor for a sexually active woman, the foxes are damaging the 'tineyards"/women

when they are "in bloom." Who are these foxes and why are they damaging the
"vineyards" in the Song; what have they got itgainst the women "in bloom"? It is dificult

even to begin to guess*.

oncenii ni in^

this verse, Murphy w r i t a : "Bether as a propcr name ir o<hawise unloiown...Thee!tymology of
(i-ïebrew) suggests 'mountains of separation.' Another possibüity is to understand (Hebrew) in the light of
8: f 4, where (Hebrew) ('%pices") occurs in its place. The ^mountainsof Bether" seem t o bc a symboi ofthe
woman herseif" (139)
92~eitherMwphy. nor Elliott have much t o say about thae f o x a . It is one of thos passages tbat Murphy
cites as having what 1 have called "gender inconsistencies": though it is generally thougbt that the woman is
speaking this in this versc, Murphy poùits out that "catch" is conjugatcd Üt the plurd imperabvc mssaili
( 1 39). Elliott says about the verse: "The conNiuity of animal ùnagery...and reference to the vines in
blossom,..tie the passage to aü that has p d e d..." (74)

Are.there any thematic relationships between the Judges story and the Song? The most

obvious question that cornes to mind is: Does anyone have their wife taken away fiom
them in the Song? Not directly pefhaps, but, as has been shown above, depending on how

one interprets the different stories in the Song, some of them may portray a women with
more than one lover, though there i s no evidence of any woaun betraying her husband or
lover in the Song, as Samson's first wife and his second wife, Delilah, have both been seen
traditionally as doing. Why is this biblical "voice," in which there is never a moment's
tendemess between Samson and his wives, maling itself heard in the Song, which tells the
diverse stories of diflerent love relationships? 1s it meant to add yet another experience of
Iove to the ones already king told in the Song? What impact does the image of the b m e d
vineyards from the Judges story bave on the vineyard-as- sexu8llyactive-woman in the
Song? Still, while it may not as yet be clear what it is, it seems Iikely that there is some

significance to the fact that the complex story of Samson is "hanging ove? the Song.

5) "1 have corne to my garden, my sister, bride! 1 gather rny myrrh with rny spices. 1 eat my

honeywmb with my honey; 1 drink my wine with my milk." Man speaking. 'Eat, fiiends,
cirink! Drink deeply of love! "' Speaker unknown (5:1).

Concerning 5: 1, LaCoque writes:
These 'merisrns' (honeycombhoney; wine/milk) sound strange. One does not
eat the honeycomb, and one does not mix wine with m i k The term
correspondence is not horizontal, but vertical, so to speak: honeycomb and wine,
honey and rnilk. While the latter pair has already been met above (Cant. 4.1 t ),
the other pair clearly alludes to...l Samuel 14:25-27 (the story of Jonathan, son
of the king who ate (tram. words) debas and ya'ar, not knowing about Sad's
vow). After Jonathan ate, his "eyes were enlightenedn (trans. words
wa-taro'enah 'eynayw), as in Gen 3.7we had (trans. words) wa-tipaqah enah
'eyney seneyhem (the eyes of both were opmed) aAer d n g the "forbidden
miit." In both texts (1 Samuel and Genesis) are the violation of a taboo and an
impending punishment by deah...

Another literaiy parallel is drawn witb the combination of *ne anâ milk in Isa
55.1 ;they represent abundance in the produce of agriculture and nomadism. In
the texts of lsai-ahand the Canticle, the evocation is heavenly. Everyone is
invited to enjoy fully and without restriction this new 'Eden7 (cf. Isaiah 55.2),
even to the point of dninkenness.
Adrianus van Selms fin& another parallel in Hos 2.5: 'my bread and my water,
my wool and my flax, my oil and my dnnk" He *tes:

'Probably in the text [of the Canticle] the gifts are mentioned as metaphorical
indications of erotic pleasure, but even so it is evident that the imagery has been
borrowed fiom the lovers' custom of exchaaging presents..At is remarkable that
in both passages mosea and the Canticle] six gifts are enumerated; that ici both
instances the giAs are paired, that dl the gifts cary the suffix of the first person
singular. And chat the background in reality is always the exchanging of giAs
among lovers.' (Romance, 114- 15)

This single verse contains so many images, both fiom elsewhere in the Song and from
elsewhere in the Bible that it is worthwhile to look at the images in each Iine separately

after making a few comments about the relationships between the first four lines. Are they
parallel stichs? It seems clear that the second, third and fourth are, but what about the first?
At first glance, it would seem not, just as when one first rads the first Iine, one reads it as

if the man is saying to his sister, his bride, that he has come to his garden. But it is clear

from a previous usage of this same series of images in 4:

thai "'garden"is awther

name he calls the wornan, like "sister" or "bride", and thus the three images in the first line

are parallel. Seeing these three images as parailel leads one to take a new look at the
parallelism of the diflerent stichs in the verse, which results in seeing the first stich as part

of the parallels continu4 in stichs 2,3, and 4: thus the man comes to his garden, then he
gathers, then he eats and then drinks. Seeing the first verse as one of parallels makes the
whole verse, already so

seem more complete.

93 "A garden enclosed, m
y Ylts. rny brick a (garda) srlosed..
9 4 ~ : 1 isWretheu>zlSwnmationof.OIhmbehcuid.bait herh thclrttavasg(4:IO-l6,hwhichherdaJ
to "sister," "bride," 'bvine," "spices,""honey,""mik," "garden," "myrrhn (and the names of many other
spices), ail of which occur in S: 1) of the wczfthat lasts h m 4: 1-16. In 4: 17, the woman says to the man: 'Let
my lover corne t o his garden and eat its choice bits." He replies with 5: 1 :at hm invitation, moving fiom

Once the parallelism of the first four lines of 5:1 has been estabJished, the reader is left
with the more intriguing task of understanding what each of the lines means individually,

what they al1 mean as a unit, anâ what relationship they have to the last line of the verse.
The first line in which the man cornes to the wornan, at her invitation, seems

straightforward enough, but the ideas proposed with each subsequent line becorne less and
less easy to understand. Gathering one's myrrh with one's spice still makes sense, eaîing
one's honeycomb with one's howygSl e s so, while the thought ofdrinking one's wine
with one's milk tums the stomach*; wwhere else in the OT is then mention of them

k i n g dnurk together. What is going on in these verses? Could it not be that just as the
three images in the first line of the verse can be seen as three ways in which the man sees

the woman, the three paralle1 stichs that follow might be seen as three ways in which the

man sees his relationship with the woman. The four lines might be paraphrased as follows:
One comes to one's garden, one's sister, one's bride, that is one enters into a relationshtp;
sometimes it's Iike gathering myrrh with other spices, that is, it is a delight among delights,
other times it's like eating the honeycomb with the honey, that is, it means taking the
not-so-edible, the not-so-great, with the deliciously sweet, and at other times it is like
drinking wine with milk, that is, sometimes the two people in the relatioiiship make a
disgusting mixture. The man says this in response to the woman's invitation and it sounds
almost Iike part of the vows said at Christian wedding ceremonies: "For better or worse..."
What of the Iast line of the verse? While her interpretation of the first tour iines of the

verse differ fiom the one proposed above, Elliott writes of the last line:

-

descriiing her, as he did in 4: 1 16, to experiaicing ha.
9 5 ~ w other
o
v
in the Bible d i to the honeywmb, not onîy its dnppings, as king sweet: Rov 16:24;
Sira 24:20, but the intention is cleariy figurative. Given the prcsence of the Samson story (due to the "foxes"
story connecteci to Song 2:15) in the Song,the refércrrccs to honey in that story (Judges 14:8-9) a h corn to
mind.
9 6 ~ h i sdevice. in which the 1 s t iine of a set of pardeI stichs, is d y jtrriag is hequently usai in ùisdom
literature, and partiailariy in the Proverbs, to force the nadcr to really examine what she is reading.

Since this Iine occurs at the clhactic center of the Chticle, it may be suggested
that it represents something like an admonition in the wisdom tradition on the
goodness and fiches of human love offered by way of a salute, a toast, or an
exclamation to the Bride and Groom. Or, addressed to the universai audience of
al1 Spouses everywtiere, at al1 times, it would be sirnilar to the one offered by
Qoheleth, 'Enjoy life with the wife you love, al1 the days of your life.' (9:9)
(1 19)

A brief comment on "honey and miUc" in the wasfin Chapter 4. in 4: 1 1, the man says:

"Your lips drip honey, O bride; honey and milk are under your tangue?' Considering that
of the 26 times "milk" and "honey" occur in the sarne verses in the OT, apart fiom the two

references in the Song, only twice, in Ise 7:2298,and Sira 39:26,is it not in the context of
the phrase "land flowing with mitk and honey," it seems clear bat this reference to "honey
and milk," was meant to cal1 up this phrase. Why are the two reversed here, çomething that
is seen nowhere else in the ~ible*? Perhaps for the same reason that in 5: 1, though the

two words occur in the same verse, they are paired wiîb other words, "honey"with the
"honeycomb" and "milk" with "wine": with these unexpected uses of these farniliar words,

the poet is again forcing her &ers

to stop, to be aware of what they are reading, to

perhaps ask themselves why she has himed this farniliar saying upside-dowdoO,or to shifi

out of the "automatic mode," the habitua1 way most of us have of reading and existing,
into a way of reading, and by extension, a way of living, in which everything is new, in
which everything is now, which is a Iife lived in the presence of Gd.

97 1s this verse p r t i l p s dm m e ~ to
t r
d andior comment on Prov 5:3: 'For the lips o f a loose wodrip
honey. and her speech is smoother than oil."
9 8 ~ h elsaiah verse does not use the exact phrase but the senthent e x p r d is M a r : "On tha day one will
keep alive a young w w ancl two shetp, and wiii eat airds because of the abundance of milk that thy giw; for
everyone that is 1 4 in the land shatl a t curds and honey." I s s 7:2 1-22.
991hey are also reversecf in 5: 1, with h o n y corning in the stich before the one in whkh dioccurs.
''Olt is André LaCoque's idea that such devices in the Song are subversive in Ihuthey are meant t o cal1 into
question the validity of the origid concept, in this use, the "land of miik and hoaey." LaCoque does not
actually discuss this example, but if he ha& he migbt have said something dong the Iines of how it would have
lead readers to refiect on whether dreaming about some fÙtumiand flowingwith milk and honey was really
such a good idea when they rnight instead be workhg bard to rnake the a d land in which they lived a bettcr
place.

6) "Solomon had a vineyard in Baal-hamon- He gave tbe Mneyard to the keepers; one
would pay for its f i t a thousand pieces of silver. My own vineyard is at my disposal-the

thousand (pieces) for you, Sotornon, and two hundreâ for the keeprs of its f i t . "
(8: 1 1- 12 ) Speaker unknown.

This is the last occurrence of the 'îineyard cornplex" of metaphors in the Song. More than

any of the other sometimes enigrnatic Iines of the Song, these verses read like a riddle.
They recall both the "keepersmand 'my own vineyard* fiom the bepinning of the Song
( 1:6

' '). Elliott writes:
In 1:6, she said (trans. words) kami selli 10' natartiA("my own vineyard 1 did not
keep)- Here (8: 12) she declares, (~RUIS. words) karrnî selli lepanay: ("my own
vineyard is before me i-e., mine to dispse of). Paradoxically the experience of
Love has given her possession of herselc to be possessed (trans.words ani
ledôdî wealay tesûqatô, 7:11) has meant self possessionw(207-8)

Yet there is nothing in 1 :6 to indicate that her vineyard was not at her own disposal; rather
the woman simply indicates that she bas not disposed of it as ber brothers would have

liked, since they punish her for the way in *ch

she did dispose of it by making her the

keeper of other vineyards. in fact, in order for her to dispose of it in ways that did not seem
appropriate to her brothers, she must have had it at her own disposai. Thus the progression
that Elliott and others have seen from 1:6 to 8: 12, is not necessarily a progression afkr d l .
Yet there is no question that these two verses, the one coming in the Prologue and the

other in the Epilogue, mirror each other.
Who are the keepers of the vineyard in 8:1 1- 12? This word is used only in one other place

in the Song, in 1:6, where it refers to the woman herself Why would it not refer to her

again here? Then the verse would read: Solomon gave the vineyard to the keepers, Le. to
the women themselves, vineyards that are worth a thousand pieces of silver! The jealous
Solomon who tried to impess his love with a great show of pomp and ceremony (36-1 1)

cornes to rnind-he has not been referred to by name since those verses, and only in 7 5 has
"king" been m e n t i o d : he is caught in the woman's tresses. in these, the closing verses of
the Song, has this great king finaHy decided to give up on "owning" "his" women and set
t hem

fieel Oz? And while it is not yet clear what nlatiooship this conclusion has with the

"brothef verses that immediately precede it, the images in the verse that immediately
follows if in which the man calls to the woman "who dwell(s) in the garden" (8: 13)- echo
the vision of the woman who is the keeper of her own vineyard. ~lsewhere
IO3 in the Song,

the woman is çompared to a gar-

and here the woman dwells in the garden, in herself

the woman is self-possessed. The use of the word "dweli" here is not without echos either
of the 104 times that this word, in its diffetent forms, occurs in the OT, 73 times it refers to

God, or the Lord, who dwells or has his holy dwelling place among the people of Israel, in
Zion or oîher variations. Of the 31 other occurrences, only in 2 o f these cases is the verb

(as opposed to the noun "dwelling") "dwell" used; in other words, with 2 exceptions-and
the one in the Song-this verb refers to G d Thus, the woman can be seen to dwell in her

garden much as God dwells arnong Israelites or in the hi@ and holy place: when the latter

is true, al1 is ri@ in the worlâ, and so it is, the Song is telling us, in the former case, as
well.

'

O2Th.is interpretation may fsan -hronistic--a
twdcth-century fernid imposing her Nefs on a poem
written at least 2000 years ago- but it is the interpmation that this reader has felt to be imposed upon her by
the text.
Io34:12. 15, 16; 5 : 1.6:2

Lily, lilies.

1) "1 am a flower of Sharon, a iily of the valleys." (2: 1) Woman speaking. "As a lily among
thorns, so is my &end

among womea" (2:2) Man ~ p e a i c i n g . ~ ~

Elliott points out that, throughout the Song, the lovers oflen pick up on and then reuse
terrns h

t the other bas used to describe either herself or the otherlo5:this is one such

case, yet, if the two lines are closely examine& they show, in facf that the two lovers,

while they may be using some of the sarne words, the different images they bestow upon
the woman reveal different visions of her, and "do" different things to the reader. The

woman calls herself "a flower of Sharon," Sharon means "flat land" or "wetlands" a d it

refers to
A coastal plain which runs fiom near modem Tel Aviv to just south of Mount
Carmel. The area had abundant marshes, forests, and sand dunes, but few
Settlements during bibiical &YS. Because of its fertility and low nsk of flooding,

the plain was used more by migrant herdsmen than settled fmers.

1 0 4 ~ h ioccurrence
s
of ''IiIyn is the first of two ~ccucrenceswhen the word ir used in two amsecutive verses.
The other ocnirrence is in 6:2-3:"My lover has gone down to his garden, to the beds of spice; To browse in
the garden and to g a h r iilies." (6:2)"1 am rny lover's and hc is mine; he browses among the iilies." (63)
Wornan speaking in both verses. tilies and this "rehïn of 'mutual belongingn(taken Erom Murphy, ( 139, who
borrowed the phrase fiom F d e t ) corne togcChcr agalli in 2: 16: "My lover is mine and 1 am his who browses
arnong the Iilies." (2: 16) Wornan speaking.
os~lliotwrites: "Idniticai images are amibuted bm to one, and Iata to the other. of the young
lovers.. .These repetitiow of image and motif are more than mere echoes, repetitions or parallds at a formal
level. It is significant that they gencraliy occur at some distance fiom one another in the poem, eSiminating the
possibility that they are simpiy rehinimg a complumnt by way of reparta. Instead, the pet hm crcativeiy
used this device of 'rnirro~g'to suggest the transforming power of love whereby one changes and begins to
resemble the person lovai, to assume sunilar values, de9rcs, fedings ancl in time, even physical
characteristics...A variation on the mirroring dynamic is a partiarlar mobitity which the poet gives to the
images of the lily...ïhc images combine and recombine in uitimatdy suggestive ways, creaîing a type of
'constellation' that extends across the poem. By identüjing the image first of al1 with the lovers, and then with
their physicd bodies, the poer estabtishes the bonds of union bcrwear thcm mon &ectivvely than explicit
descriptions ever could." (247-25 1)
06~akennom the Quick Verse Library CDROM.

'

'

The woman is cleariy saying with this cornparison that she, like the fertile "wetlands" of
Sharon is fertile, is "green" as Hildegard of Bingen might say, and also thaî, like a flower,
she is beautifid. With "a lily of the valleys7'that foHows, she is reiterating the sarne idea,
valleys quite likely to be green, fertile places. in her vision of berself, sbe is a fertile k i n g
flourishing in fertile places. At the same time, she does not see herself in relaîionship to
anyone, as she does later, when she proclaims: "My lover is mine and 1 am his..." (2: 16;

see also the other two instances of the "refrain of mutual possession": 6:3,7:1 1)

What does the man respond? That "his friend arnong women" is "as a lily among thorn~.~'
By this cornparison the man would seem to be saying that his fnend is both rare and

somehow greatly superior to other women:she is a colourfûl, fragrant, green-stemmed My
compared to prickiy, grey thoms haî, at best, smell of the dust in which they grow. On the
surface, therefore, the images evoked by both the man and the woman are saying the same
thing: that the woman is as beautif51 as a flower. At the same time, the image the man
creates puts the woman in surroundings that would make access to her difficult: the thoms

would prkk anyone who would try and get dose to her. Also, the surroundings are
unfiendly to her: how long would a My survive in a landscape where t h o m grow?

Wouldn't she die pretty quickly just fiom loneliness?

Then, he refers to her as "his friend arnong women," which irnrnediately puts her in
relationship both to himself and to other women. Thus, this line, which on the surface
exalts the woman, when it is fiuther exploreci, has the opposite effect: the reader feels sorry
for the woman, who in the preceding line, Iives in a harmonious atmosphere, confident in
her description o f herself as a beautifui flower, and in this line becomes both a lone lily
among thorns, and a woman to be cornpared to others.

Concerning 2: 1-2, André Lacocque writes:

The t e m s (trans. words) habaelet and saron of Cant 2.1 appear in Isa 35-02!LRt
us also note that there the verb (trans. word) yesusum that the Canticle
transposes through alliteration into (trans. word) sosanna, The eigbth-century
prophet was speaking of the blossoming of the desert ("[They] shall be
glad.-The desert.-shaI1 bloswm as the rose...The glory of Lebanon shall be
given to it, the majesty of Carmel and Sharon) (Romance, 83)

2) "My lover is mine and I am his who browses among the Iilies." (2: 16) Woman speaking.

Murphy says of the verb he translates as "'bro~.ses"~~~:
"(Hebrew) (browses)is understood
here intransitively, in the sense of '30 fsed oneself on," rather than transitively, in the sense
of "pasture" (a flock). Both interpretations are possible." ( 139) and then later:
The lover is descn'bed as one "who browses among the lilies" ...The meaning is
not clear. As indicated in the Notes, there is an arnbiguity in the word browse
(Hebrew). The translation understands him to be feeding on the lilies, which are
presumably a symbol for the woman herself (2: 1)." ( 14 1)

Yet in 2: 1, neither the woman, nor the man has compared the woman to "lilies", but to a
"lil y": if the woman is one lily, then are not several women meant by "lilies", just as one

vineyard rneant one woman, and vineyards (in the plural) more than one woman? This

interpretation of this verse wmpletely changes its meaning: traditionally it has been seen

as a "refrain of mutuai belonging7', in which the woman exalts in her exclusive relationship
with the man. With this interpretation, the woman is saying instead that while he might be

her man, he "browses among the Mes" too. Especially with the way in which Murphy

fonnulates the sentence, "...bis, who browses..." it almost sounds as if it is the man's job.

Yet, her statement is matter of fact, in neither the verses that precede or follow this one
does she seem to feel hurt about it; she might as well be saying, "...and 1 am his who works

'07The NRSV translata this verse as: "My k l d ir mine and 1 am his; he puturrr hir flocks among the
lilies."

with copper." ïs the man's job to make love with women, just as the woman's ( h m the

analysis of 1 :6) is the "keeper of vineyards," or the keeper of a brothel?
When this verse, interpreted in this way, is looked at in the context of the verses that
perched and foilow it, the verses may mutually shed light on each other: in 2: 15, it was
unclear who the "linle foxes" were that were damaging the vineyards. If the man browsing

arnong the Mies is a metaphor for a man who "feeds upon7' or makes love with women,
then might not the foxes be symbolic of something of the same order? Whether the "foxes"
verse is spoken by the woman, as is generally believed, or by a group of men, which is
what the conjugation of the verb "catchn indicates, might not the "little foxes" be men
who, rendered over-enthusiastic by the awakening winds of springtime, are perhaps
leading to cases of "burn-out" on the part of the women in the brothel?

And the verse that follows? "Until the day breathes and the shadows flee, Turn, my lover;
be like a gazelle or a young s t a g upon the mountains of M e r . " (2: 17) Is the woman

telling him to "tum", that is to change what he is doing, to take a break from browsing and
spend the night up on the mountains instead, fke as a gazelle? 1s that perhaps where he is
when, in 3:1, she seeks him on her bed at night? No, this time he is out and about in the
city instead...

3) '-Your breasts are like two fawns, the twins of a gazelle, browsing among the lilies."

(415)
Man speaking

What does this image convey about the woman's breasts? Fawns are sofl to the touch, and
they are young, so they are not yet Iikely to have experienced any of the events in the life
of an animal that might cause blemishes. in this verse they are aiso twinslo8,in other

lo80fthe 6 tima Zwim" ("twin" in the singular does not occur) are mentioned in t
k OT. the 6rst (Gai
25:24: "When her t h e to give birth was at hand, there were twins in her womb.") refm to Rebekah, Issac's

words, they resemble each other-there is a certain beauty in syrnmeüy. And they must be
contented fawns too, since what more could a fawn want than to feed bimself, to browse
among the lilies? The bfeasts-as-fawns then are "happyn to be where they are, or in other
words, the woman is at ease in her own body, just as she was at ease in her environment

when she proclaimed, in 2: 1. in teference to herseIf, "1 am a flower of Sharon, a lily of the
vdleys.

"

How can a consistency of meaning be postdateci for this word that has so many different

referents? Or is the reader meant to allow the images to infonn one another? If this is the
case, then the man is comparing the woman's breasts to an image he creates of himself
~ ~ to descni him: in 2: 16 the
fiom two images thai the woman hss p r e v i o u s ~ yused

woman says he "browses among the lilies," in 2: 17, she calls upon him to "be 1ike a
gazelle or a young stag" and what is a fawn if wt a young stag in the making? Io doing so,
he not ody brings information fiom those former instances of the images to the present

instance, he also somewhat modifies the original uses of the images. He is saying, then,
"Those breasts are like me," or. more precisely, "like two of me." What could he mean by
this? This is where the connotations fiom the image in 4 5 corne to add their information to

those fiom the previous verses: the softness of the fawns and their youth, as well as the
general feeling of contentedness and naturalness the image exudes, softens the very virile

wife, giving binh to Esau and Jacob, and the second (Gen 38:27: " W b the of her delivery came, there were
twins in her womb.") to Tamar, who "tricked" Judah, ber khcr-in-law, imo sleeping with her by posing as a
"sex trade worker." (1 use this phrase because the more usuai "prostitute" and to an even greater ment,
%horen are both words too laden with ae&ativecomtations and value judgm~ntsabout this type of worlc)
The other four occurrences of the word are in the Song:tk one c i t d above is the second OCCUIT«IC~. It is
preceded by 4:2, which Murphy translates as: "Your teeth are Iilre a flock of sheep to be show thrt cornes up
fiom the washing, Al1 of than in pairs, and none of thmi rnissing." It is followed by an alrnost identical
occurrence in 6:6, whicb M q h y truislues as: "Your teeth are like a flock of ewes tha! corne up h m the
washing, AU of them in pairs and none oft h missing-" and 7:3.a shortened version of 4 5 : "Your breasts
are like two fâwns, twuis of a pdk."
104vheniwuprcvioudy"here, Irdértowo~thtwscused~i*rinthetmoftbcpoa~not
ndly
"prewiously* in a chronologicd sense. 1 do not even mean to Say that the same people are using the
images as used thern in the o t k r UwtanceJ, just that the author has a womur and a man use them.

image the woman gave of the man in 2: 16-1 7: any man who is going to use the image of a

fawn to compare hunself to a breast is quite sure of endearing himself to a woman! With
this cornparison is he saying that the breasts are as eager as he is to p "browsuig," that is,
to make love?

"Browsing among the Mies" in 4 5 is thus an exact repetition of the words used in 2: 16. In
4:6, "Untit the &y breathes and the shadows flee," is also a repetition of the words used in

2: 17, and while in 2: 17, the woman then calls o n the man to be "like a gazelle or young
stag, upon the mountains of Ekthet," in 4:6, the man continues instead with: "i shall go to

the mountain of myrrh and the hill of incense." The topic in the two verses may not be the
same mountain, but they are both mountains: the man is echoing the woman's words, is

saying that he will do w k t she has asked him to do. Apart fiom the 7 times "mynh" is
mentioned in the Song, it is mentioned 5 times in the O T Io,
~ always in connedon with
either a holy and/or ritual or a sexual activity o r both1l l . Of the 104 instances of "incense"

in the @TI 12, al1 have to do with some holy activity. Mountains too, in the Bible, are o h
syrnbolic of a holy place or holy activity-' l3 1s this verse givîng the reader some new

~OEXO30:23, ES^ 2 ~ 2Psa
, 4518,e m 7:
~ 17. ira 24:15.
ll'~his
is trueofthreeofthevemes: Est 2:IZ: "Theturn came foreach gul togo in to Kùig Ahasuerus, &a
being rwelve months under the regdations for the women, since this was the regular period of their wsmeric
treatment, six momhs with oii of myrrh and six months with perfiimes and cosmetic tmtmcnt, six months with
oil of myrrh and six months with perlùmes and cosmetics for women."; Psa 458: In this Psalm, the woman,
who of whom it is said in v 8: "your robes arc al1 hgrant with myrrh and aloes and cassia From ivory palaces
string& instruments make you @ad" wilI offer h e l f to the king, for her God; and Sira 24: 15: "Like cassia
and carnel's thorn I gave forth pdume, anâ like choice myrth 1 spread my ûagranq like galbanum, onycha,
and stacte, and like the odor of inin the tent." This is Wisdom speaking, who t e k of how SIR was
created by God and who offers hersdf, sa*:
"'Corne t o me, yw who des& me, and eat your îU of my
hits. For the rnemory of me is sweeter than honey, and the possession of me sweettr than the honeycomb.
Those who eat of me will hunger for more, and those who drink ofme wül thirst for more. Wboever obeys me
will not be put CO shame, and those who work with me wiU not sin."' Sira 14:19-22.
" ~ h esheer number of tMes the d e r of the Song, with its many 'My"substances is cslld bock imo the
Pentateuch is wortb noting: that îàct aione somdiow gives the Song something of a holy aura
30n this subject, the Qui& Verse Li*
C H O M explains: "Mary important evmts in the Bible take
place on or near mountains. God called Moses to His work at Mount Horeb, somehmes called 'the muntain
of God.' A part of God's cal1 was the promise that the Ismdite people would worship thcrc upon their escape
fiom Egypt (Ex. 3: 1- 12)...The term mountmirr is also used syrnbolicaliy in the Bible. It is a naturd image for
stability (Ps 303)- obstacles (Zech. 4:7), and God's power (Ps121:1-2). ..Mowitauis often have bcen callad

'
''

information about the "bmwsing among the lilies" that the man does: is it somehow a holy
activityl 14? Also, it is not only in comection with the man that the woman speaks of

gazelles; she aiso uses them as part of her adjuration to the Daughters of Jenisalem in 2:7
and 3:s: "1 adjure you, O Daughters of Jenisalem, by the gazelles and the hïnds of the
fields: Do not arouse, do not &r up love, until it be ready." Thus, she employs the image of
the gazelle, the same image she also uses to refer to the man, in the sarne way another

person might cal1 upon God. 1s she showing her reader, as opposed to telling her, that she
equates the beauty of a gazelle with the beauty of her man with the beauty of God?

There is yet another level to the imagery in this rich verse: the breasts are compared to
fawns feeding on lilies. At the same time, the proximity of the word "breast" with the
image of fawns nibbling on flowers c a ~ ohelp
t but also conjure up another image: that of

a what a lover's mouth does when fondling his or her lover's breasts. Thus, not only does
this verse say something about the woman's breasts, as well as about the man and how he
sees himself, it also conjures up the act of love-making.

4) "His cheeks, like beds of spice that put forth aromatic blossoms. His lips, Iilies that dnp

flowing myrrh." (5: 13) Woman speaking.

Of the 27 times "spice(s)" are rnentioned in the OT, it is only in 2 of the 7 times it is used
in the Song that it is in conjunction with "beds", and in both of these verses, lilies are also

present. Nowhere else in the OT are spices mentioned in their living, growing form, still in

'holy places.'"
I41t is beyond the p c o p of Ihi< thesisi to explore the whdc quedon of the Song's ongins in or resembluia
to Ancient Near Eastem love poetry, a question Murphy deals 4 t h : pp. 4 1-57. Nowhere, however, does he
mention the possibiiity of thaî one of the many love ''topics" disaisseci in the Song may be that of the "sacred"
or "temple" female or male prostitution, a controversial question that is also a fiir way beyond the s a p e ofthis
thesis; it is, however, a question that, given the 6uit of the anaiyscs of thesc fêw ünagcs, must not any longer
be overlooked by scholars.

'

the earth, in their "beds". E3eautifi.d though the image of a garden of growing spices is, it is,

at first, difficult to see how a lover's cheeks could resemble such a garden Some light is
shed on this question when the reader encounters the "beûs of spice" again oniy a few
verses "later" in 62, where the woman soys her lover has "gone down to his garden, to the
beds of spice". in W. 4: 12-16, the woman is cleariy, not to mention repeatedly, defined by

the man as a garden:
A garden enclosed, my sister, my bride, a (*den) enclosed, a fomtain sealed!
Your shoots, a pardise of pomegranates with choice fi&:H e m with nard,
nard and safion; cane and cinnamon, with ail scented woods; mynh and aloes,
with al1 finest spices. A garden, a well of fiesh water, flowing fiom Lebanon!
Arise, north wind, and come soutb wind! Blow upon my garden haî its spices
may flowl 15- Let my lover come to his garden and eat its choice fiuits.

In 6:3, then, the "garden" and the "beds of spice" are shown to be paralle1 terms: both are
metaphors for the woman, just as "bride," and "sister" also both refer to the woman. Thus
in 5: 13, the woman is compa"ng the man's cheeksl I6 to herself, just as he compares ber
breasts to himsel f, above

' ':she is a "bed of spice that puts forth aromatic blossoms" and

the man's cheeks are somebow like her. perhaps his beautifui "mddy" (5: 1O), brown (like
the earth, or the bed in which the spices grow?) cheeks blush, so that they resemble little

l 15~his
tirne it is not mynti that is f l o u h g but the gardai's, the woman's spices, of which mynh is one. In
4: 15, it was the whole fountain of the garden that was flowing: it is r e g r d t u due to considerations of
t h e and space, 1 was unable, in this thesis, to look h o the symbolic use of water in the Song, water as the
basic and primary tiquid, out of whkh both the world, acmrding to Genesis, and ewry baby is born; also
water as one of t h e many "love Liquids" in the Song.
'&~heek(s),'~
whKh ocan only 14 tMes in the O.K. OCCLUS 4 o f t h o r t h e s in Song: 1:10. which r d :
"Lovely are your ch&
in pendants, your neck in beads;" 4:3, which reads: "Like a s d e t uuead, your tips,
and your mouth, lovely; Like a cut o f pomegranate, your cheek bchind your veil." The last occurrence in the
Song is in 7 3 , an exact repetition of the latta part (fioni " L i on) of 4:3-AU ofthese referenccs are made

'

to the wornan's cheeks, by the man,
'This type of amparison is another haance of what Elliot d s the 'minoring dynunic": he iikens humdC
a fawn browsing among the lilies, to her breasts, she compares his lips t o hersdf as a üiy dripping flowing
myrrh; this device serves to underiire, in yct another way, how the other lover in a relationship becornes at
least in one's own eyes, fie O&.

redl l 8 blossoms, when the man sees the womau? Perbeps the "amma" is the man's own
"scent" 1 197

At tirst, it is just as unclear how his lips could be "lilies tbat drip flowing myrrh." M y in

one other place in the OT is myrrh liquid, in 5:s of the Song whm the wompn describes
her hands as dripping mynh, her fingers as flowing myrrh. That the very same words
"dnp" and "flowing" are used in both verçes to descn'be the mynti demands that the reader

use one to enlighten her on the meaning of the other. When one does so, it becomes clear
that here the woman is puttïng together two images that have previous1y been us& to

describe both women and a part of her120 to create s meîaphor about a specific part of the
anatomy of the man, in this case his lips. She is saying that his lips are Iike "lilies," in

other words, Iike women who "drip flowing myrrh." Among the various sexually "explicit"
passagess"' in the

Song is the brief description given in 54-5: " M y lover put his hand

through the hole and my heart trernbled on account of him. 1 got up to open to my lover,

~'
the reader is to14 in 5:6,
and rny han& dripped myrrh; My fingers, flowing r n y ~ h . While
that the woman had opened to her lover, only to find that he was gone, the images in 54-5

certainly "feel" Iike he didn't go without the two lovers first making some love: if that's
not what's going o n in those verses, then...So, when the woman says that the man's lips are

'

%bat the blossoms niight be r d is pure rpeatlation: I have m i d a w h t cdourp the blossoms of Mixent
spices might be. This metaphor is one that I don't reaiiy "get", probably at least partly because 1 have not
chosen co 80 a thorough analysis of what w d d be a very n'ch investigation into the "spices" in the Song.
I 1 9 ~ h i smay k poaibie. but it vams to me iht it's rare thi a prmn'r 'ua*" anuuies 6wn thàr chdu.
'2% bath cases it is <hc w o m who
tîe min a gaa!iie
as %wsing u n a i g the ~ ù i e gin
2:16-1 7,and who ^defines" herself as a lily in 2: 1, and by extension, women as üiies in 2: 16 and herself as
having hands that drip m y h in 5 3 .
12'Anothaone is 7:8-10: "~ourverystatureislikeapaim m* and yourûrcasts, cfus&ers.1 uiâ, '1 wiii
climb the palm tree, 1 w i N take hold of its branches; Let your breasts be like the clusters o f the vine, and the
fiagrance of your breath like apples; Your mouth üke the best wUK..,' Flowing moothîy for my lova,
spreading over my (iips and my teeth)." Again we -ter
the word "ûowing," but what is flowing this
time? Wme. What did the a d y s i s above of the %neyard cornplex" show 'tvlliento be a metaphor for, but
"lovejuices," just as mynh is cleady here a metaphor for another type of"love juice."

"lilies that drip flowing myrrh," could she be saying that his lips are as ready for love as a
woman's whose "myrrh" is flowing?

(5) "My lover has goae down to bis @en,

to the beds of spice; To browse in the garden

and to gather lilies. (6:2) 1am my lover's and he is mine; he browses among the lilies."
(6:3) Woman speaking in both verses.

Lacocque writes:
The recurrent use of the word (trans. word) 'sosainnirn,' 'lilies' or 'lotuses,' in
this short section (6: 1-3) emphasizes still more the author's predilection for that
metaphor...Most commentators p a s it by, seeing in it a charming poetic tenn to
be classified among the nurnerous natural metaphors of the booklet...But there
is more to this metaphor. The word Lilyflilies is wt fiequent in the Hebrew
Bible, where it is used in the description of the temple's column capitals...and
its bronze basin's brim, whose shape is said to have been 'like the flower of a
My' (1 KGB 7.26 NRSV=2 Chr 4.5). In Hos 14.6, the tenn is a figure for
Israel...The heroine is compered to lilies, as the temple's wlumn capitals and
the 'rnolten sea7are shaped like lilies." (Romance, 128)

In these verses, quite a few of the different contexts in which "lily" has been used thus far

in the Song are brought together. The first verse rnight be seen as k i n g made up of four
parallel verses, al1 of which connote the man making [ove with the woman or women: the

first part of the verse presents little that is new the man has "corne" to "his garden" in 5: 1;
in 6:2 "garden" and "beds of spice" seem to be parallel terrns for the woman. Here the man

"goes down" to his garden, and whiIe Murphy writes: "Of itself (Hebrew) ("go down?')
need not denote a descent to Shed, as interpreted by the cultic school of thought (e-g.
Meek, 131;cf. Ringgren, 26)." (167), the man is moving in a downward direction, unfike
in 4:6, when he says he "shall go to the mountain of mynh and the hi11 of incense," or 8: 14,

when the woman calls him to 'klike a gazelle or a young stag upon the mountains of
spices," these two instances king the only other times in the Song when any spice is

mentioned in connection with any movement. in the second part of the verse, while to
"browse" is not new, the man browsing in the garden, as opposed to "aaiong the Mies" is;

this is also the first time the li 1ies are being gathered, instead of k i n g "browsed among."
6:3 is almost an exact repetition o f 2: 16: the major difference122 is that in 2: 16, the woman

has said "My tover is mine and i am his," and in 6:3,she says "1 am my lover's and he is
mine." These differences may seem trivial, and they might well be in a text that is
constmcted in a l e s complex way, but the intncate artistry of this text demands that they
be explored

Thus, the man has "gone down" to his garden, to "the beds of spice," to his woman. This
sentence poses no interpretative problems. It is when the poet gives the rieason for his
going down that the reader begins to ask questions: he has gone down to browse in the
garden, and to gather lilies, that is, he has not gone to see her for the same reasons that he

usually goes. She calls him to come to his garden to "eat its choice fÎuits" (4: 16). His reply
is: "1 have come to my garden, my sister, bride! 1 gather my mymh with my spices. 1 eat my

honeycomb with my honey; 1 drink my wine with my milk." (5: 1) When the woman's
invitation and the man's response to it are closely examined, it is clear that he does not do
what she asks him to do, i.e. instead of eating the "choice fniits," he gathers myrrh and

spices, eats his honeycomb and honey and dnnlrs his wine and milk But either way, he has

not come to browse, which is something he usually does %mong the li1ies7'=Le. with the
other women he sleeps with...until this verse, that is. The woman also tells us he has gone

doum to the garden to "gather lilies": the only other time in the Song that the verb "gather"
is used is in 5: 1 when the man speaks of gathering his "mynh with his spices" and it is

afier this verse that the whole tone of the Song changes fiom one in which the woman is

'22~hereis another "süght" &ifFerence in Murphy's uwlatioa; in the NRSV thk Muence does not ex&:
Murphy translates the rest of 2: 16 as "...I ain his who browses among the tities," while he r d e f s the rest o f
6:3 as: "...andhe is mine; h e browses among the lilies." He does not Say t o wbat this différence is due.

successfülly pimued, to one in which she punues, largely u n s l ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~Whni
£ Û sbe
ll~~~.
says that h e has corne to "gather lilies," does she mean that he has begun to take her for

one of those "'other'' women 124,that he wants ber to be just another woman among

wornen, a lily among lilies, no longer "a lily among thorns"?

The grounds for making sucb interpretative statements may seem quite shaky when these
verses are looked at in isolation, and this reader would, of course, never daim that they are
the correct or the only interpretations possible. Yet when the verses are looked at the
context of the whole Song,the interpretations made here continue to make sense.125In
5 6 , after some hesitation, the woman has opened her door to her lover only to find him

gone. She has, in subsequent verses, searched for h m in the city, and not found hm;she
has been wounded and had her m a d e tom off. In 5:8, she has adjured the Daughters of

Jenisalem with a new adjuration refiain: for the first and iast time, instead of saying: -'I
adjure you, O Daughters of Jerusalem, by the gazIles and hinds of the fields: Do not

arouse, do not stir up love, until it be ready." (2:7,3:5,8:4; in the last instance, the
"gazelles and hinds of the fields" are left out), she says " 1 adjure yoy O Daughters of
Jerusalem: If you find my lover, what shall you say to him? That 1 am sick with love."lt6
5:9-6:2constitute a conversation beîween the Daughters of Jenisalem and the woman in

which the Daughters ask: "How does your Lover difter fkom any lover2 and the woman

1 2 3 ~ h change
is
of t o n is reflected in the d i f f a a r r between 2: 17 and 6:3: in the earüer verse- her 6m
assertion is tbat her lover is hem, she is totaiiy confident in that knowledge, while in 6:3 she is more confident
about the fact that she is his.
1 2 4 ~the
t same time. has she mer r d y beai anychbg du? The other w o m are laes, she is a lily too.
M a be she just thought herseif to be differeat.
12&
was only in rereading the foiîowing section, thr I reaüzd the qui& overview of the large iines of the
"action" in the Song 1 have undertaken here makes it look an awfiit lot as if there is plot development fiom
section to section in the Song, whereas 1 have criticized Elliott for wrongly atternpting to impose such a
devdopment on the poem. My cnticism of her is perhaps somewhat "saved" by the fia that I am not saying
that there is plot developmem between two people in one relationship, but insead that there is, in pm-cular.
one significant shift in the Song's tone, der 5: 1, that has to do with who, the womcn or tbe men, arc the
dominant or p o w h l ones in the reiationships descriW.
126~hisverse r d l s 2 5 , which is h n immcdiately followed by an adjuration rehin in 2 7 : 'Strengtbm
me with raisin cakes, refksb me with applcs, for 1am sick with love."

replies with the oniy long wmfshe speaks about hirn in the whole poem. When she is
done, the Daughters ask ber, in 6: 1 "Where bas your lover gone..." and they offer to help
her look for him. It is at this point that she replies with the verses under study hem which

are then followed by a wmf(6:4-I O) spoken about the woman by the man, some of the
lines of which are identical to those found in the wusfbe speaks of her in 4:1-11
,'21

thougb

in 6:4-IO the wasf reads almost as if it is spoken out of fear or out of a need to reassure. in
the first section of this chapter, it was pointed out that perhaps in 6:2-3, instead of joyfully

affirming the mutuai love relationship she is in with the man, as is usually thought, the
woman is, in fact, sadly admitting that while she wishes her lover were hers, and she her
lover's, he is not with her, but "browsing" among other lilies.

Whether this is the case, or whether the woman speaking here is not even the same one
who spoke the alrnost identical words in 2: 16'*~,
something bas change& Chapter 2 is full
of images in which the man is coming toward the woman, and when she does not find hirn

in her bed at night in 3: 1, and goes out into the city looking for him, her quest is

successfùl. Chapter 4 is, almost in its entirety, a poem of praise to the woman's beauty,
and in 5: 1 the lover comes to the woman, as she has called upon hirn to do in the last verse
of 4: 16. ït is after the latter part of 5: 1, "'Eat my fkiends, drink! Drink deeply of love!'-

that the change cornes about. In Chapter 5, the lover is no longer calling upon the woman
to corne; he is instead so impatient that he does not even wait for her to open the door, and
when she goes looking for hirn in the city, the outcome is the opposite of what it was
earlier: the guôrâs beat her up and she does not find the man. The "fear" wasf (6:4-10) is

followed by the woman "going down" to the nut-garden, alone-this is one of the few fimes
the reader sees the woman alone-'30 see if the vines are budding." (6:1 1) The enigrnatic

*'The wusfactualiy continues to v. 16. w 12- 16 i d ü n g up the amordinarily mh d h t i î i d "garda
metaphor" passage.
12* "MYl o v a is mine ami I am tis w b t m w r a Mong tbe ~ilies.~

verses 6: 12- 13 are followed by a renewal in the man's interest in the woman, which he
expresses in a wasftbat describes not only the woman, which has k e n the case with his
wusfs up until now, but also, for the fim h e , how he would like to make Iove with ber.

She joins in with him, proclaiming that "1 am my lover's and towaràs me is his desue"
(7: 1 1 ) 29, but by 8: 1. she is larnenting that she cacmot kiss ber lover in public, and in 812 is

telling him that she'd take him to her mother's house where she'd give him her "spiced

wine" to drink. This is exactly what she bas already &ne in 3:4 and there, when the act
was realized, and here where it isn't, the adjuration refhin follows, as does the appearançe

of something (3:6) or someone (8:5) fiom the desert. The Solomon "procession7' passage

fkom 3:6-10 is replaced in Chapter 8 by what Elliot points out is "often refend to as the
climax or 'summa' of the Canticle." (194) in 8:l-2, the woman has expressed what she
would do if she could bave her way with the man, and now, in 8:6-7, she goes one step
farther. For the first and only time in the Song,she says what she wants to be to the man,
and she also speaks, in a few powertùl and succinct words, her experience of what Iove
is 130

...consistent with Roland Murphy's reaction against the idea that love in the
Song is deified, the fact that it is described as 'a flame of Yah' indicates precisely
that human Iove can only be described with tems commonly used for divine love.
They are the only fitting t e m s of cornparison. Human love is a 'fiame of Yah' in
its consuming intensity, and its ardor is on a par with death swallowing up people,
as says Prov 1.12." (Romance, 171)

: refrainsof mutual possession in 2:1
6 and 6:3, have now be~omean aflinnation of only his desue beino,
for her: he. in his entirety, is no longer hem, if he ever was, though she is still his.
13O1t is important to note that she is not tallOng about what love should or d d be, but what it is. what ber
experience or her obsmarion
ofit is. ui otha words. this is not some rbstrsct tre!atise on love:this text
confiants the reader with love first hana at the same time as the charscter who speaks ofthem is arperiencing
them.

It might be easier for interpreters if the Song ended with these words, but it doesn't. It goes
on, instead, to give voice to a series of short, dificuit to connect passages: the

"exchange"l

' between the woman d her brothers, the Solomon "riMe," a last

exchange between the two loves, in which the man r e m to the attitude he had in the

earlier part of the Song (before 5: 1): he cails after her, he wants to hear her voice, just as
he did in 2: 14: "My dove, in the clefts of the rock, in the recesses of the clif?, Let me see

your face and hear your voice, for your voice is pleasant and your face is lovely." in 8: 13,

he calts, "You who dweil in the gardemi, fnends are listening: let me hear your voice." The
woman replies with words very similar to the ones she spoke in 2: 16: then she told him:

"Turn, my lover; be like a gazelle or a young stag upon the mountains o f kther.-' Now, in
8: 14, she calls upon him to "Flee, my lover, be Iike a gazelle or a young stag, upon the

mountains of spices." Murphy and Elliot see 'Ihe mountains of spices" as a metaphor for
the woman, and so either see in ber words the opposite of whpt she is saying13*or at least

detect something of a

in them. in none of the 4 occurrences of mountain(s) in

the songlu, does this mader find any indication thaî this word is a metaphor for the

woman: on the contrary, mountains are places away fiom the woman: he cornes to her
fiom them (2:8) or he Leaves her to go to them (2: 17, 4:6135).In 8:14, she is beseeching

him to do the same thing as in 2:17, except that now she uses a stronger word: she no

'''

1 put the word in brackets because whik the woman's response cIeariy maka reférence to the words of
her brothers, it is not r d y a direct reply to thern.
132 *-(Hebrew)('flee') is not t o be understood as a rejdon, but in the same smse of (Hebrew) (-m.),
as in
2:17. Here she invites him to the (Hebrew) ('moumahs of spice'), apparcntly to be idcntified with the obsarre
'mountains of Bether' mentioned in 2: 17. In both cases, of course, the mountains are a rnetaphor for the
woman.* (Murphy 194)
'33 T h e Belmeci's response to Ys p k . is a surprisin8 (trans. word) "Bec away, my Love." The vnb (trans.
word) does mean simply, "hurry" or "make heu. It always indicates a qui& movement away &om
something, a leaving even if the place is not spccified...Howevw the finri phrase (tnuis. words) (cf.
4:6)
seems to be an invitation to corne to herseifrather than 8 separation as (trans. word) in 2: 17e indicatcd. There
is a tension ùetween 'go away' and 'corne' in the Bdoved's wotds... She is tdling him to go off quicWy, but
impties that his going off is a way ofcoming again; that absence is a way of presénce..." (Elliott 2û9- 10)
1342:8, 17; 4:6, 8; 8: 14
13'1n 4% the man calls t o the woman: "Whme 6 o m Lebanon, O bride. with me from L e b o n SU
pu
corne! Corne down fiom the top of Amanab, fiom tbe top ofSmir and Hamon; From dens of lioas, fiom
ramparts of leopards."

longer tells him to merely "tum" but to "flee*. 1s it the '%ends" she believes he needs to
get away from? The word translated as %ends" is the same one used by the woman in 1:7
where it is translated as "companions": T e l l me, you whom my sou1 loves, where you
pasture, where you rest at midday, lest 1 becorne as one who covers herself near the herds

of your companions." In the earlier verse, the idea of becoming "as one who avers herself
near the herds of' her lover's "companions" is one that she seems to be aftaid of, or at
lest sees as something that is not welt-viewed in the later verse, is it the same fear that
prompts her to tell h m to flee those companions, flee to the mountains of spices, to a high

place where holy scents linger? 1s this, then, what she also rneant in the earlier verse?

6) "Your valley, a round bowl that is not to lack mixed wine. Your belly, a heap of wheat,

surrounded by lilies." (7:3)Man speaking. This verse ends itself close to the begiming of
a wusf that is unique among the wasfs spoken by the man to the woman: as mentioned in
the discussion of 6:2-3, the w@s in 4: 1- 1 1( 16)and 6:4-10 describe the woman's many

atîributes, but only in 7: 1-10 does the man tell us of the arnourous actions tha~her beautifuî
body inspires in him. Those explicit words corne later in the wasf, yet when he says that
her "valley" is not to lack "mixed wine," he is already intimating that someone has got to

fiIl it. Are there echos fiom elsewhere in the Song in this verse? Of wurse, the woman
describes herself as a "My of the valleys" in 2: 1: what do those "valleys" have to say about

this "valley" or vice versa? While in his notes to the text (1 82) Murphy gives an overview

of the various possible body parts to which this image may refer, in the text itself he
writes: "... 'valley' is meant as a euphemism for the pudenda. The presence of 'mixd
&vine7
in this anatomical vesse1 has been understood as a reference to fecundation, or even

to 'love water." (1 85) If this is what 'Wley" means in this context, which seems likely,
since it is located, in the description, between the woman3 thighs and her belly, then when
one rereads the earlier usage of the image, the "lily of the valleys" becornes 'We lily of the

pudencias". As will be remembered, when the woman speaks these words of herself in 2: 1,

a feeling of well-being is evoked: she is a Iily growing in a place wherre Mies grow well. in
a parallel stick she is a "flower of Sharon", a flower growïng in a fertile land. This verse
was preceded by one in which the woman bas proclaimed: "Indeed our couch is verâant.

The bearns of our house, cedats; our rafters, cypresses." (1 :16-17); in other words, these
verses are brimming over witb images of a green, fertile land that is fnendy to its
inhabitants, the two lovers. These images corne to join their voice to the meaning of
"valley" in 7:3, and at the same time, the image of valley-as-pudenda adds yet another
image of fertility, tbat of the ~ o m b lto~the
~ ,already fertile valley of 2: 1. If the "vdey"

recalls her pudenda, then her pudenda also recalls the vailey, and so when the poet says
that the woman's valley is not to lack "mixed wine", not only is the image evoked of the

woman's Valley" king full of either the different "love juices" of one penon-her own or
those of another person-or the different "love juices" of various people, but the reader also
sees a valley, full of the vines of differmt grap, growing, flourishing, and while the
former image alone might seem excessive, difficult as it still is for most of people to
welcome sex in ou.lives, let alone in our sacred texts, the naturainess of the latter image

goes a long way to dispel that feeling: if it's okay for that valley to be brimming over with
grapevines, why shouldn't the woman's pudenda be brimming over with al1 kinds of love

juices?!

This beautifid image is followed by anothef: the man says that the woman's belly is a
"heap of wheat surrounded with lilies-" Murphy points out:

The sense of the cornparison of the woman's abdomen (Hebrew) ("yow belly')
to (Hebrew) ('a heap of wheat') is obscure; shape or color could be
meant...Some cornmentators...interpret the likeness as a syrnbol of fertility...There

'

3 6 ~ n dla me t e l you, 1 hiow s c m d ü q about the womb'r fatüity: not d y did I have one M y as 1
worked on this thesis and rny Masta's mms, but I am prtgnant rgain, due to have rny second baby s
h
o
w
after 1 graduate!

is no other reference in ancient sources to smounding wheat with Mies. Perhaps
the metaphor is prompted by a gannent or decoration wom by the woman." (1 82)

A survey of the 38 references to "wheat* in the OT yields a relatively uniform picture: as

Sirach says (39:26): "The basic necessities of human Iife are water and fire and iron and
salt and wheat flour and milk and honey, the blood of the grape and oil and clothing"
What does this idea yield when it is applied to the image under discussion? A heap of
wheat, of this substance necessary to the survival of human beings, surrounded by lilies, by

women.Suddenly, the image springs to iife. A heap of wheat is one that has k e n
harvested, and here it is surrounded by women: does not some kind of harvest dance corne
to rnind? Perhaps, but how is the woman's belly like this harvest dance? 1s the man sayîng

that the sight of her belly fills him with the same joy and excitement as the occasion of a

harvest dance performed by some lovely "lilies"? It has been s h o w above that the image
that follows, "Yow breasts are like two fa-,

twins of a gazelle," (45, 7:4) is one that

exudes a certain eagemess; that eagemess is well lead into by the excitement of the
"wheat" image. This man is thrilled by the sight of the woman kfore him!

What of the other OT occurrences of the word "lily"? It occurs rarely, only 15 times and
eight of those references are in the Song. The other occurrences are: four in Kings and

~ h r o n i c l e sin
~~
which
~ , the references are to the "lily-work" done by Hiram oCTyre, "an
artisan in brome" as part of the construction of the temple commissioned by ~ o l o r n o n ' ~ ~ ;
two

in ~ i r a c h l ~"Send
~ : out fiagrance like incense, and put forth blossorns like a lily.

13' "Now the capitals that w m on the tops ofthe pülm in the vestibule w a e oflily-wotk,four cubits high."
(Ki 7:19,22) "Its thickness was a handbreadth; its brim was mede like the brim of a cup, like the flower of a
My; it held two thousand baths." (Ki 7:26;2 Chr 4 5 , except the C h tcxt reads "three" instead of"two

thousand baîhs.")
'381n the Chr example Hiram W not meimioncd.
1391 have included the Sirach rrfaave though it was œ d d y writteo d e r the Song, anâ h s Ewld not have
been wnsciously or uncoMously by the writer ofthe Song, because people reading the two texts today
rnight not know whm they wert wrïtten, and tbcrcforetbe ineuiVig ofa word fiom one tcxt d d ùiform the
rneaning in the other.

Scatter the fiagraace, and sing a hymn of praise; bless the Lord for al1 his works." (Sira
39:14), where the verse is the third line in a song o f praise to God; and "like roses in the

days of first fruits, like lilies by a sMng of water, Iike a green shoot on Lebanon on a
sunmer day;" (Sira 50:8), where the verse is part ofa long description of the high pries&
Simon, son of Onias, which is introduced with: The leader of his brothers and tbe pride of

his people... who in his life repaired the house, and in his time fortified the temple. (Sira
50:1 ); and one in Hosea: "1will be like the dew to IsraeI; he shall blossom like the My, he

shail strike rmt like the forests of Lebanon." (Hosea 145) where the verse is part of an

adrnonition that Hosea makes to the people of Israel;the "he" here refers to what Israel
wi11 becorne when "hemreturns to the Lord. Thus, al1 of the references to Mies are

comected with either a hoiy place, the temple, a hoiy song of pMse, a hdy man, Simon,

or a people made holy by their surrender to God Nowhere is there any explicit indication
in the Song that the woman is somehow holy, yet the fact h t "lily" is o d y ever used in
holy contexts in the rest of the I3iblel4? malce holiness "inhere~t"'~to the My, just as its
beauty is, and when the woman is referred to as a "lily" in the Song, she too becornes both

"inherently" holy and beautifid.

'%till today, lilies are used to SymbOIize, for Chrisians, that most holy of occurrences: tbe remrimion of
Jesus on Easter Sunday.
Inherent, that is, in the mincis ofthose people d in these t a s , or iiterary traditions.

'

5.4 Ambiguity rt the Linguistic Level

This section will provide a listing of the "gender incoosi~tencies'"~~
in the Song as pointed

out by Murpby in the ~wtesto his translation: they reinforce the feeling of penasive

ambiguity in the Song, in this case on a linguistic level. When available, Elliott's
comments have also been provideâ.

On 1:6, Murphy writes: "Although the woman presumably addresses the Daughters. the

verb (Hebrew) ('stare') is masculine plural in form; the second person feminine plurai
ending is rare and never is uçed before a pronominal suffix; cf. GHB 63% 15Oa. this
~;
(126)
indifference to gender occurs s e v e d times in the song (3 1 4 3 : ~ , letc.)."

On 2 5 , Mwphy writes: "(Hebrew) ('strengthen') is in the second-person masculine plural,
but possibly without any gender intendeci (cf 2: 15 and possibly 5:8); in wntext it can be

considered as an appeal to the Daughters, who are addressed with masculine gender in v.

7." ( 132)

On 25, Elliot writes: ''The two masculine irnperatives, (trans words) samrnekûni (trans
word) and rappeduru'(tram), rue a d c i r d to the banquet guests in general(cf, 5: lef)." (62

On 2:7,Murphy writes: "The adjuration is certainly addressed to the Daughters despite the

masculine pronominal suffix (Hebrew). The use of the masculine for the feminine is
fiequent in the Song (4:2; 5 8 ; 6 6 , 8)." (133)

14*sy
this term 1 mepn inah e , for eumple, the g a d a of8 m i n would seem to aiggest t h t the
woman is speaking, but the conjugation ofthe word suggests thaî it is a man.
1433 should read 2 here.

On 2:7, Elliott writes: "A is wt clear wbo speaks 2:7. The message, however, is directed
to the Daughters of Jenisalem." (64)

On 2: 15, which is usuaily attributed to the woman, Murphy writes: "'Foxes ...foxes7is an
example of 'repetitive parailelism of the single-word type' (Albnght SuMvals," 3). The

form (Hebrew) ('catch') is plural imperative masculine, and the line seems to be spoken by
a group ('us' is the indirect object)." (139)

On 2: 15, Elliott writes: "There is considerable disagreement over who the speaker is in
2: 15 as is well attested by the various commentators and versions" (73) and:

The mascdine plural imperative ehezii (traas. word) and the indirect object l a d
(trans. word) do not require a speaker other than the Beloved. She uses the
masculine plural imperative also at 2 5 where it would appear that she is
addressing the Daughters of J e d e m , or the guest. h 2: 15 it is likely that she
is quoting a familiar song or refbin. Lanû (trans word) in context may refer to
the Beloved and her Lover, and it is used as naturaiiy as arsenû (trans word) in
2: 12c. (299 n-75)

On 3:6, Murphy writes: "(Hebrew) is literally 'who is this?' The ferninine (Hebrew) can be

construed as neuter, and (Hebrew) can be translated as 'what?' (GHB (sign) 142; (sign)
148b). This leaves open the identity of the petson or thing king hailed by the speaker@).
The identical question occurs again in 85% where the feminine participle (Hebrew)

indicates that the woman is rneant, although no answer is given." (149)

On 3:6, Elliott writes: "The feminine gender ofthe participle (trans. word) and the use off
the interrogative (trans.word) leads one to presume that 3,6a refers to the Beloved or Bride
in this case. Supporting this assumption is the fa* thaî the sarne question refers to her

unequivocaIly in 6,10 and 8,s." (83)

On 4: 2, Murphy writes: "As often in the Song, there is disagreement in gender: the
pronominal sufixes (Hebrew) do not agree with theü feminine antecedents; cf GHG
1350J." (155)

On 4:9, Murphy writes about the "grammatical disparity between the masculine numeral

and the feminine "eyes". (156)

On 65,Murphy W&S:

T h e masculine pronoun, (Hebrew) refers back to 'eyes,' which

are feminine; the fluctuation of gender occurs through out the Song cf (Hebrew) in 68,

and the verbs in 6:9b." ( 175)

On 6 3 , Murphy writes: "The masculine pronoun, (Hebrew) is used as the copula with the

feminine plurai noun (Hebrew word) ('queeus')." (1 75)

On 6:8, Elliott writes: "For use of the masculine plural pronoun as standing for the

feminine, see GKC, 32n2' (3 18, n.229)

6. Conclusion

There remain a last few words to bring to an end the w o n d e f i joumey that this thesis on

the ship of the Song of Songs bas beea. In this conclusion, this reader will cast her mind,

like a net, back over the words that have k e n written in it and she will puil out of those
vast waters a few of the select fish that bave been bred dong the way, to present to her
readers as a parting gift a souvenir of their time on this voyage.

Has it been clear fiom this thesis how aiive this poem is? Have its words of deep love and
fierce rebel lion, wild passion and stubborn self-affirmation,joy, determination and
perseverance been heard? What about its images, so touching, beautifuI, rich and

expressive, sometimes surprising, have they been encountered in al1 their depth,
compiexity and splendeur? Has ail the mystery, sometimes confusion, enigma at least k n
pointed out, if mt made clear? Has it been felt how this poem inspires such curiosity and
occasionaily a feeling of dérja-vu? How good it smeils, al1 that fiankincense and mynh,
tastes so good, al1 that wine, ail those juicy fkuits? Has a sense been conveyed of how

much there is t o experience and see: such fertility and virility aod such opulence? Have the

occasional moments of silliness and violence and loneliness in the poem been pointed out?
Or how the poem is so pastoral and so "metropolitan"; so physical, so sensual, so sexual;
how the language abounds in superlatives, beginning with the opening superscription?

No, sady, there has not been time for al1 that. Instead, whsrt this thesis has done is look

closely at the di fferent facets of one aspect of this "huge" poem, its arnbiguity; it has

described the thoughts, ideas, impressions, intuitions-artistic,

intellectual, spiritual, and

even a few emotional-that were called up in the mind of this reader during her extended
and intense period of study of the Song.

When this thesis was undertaken, this reader boped to be able to Say, at the end of it ail,
full of self-satisfaction: Look now, tbis is what the Song is al1 about, tbis is what a secular
love poem is doing in the Bible, thh is where God is to be found, tâis is the spiritual

message k i n g comunicated.
Again, sadly that is not the case; there have been no loud, definitive revelations. Instead,
working with the Song, this reader has had to l e m to be contented with tentative, not to
Say, meek, gtimpses into what migiit be the essentially spirituai nature of the Song. And

while it is not the intention of this reader to invalidate al1 the theological statements made
about the Song, including the ones made in this thesis, in the end it seems to her that they

are mostly futile attempts to nail down a tnith that is too fluid even be captured properly in
words. In the end, it is not what this poem says, or even what it meam that makes it the
"holy of holies," as Rabbi Aquiba called it. It is what the poem does, in Stanley Fish's
words(?)

'

44.

What does it do, at least ro orfor a reader who decides to really delve into it?

Through the arnbiguity of the nature and the nurnber of the Iove refationships portrayed in
it, which propels the reader into a desperate state of trying to understand what is going on,

and then forces her to see that the things k i n g tofd of in the Song are not to be understood
by coming to any one conclusion;

Through its collage-like structure, whose inherently ambiguous nature puts another nail in
the cofin of the idea that whatever the Song is trying to say, it can be surnrned up in one
neat sentence;

144~lease
note that the fnu rnissing bibiiognphic refnmces wili be found in the Fuinl version of thir thesis.

Through its images, so rich in variety and cwiplexity that by the time the reader reaches
the 1 s t instance of any one recurring image, the sheer number of connotations has her

reeling;
Through the intertextuality of its language with the rest of the Bible, which makes the

poem sacre& in the sarne way that synagogues were made into sacreci places through their
association with elements of the destroyed ~ e r n p l e lwhile
~ ~ , at the same it remains

secut ar,
Lastly through the gender inconsistencies at the grammatical level of the Song;
Through al1 of these elements, and through its arbstry and its beauty, which have only been

indirectly touched upon in this thesis, the Song wakes the reader up. It won't allow her to
rest for a minute on any singie corne idea. but is constantiy, irresistibly, talung her by the

han& dragging her off the sofa, to show her another new idea, a fiesh insight, a different
way of looking at an image. In other words, the Song prompts the reader to keep leamllrg
from it, about it, about love, and in the process, about herself too, and especially about ber

preconceived notions of what a text shodd be doing.
1s not knowledge, and in particular self-knowledge a quality that brings us closer to God?

Does not this quality alone warrant that the Song be called the "holy of holies," as Rabbi
Aqiba called it?

Yet the Song, at the same time as its arnbiguity and its beauty lead the reader to be

constantiy on her intellecnial toes, the immediacy of the events in the piiem, as well as the
sensuality of the images delightfully cajole the reader into k i n g joyfully king aware of

1'41

thank Julie Lanond and the clas in Rituai Space for thit insight into the sacralizing of synagogues.

herself as a physical k i n g These two ambiguous "calls"together, the one to the muid and

the other to the body of the reader, constituîe wbaî, for ihis reader, the poem does.
Certaidy, this is no great theological insight Are you as disappointed as I was, at kt,not
to find the specter of m e bearded God with puflj~pink cheeks, as if he's had too much

communion wine to drink, breathing down your necks as thk thesis h w s to a close? In
fact, it is no theological insight at ail: it is just that the Song demands that its reader really

look both at it and at herseIf, and insists that s k be in herself as she does i t Anâ
ultirnately, that rnakes her breathe more calmly, laugh more easily, love more generously,

both herself and others. Aren't al1 of those things that an awareness of the presence of God
usuaily does for people?
"Arise, my beautifûl one and corne!"calls the Song to her reader. "My dove, in the c i e h

of the rock, in the recesses of the cliff, Let me see your face and hear yow voice. For your

voice is pleasant and your face lovely," (2:13-14) she c m e s . Such is the lovely and
compelling cal1 of the Song. Difficult to resist, isn't it? The Song may not be the good,

escient, thri@ wife fkom Proverbs, nor the wise man tiom Qohelet, though those two
have their love of arnbiguity in cornmon, but it's a great joy to spend an aftemoon or a few

years with her; even a brief contact with her can make you feel just ...divine.
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